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PREFACE

TT is well recognized at the present time that the student of

chemistry must approach that subject from the standpoint

of the laws of physics operative in the chemical domain as well

as, or instead of, from a simply qualitative or empirical point

of view. Accordingly, the physical conception of chemical

behaviour is at length receiving due attention in the elementary,

as well as in more advanced, teaching of the subject.

Whilst, however, other branches of the science are equipped
with numerous elementary as well as advanced text-books,

there is a certain lack of works dealing with physical chemistry
in a simple form, although the more detailed portions of this

subject are so intricate, mathematical, and abstruse that the

average student is frequently baffled by standard text-books

which survey the whole field

The present book, therefore, covers sufficient material for a

session's detailed study in such a form that, if required for

use in elementary or
" Intermediate Science

"
classes, only the

simpler aspects may be considered. On the other hand, it is

believed that the material included will be found to afford

sufficient groundwork for students proceeding to University

(Pass B.Sc. or B.Sc. Engineering) or the advanced Board of

Education examinations.

Much assistance in proof-correction and many valuable

suggestions have been given by Dr A. E. Dunstan, Dr W. C.

M'C. Lewis, and Assistant-Professor S. Smiles, and I desire to

express my heartiest thanks to these gentlemen for their kind

assistance. T P> HJLD1TCH

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
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THE AIM AND USE OF PHYSICAL
CHEMISTRY

THE branch of chemical science to which the present volume

attempts to provide an introduction is probably more easy to

learn than to teach. The student will do well to bear in

mind that physical chemistry is in itself a bundle of sciences

rather than a branch of one science, and to endeavour to

obtain at the outset a kind of perspective glimpse of the

individual subdivisions of the subject. Moreover, it is far

more important to gain in the first place a superficial acquaint-
ance with the nature of the problems discussed in each

branch of physical chemistry (e.g.
in the domains of individual

physical properties, of electro-chemistry, of the laws of gases,
of the behaviour of solutions, etc.) than to master more (or

less) completely the details of one given subdivision to the

exclusion of the rest
;
the latter course is, however, all too

frequently to be observed, in some cases very possibly because

the teacher has allowed himself to be overwhelmed with the

abundance of data at his command, with the result that the

treatment of the subject has been uneven, unsystematic, and
therefore to a large degree unintelligible.

It is perhaps not an exaggeration to say that more often

than not physical chemistry appeals to the student only as

the dreary collection or determination of innumerable con-

stants and statistics, and he is tempted to wonder,
" What is

the point of it all ?
"

Unfortunately, but naturally, this question cannot be
answered effectively until a certain intimacy with the subject
has been attained

;
but it is possible to realize the supreme

importance of the subject after a relatively elementary
discussion of its salient features, and, as a matter of fact,

the last section of this book (Part IV., pp. 123-160) is

devoted to a resume of some of the more important

applications of the science. In the meantime, we will

attempt to illustrate the utility, at "all events, of physical
xiii
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chemistry by a very brief historical outline of its main lines

of development.

Reverting to the above presumed query as to
"
the object

of it all," we may remark that, in the absence of what we
now term "physical chemistry" we must perforce have been

deprived of the greater part of any but the most empirical
information concerning, for example, the following somewhat

important points :

(i) The values of the atomic weights of the elements.

(ii) The structure of the overwhelming majority of the scores

of thousands of organic compounds at present known.

(iii) The technical liquefaction of gases (e.g. the preparation
of compressed oxygen or of refrigerants such as ammonia or

carbonic acid).

(iv) The application of electricity to the manufacture of siich

substances as caustic soda, chlorine, aniline, carborundum,
calcium carbide, and various refractory elements.

(v) The technical application of liquid distillation (e.g. in

coal-tar, glycerine, or organic acid works).
This statement may at first sight appear rather far-fetched,

but consideration of the following paragraphs will show that

it is a close approximation to the truth.

There are a few outstanding discoveries in physical

chemistry upon which the remaining developments of the

subject depend ;
the most notable of these are as follows :

(a) Avogadrds hypothesis (1811). Equal volumes of gases
contain equal numbers of molecules, when measured under

equal conditions of temperature and pressure.

(b) Laurenfs precise definition of the terms atom, molecule,
and chemical equivalent (

1 843).

(c) Van der Waals1

summary of the relations between the

volume, temperature andpressure of a gas (1886).

(d} Varft Hoff's correlation of the laws of gases ivith those

holding in the case of dilute solutions.

(e) Faraday's laws of electrolysis (1833).

(f) Ostwald's classification of physical properties (1891),

amplified by the subsequent work of Briihl, Sir W. H.

Perkin, and many others.

Speaking in general terms, it may be said that at the close

of the eighteenth century chemistry was a preponderatingly

qualitative science, concerned with the distinctive superficial

qualities of substances, rather than with their quantitative
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occurrence, much less with their quantitative composition or

the internal structure of their particles !

About 1770-1780, however, Lavoisier, a physicist and mathe-

matician, turned his attention to chemistry, and emphasized
the almost universal neglect of the balance in chemical re-

search as then conducted : his insistence on the supreme
importance of observing the quantities of substances entering
into chemical reactions caused a revolution in chemical

method and thought, whilst as a first result of his own

quantitative studies he established the truth of one of the

fundamental principles of modern physical chemistry, the

Law of the Conservation of Mass, i.e. that in no chemical

reaction is new matter created, or existing matter destroyed.
In 1808 John Dalton found that the results of some quanti-

tative experiments which he had made on the composition of

certain binary compounds of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and

nitrogen could be best explained by supposing that chemical

union occurred between limitingly small, indivisible particles

(atoms] of each element, and he proceeded to use his results in

the calculation of what he considered were the relative weights
of the atoms. It was soon observed, however, that Dalton's

numbers did not necessarily represent the real "atomic

weights" of the elements, but gave measures of their "com-

bining weights
"

not necessarily the same thing.

(For example, in the case of the two oxides of carbon, in

one instance twice as much carbon is united with oxygen
as in the other, so that it was at that time impossible to say
which value was the true atomic weight.)

Moreover, at about the same time, Gay-Lussac was study-

ing the relation between the volumes of reacting gases, and
found that his results could not always be expressed in terms

of Dalton's atoms.

Thus, according to Dalton's hypothesis, i atom of hydrogen
reacted with i atom of chlorine to form i atom of hydro-
chloric acid ; whereas Gay-Lussac found that i volume of

hydrogen reacted with T volume of chlorine to form 2

volumes of hydrochloric acid.

This discrepancy was cleared up by Amadeo Avogadro
when, in 1811, he suggested that the atoms of an element

might exist in two forms :

(i) True atoms indivisible particles.

(ii) Combined atoms of the same element -molecules.
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Hence Gay-Lussac's results could be reconciled with

Dalton's theory if it were assumed

(i) That, for example, the "atoms" of hydrogen and of

chlorine were really molecules composed of two elementary
atoms.

(ii) That equal volumes of all gases contained equal
numbers of molecules when measured under equal pressures
and equal temperatures.

(The changes in volume of a gas with varying pressures and

temperatures had already been studied
;
the former by Boyle

in 1660, the latter by Charles in 1785.)
Hence the road was clear for the determination of the

atomic weights (as distinct from the combining weights) of

the elements which, either as such or combined with other

elements of known atomic weight, could be obtained in gaseous
form. This application of physics to chemistry was such a

new principle, however, that its great usefulness was quite
overlooked for fully half a century subsequent to Avogadro's

generalization, and instead of availing themselves of this very

simple guide, the majority of chemists engaged in exciting

arguments for or against rival atomic weight systems, of which

at one period no fewer than five or six simultaneously com-

peted for pride of place.
Two circumstances finally brought this chaotic state of

affairs into some sort of order :

(i) In 1843, Laurent urged the precise definition of the

terms atom, molecule, and combining weight: atom, the smallest

weight of an element known to enter into combination ;

molecule, the smallest weight of an element or compound
capable of free existence

; combining weight (replacement value,

equivalent) the weight of an element combining with, or

replacing, an atomic proportion of hydrogen in a compound.
(ii) In 1858, the Italian Cannizzaro drew general attention

to his compatriot's half-forgotten hypothesis of 1811, pointing
out how this could be directly applied to determining the

molecular weight of a gaseous element or compound by

simply comparing the weights of equal volumes of the

gaseous substance in question and of hydrogen under the

same conditions.

Thus physical chemistry was finally applied to settle the

vexed question of the real atomic weights of those elements

at least which could be obtained in gaseous form, or which
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formed gaseous compounds with elements of known atomic

weight.
The same generalization applied also to those organic

compounds which could be obtained in a state of vapour
without decomposition. Thus alcohol was shown to be

simply C2
H O, and not any higher multiple of this formula,

whereas acetic acid was not simply CH2O, but (CH2O)2 or

C2
H

4O2 , although another substance, formaldehyde, possessed
the simple composition CH2O.

It may be remarked, however, that many other substances

(notably grape-sugar, fruit-sugar, wood-sugar, etc.) also pos-
sessed the empirical formula CH2O, as shown by chemical

(analytical) means
;
and this leads us to another of the most

important services of physical chemistry the further develop-
ment of Avogadro's hypothesis and the laws of gases to the

case of dilute solutions.

We have seen that the relations between the pressure,

temperature, and volume of a gas were roughly known at a

relatively early date ;
we may mention in passing that, as will

be shown in detail in Part II. of this book, much more exact

data bearing on these relations have been accumulated from

time to time, and were summed up in mathematical form by
van der VVaals in 1881. The equation he obtained has been

found so accurate that it has been used to "correct" the

densities of gases as measured in the laboratory in order to

determine their exact molecular weights, the results agreeing
with the best data from ordinary gravimetric research.

In 1886, van't Hoff noticed that what is known as the

osmotic pressure (here we must postpone further details as to

the nature of this quant ty until later on in the book, Part III.,

Chapter III.) of a substance in dilute solution behaves accord-

ing to the same laws as ordinary gas pressure, and that, in fact,

a substance in dilute solution obeys the same laws as a gas
with respect to (osmotic) pressure and temperature (the
volume of the solution corresponding to the volume occupied

by a gas). Without entering into the details of the argument,
it is easy to see that this leads up to a method of determining
the molecular weights of substances in dilute solution, based

upon the gas-laws and Avogadro's hypothesis.
As a matter of fact, the method has proved more fruitful

than the simple application of Avogadro's hypothesis to

gaseous compounds, especially in the domain of organic
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chemistry. (For instance, referring back to the compounds
quoted above which were known to possess the composition
CH 2O, grape-sugar and fruit-sugar have each been found to

have the formula (CH O)6 or C H, 9O t.,
whilst wood-sugar

is C5
H

10 5.)

Many more instances might be given of similar cases, and
also of other applications of the many discoveries made by
means of physical chemistry ; we must, however, restrict

ourselves to the few typical examples suggested on page xiv.

Another development of the laws of gases has been the

study of their behaviour on compression and cooling ;
this

has been investigated very thoroughly by Andrews (1869) and

others, with the result that it is known, for example, that each

gas possesses a certain characteristic temperature above which
it cannot be liquefied, however great the pressure. This rule

and others have proved of great use in governing the pro-
duction of compressed gases or liquefied gases for cooling,

medicinal, or technical purposes, and have also thus indirectly
led to the discovery and isolation of the gases of the argon

group from air.

Again, the physical chemistry of liquids has received much
attention, and the example of fractional distillation (cited on

page xiv, and practically employed in manufactures in the

fractionation of the numerous constituents of coal-tar, in the

distillation of glycerine in a vacuum, etc.) is only one of

many properties of this class of substance which have been

closely examined.

Finally, we referred to the application of electricity to

chemical technology ;
much of the success attained on these

lines is due to the scientific study of the laws of electrolysis,

discovered by Faraday in 1833, and re-examined in detail

and under a variety of conditions by later workers. It may
not be realized at first that the commercially successful

application of electrolytic methods does not depend simply
on the general laws governing electrolysis, but on a hundred
and one details such as "current density," voltage, the nature

of the electrodes, the strength of the solution, etc., all of

which conditions have had to be worked out in each individual

reaction by the physical chemist in the laboratory.

Such, then, are a very few of the practical results which

physical chemistry already has to its credit; but, after all,

like any other branch of science, it has a theoretical as well
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as a practical side, and, from the point of view of the student,

the theoretical development of the subject (in the present
case still incomplete, although, by comparison with the state

of affairs thirty years ago, it is now extremely well ordered) is

the more important.

Purely theoretical physical chemistry is, however, by no
means easy to comprehend, the more so since the pith of the

matter is not infrequently veiled beneath a mist of mathe-

matical expressions and abstract formulae sometimes, it is

said, more numerous and more abstruse than is precisely

necessary. On the other hand, the reader is though per-

haps he may not have realized it already well acquainted
with the general outlines of practical physical chemistry. It

is assumed that the student who is commencing the detailed

study of physical chemistry is, in accordance with the general

custom, familiar with inorganic chemistry in its relation to

the Periodic System, with the usual laboratory methods of

simple inorganic analysis, determination of equivalents, etc.,

and that he will at all events have commenced to study
theoretical organic chemistry, even if his knowledge of

practical work in this direction is confined to a few of the

more usual preparations.
On this basis, it may be taken for granted that, for example,

the following operations will have been performed by the

reader at one period or another : the determination of specific

gravity and of specific heat
;
of the melting-point or boiling-

point of some organic compounds ;
of vapour-density by

V. Meyer's or Dumas' method ; or of the volume of gas
evolved in some chemical reaction (e.g. the Dumas estima-

tion of nitrogen or the determination of the equivalent of a

metal by solution in dilute acid). These involve some of the

most important points dealt with by physical chemistry; and,
in addition to being the more interesting side of the subject,
it cannot be too persistently emphasized that the main service

of physical chemistry to chemists must always be to elucidate

chemical problems for which ordinary chemical methods are

insufficiently delicate or are otherwise inapplicable.

Accordingly, the first part of this book is devoted to those

general characteristics of the substances commonly met with
in the laboratory which are frequently somewhat vaguely
classed together as "

physical properties." Thereafter we
shall proceed to touch upon the subjects of the special
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physico-chemical treatment of gases and of solutions (using
the latter term in its most general sense), and to illus-

trate the application of these more theoretical questions to

the fundamental theories of chemical combination. It will

probably be found that sufficient material is thus provided
for a year's introductory work in this subject ;

and it is hoped
that subsequent study of the more comprehensive text-boo

may be facilitated by this means.
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PART I

SOME IMPORTANT GENERAL PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

HpHE relations of many physical properties of compounds
to their molecular constitution is a subject the con-

siderable importance of which has been realized only within

the last twenty or thirty years. We have already stated, in

general terms, that the physical chemistry of gases and of

dilute solutions has furnished several means by which the

molecular magnitude of a gas or of a substance in dilute

solution can be estimated independently of purely chemical

analysis. The interest of the correlative study of the various

properties to which we shall devote attention lies, on the

other hand, rather in the evidence which a number of them
are apparently capable of yielding on the subject of the mode
of union of the atoms within the molecule of a compound.
The study of the individual characteristics each of which

is a complete sub-science in itself has been pursued at the

most various periods of chemical development. Some, such
as specific gravity, boiling point, or fusibility, have naturally
been recognized from indefinitely early periods.

Certain others, notably capillarity, viscosity, latent heat,
and crystallographic structure, were studied from a physical

viewpoint by different savants of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, and, finally, there is a third class of

properties, of which magnetic rotatory power, optical

activity, absorption spectra, and dielectric constant are

typical, which were not discovered until varying dates of

the nineteenth century were reached.
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The relation of any of these properties to chemical con-

stitution was not studied until towards about 1840 doubtless

because "chemical constitution" itself was a very vague
term before that period; in 1840, however, Hermann Kopp
commenced a long series of researches on the relation of the

specific gravities, specific heats, and boiling points of organic

compounds to their composition. He believed at first that

the value of either of these properties could be calculated

for a given compound by summation of the calculable values

of the properties for each component atom, but it soon

appeared that such a simple relation did not hold.

About 1860, Julius Thomsen and Berthelot independently
commenced similarly directed studies on the heats of com-
bustion of organic compounds ;

a few years later, Gladstone
and Dale investigated their refractivities from a similar

standpoint, and the latter property has later received much
attention from Lorentz and Lorenz (1880), Briihl (1880-

1910), Conrady, and Eykman. In 1882, Sir W. H. Perkin

turned his attention to the relation between magnetic rota-

tory power and chemical constitution, and a little latei

Eotvos (1886) and Ramsay and Shields (1893) studied the

capillary attraction of liquids, and Thorpe and Rodgei
(1894) their viscosity.
At the present time the work of these pioneers is being

developed and extended in the direction of the above anc

other physical properties, as its importance to the organic
chemist is gradually being revealed.

The properties with which we are primarily concerned are

somethat difficult to classify ; and, again, it is only necessarj
for our purpose to embrace the more important and tangibh
characteristics, whilst, on the other hand, certain propertie:

(e.g. solubility, osmotic pressure, etc.) may be more con

veniently treated in the succeeding parts of the book. Th(
main idea will therefore be to consider the various propertie:
as belonging to three chief orders : mechanical, thermal, am
optical; fortunately this method will also permit us t<

commence with the most familiar property density, and ii

some measure to follow this up with other properties ii

approximately decreasing order of familiarity.
From another standpoint, it may be noticed that Ostwah

divides all physical properties into two groups : colligativ

and non-colligative. The colligative properties are thos<
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characteristics of a substance which depend essentially on the

number of molecules present, or are equal for equal numbers
of molecules of all substances. The most obvious example
is the volume of a gas at a given temperature and pressure.
We have, however, to examine the other group the non-

colligative properties ;
these may all be regarded as governed by

two influences : additive and constitutive. If we could calculate

the numerical value of a certain property for the different

kinds of atoms, and then found that the value of the property
for a particular compound is exactly what would be expected
from the summation of the individual values of the constituent

atoms, we should have an ideal additive property. There is

only one absolutely additive property known molecular mass.

Thus we know that the atomic weights of carbon, hydrogen,
and chlorine are respectively 12.00, 1.008, and 35.46, whilst

the molecular weight of chloroform, CHC1 3,
is found to be

that demanded by the supposition that the mass is additive,

namely, 119.4.

Many properties, however, are noticeably subject to the

manner in which the atoms are arranged within the molecule,
or are influenced by constitution ;

in general it will be found
that the properties at which we shall glance are influenced by
both factors, and it will be possible at the conclusion of this

section to form some idea of their relative susceptibilities to

each of these influences.

Since organic chemistry has so far provided the greater

part of the more delicate changes of chemical constitution, it

is natural that much of the work on this subject should have
been carried out on carbon compounds. It will, therefore,

frequently be necessary to quote from these substances, but
in view of the fact that (as already stated) only an elementary

knowledge of organic chemistry is presupposed, the illus-

trations will always be drawn from the simplest types

possible.

i. Measurement of specific gravity. The student has

no doubt determined the relative densities of liquids by means
of a specific gravity bottle or by Archimedes' principle, but
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these methods are neither sufficiently accurate nor convenient

for exact investigations.

The plan most usually adopted is to fill to a certain mark C a small

bulb, fused to two pieces of capillary glass tubing as shown in fig. I (a
'

), with the liquid under investigation. This is done

by sucking the liquid into the end
A until the bulb and the capillary
B are filled. The pycnometer is

then left in a bath at constant tem-

perature (with thermo-regulator)
for five or ten minutes. If now
the liquid does not reach as far as

C, a drop more is added from the

end of a thin glass rod ; or if too

much liquid is present, a piece of

filter paper is pressed against the

end A, and the excess beyond C
removed. The temperature at

which physico-chemical determina-

tions are usually made is 25 C.,

but, of course, this also depends
on the nature of the particular ex-

periment. The pycnometer is

carefully dried with a cloth after

FIG. i. adjustment and left in the balance-

case for a few minutes to attain the

atmospheric temperature ; it is then weighed (let wt. c grams).
The pycnometer used must now be calibrated by filling it with

distilled water to the mark C at the bath-temperature, and weighing
as before. If the weight of the pycnometer when empty is a gms., and
when filled with water is b gms., we have :

Wt. of liquid at 25 = c - a gms.
Wt. of equal volume of water at 25 = c - b gms.

Densities are always compared with that of an equal volume of water

at 4 (maximum density) ; therefore it is necessary to know the density
of water at 25 compared to that at 4 (0.99707). We then have :

Wt. of liquid at 25
Wt. of equal volume of water at 4"

(c
-

b) -r 0.99707

_ (c-a) x 0.99707
c-b

But, in weighing the pycnometer "empty," we weighed it, strictly

speaking, filled with air, and in consequence we must add the specific

gravity of air to the above result. The density of air varies slightly with

the atmospheric conditions, but is so small in comparison with that of

liquids that we may assume it constant (0.0012).
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A further correction for the different expansion of glass at 25 and at

4 may be neglected except in the most accurate work, and so we have

finally :

25 (c a) x 0.99707Hr = j~ + 0.0012.
4 c b

The density of solids is more difficult to estimate accurately,
the best method being to take two liquids, one very light

(e.g. benzene, ^=0.880) and the other heavy (methylene
iodide, CH2

I
2 , ^=3.3), and to find the mixture of these in

which the powdered solid will neither float nor sink, but

"swim free." This mixture is then of the same specific

gravity as the powder, and a determination of its density by
the pycnometer gives at once that of the solid substance.

2. Specific, atomic, and molecular volumes. Lead is

about four times as dense as aluminium, and, accordingly,
a cubic centimetre of lead weighs about four times as much as

the same volume of aluminium. Consequently, if we take equal

weights of lead and aluminium, the volume of the lead will

only be about one-fourth of that of the aluminium. In other

words, the volume occupied by different substances is in

inverse ratio to their respective specific gravities, and there-

fore, by taking the reciprocal of the density, we arrive at

another characteristic physical property, the specific volume.

The specific volume of a given substance is thus the

volume (in c.c.) occupied by one gram, and from it we can
determine the molecular volume by multiplying together the

specific volume and the molecular weight :

Molecular volume Vm = Mol. wt. x sp. vol. = Mol. wt. -f- sp. grav.

Or, if the substance only contains one kind of atom
(i.e.

is

an element), we may similarly obtain its atomic volume :

Atomic volume Va Atomic wt. x sp. vol. = Atomic wt.

-=-sp. grav.

Finally, a similar constant has been worked out in order
to express the volume occupied by the molecular weight of
a dissolved substance expressed in grams. We need merely
state here that this quantity, the molecular solution volume, is

calculated as follows :

Molecular solution volume , Vm =
m + l

_ J_

a, d
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where m = molecular weight of solute,

/= weight of solvent per gram-molecule of solute,

d= specific gravity of the solvent,
ds specific gravity of the solution.

It must be emphasized that the terms molecular volume and
atomic volume do not imply that a measure of the volumes of

the actual molecule or atoms has been obtained
; they only

establish the relative volumes of space inhabited by the

molecules or atoms concerned (just as a dog may inhabit

a kennel without any necessary connexion between their

respective sizes, saving that the kennel must not be smaller

than the dog).

In practice it has been found that molecular volumes determined at

the same temperature, or determined at the melting or boiling points of

the respective substances, have given almost equally satisfactory results

from a comparative point of view.

3. Regularities in specific or molecular volumes. (\) Atomic
volumes of the elements. Lothar Meyer found (1870) that if

the atomic weights of the elements were divided by their

respective densities, and the resulting atomic volumes plotted

against the atomic weights, a regular undulating curve (see

Frontispiece) was produced, consisting of five or six waves
on which chemically similar elements occupied corresponding
positions (the alkali metals, Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs being at the

crest of each wave). This regularity was of considerable

assistance in connexion with the periodic system of the

elements (p. 135) put forward at the time by him as well

as by MendelejerT.

(ii) Molecular volumes of organic compounds. The funda-

mental work here was carried out by Kopp (1839-1850), who
measured the densities of numerous members of the most
varied homologous series, and at first believed that molecular
volume was a strictly additive property.

His main conclusions were that a constant difference in

composition caused constant difference in molecular volume,
that isomeric substances always possessed the same molecular

volume, and that, consequently, each atom added a constant

increment, the molecular volume being the sum of these

increments.

Later work, however, has shown these views to be not

rigidly correct ; molecular volume is affected, as a matter of
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fact, by the mode of union of the atoms within the molecule

as well as by their number and elementary nature.

Another worker of the same period as Kopp, Schroder (1840-1877),
held that the atomic volumes were not constant, but were multiples of a
certain characteristic of each element, which he called the "

stere." The
value of the "

stere
"
of any one element is constant, but different elements

have different "steres," the values varying between about 5-O and 7^8. By
assuming somewhat arbitrarily that the "stere" value of a given atom

changes according to the other atoms with which it is combined (the
"stere" of one element apparently dominating over the rest) Schroder
found he could calculate the molecular volume of many compounds,
both inorganic and organic.
The real meaning of the "stere

"
has not yet been made apparent, but

the results show that there is something more than a coincidental con-

nexion between the ' '

stere
"

values and the molecular volumes.

Much work has been done by Traube, Lossen, Le Bas and others of

late years upon molecular volumes, but the subject has become so com-

plicated that the student will find it advisable to leave the extended study
of the property until somewhat later.

CHAPTER III

CAPILLARY ATTRACTION AND VISCOSITY IN LIQUIDS

i. The play of forces between liquid molecules. We
have seen in the preceding pages that it is possible to obtain

relative ideas of the volumes inhabited by different molecules

or atoms from consideration of their specific gravities ;
in the

present chapter we shall discuss some molecular properties of

liquids, namely, the nature of the attractive forces between

liquid molecules and the nature of the friction set up within

a liquid by the flow of one molecule over another.

With reference to intermolecular attraction, it must be
remembered that solids are characterized by relatively enor-

mous cohesion^ or intermolecular attractions sufficient to

maintain the substance in a rigid position independent of

lateral support. On the other hand, the molecules in a liquid
still possess considerable attraction for each other, but not

sufficient to preserve the extreme shape independently of that

of the vessel containing the liquid ; and, again, in gases the

intermolecular attraction vanishes almost entirely, and is quite
masked by other more prominent forces.

Similarly, molecules (gaseous, liquid, or solid) are not
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perfectly elastic, and so, when they are in motion, a certain

amount of intermolecular friction becomes apparent. This

internal friction or viscosity, to give it its most common name,
is a well-defined physical property of substances belonging to

either of the three states of matter, but, like molecular

cohesion, the viscosity of solids is much greater than that of

liquids, and the latter than that of gases.
As a matter of fact, liquids are most suited for the easy

investigation of both of these properties, and we shall restrict

ourselves to an outline of the measurement and relations of

the capillarity and of the viscosity of this one class.

2. Some simple mathematical expressions of capillary

attraction. It is obvious that, having regard to the inter-

molecular attractive forces, the surface layer of a liquid is in a

different condition to the interior parts. For in the mass of

the liquid the forces exerted by the molecules upon each

other will neutralize each other, whereas near the surface

there will be an excess of this cohesive force ; this will tend

to contract the liquid to the smallest possible volume and so

set up a tension at the surface of the liquid.
If a circular tube of narrow bore is dipped into a liquid, the

same intermolecular force or "
surface tension

"
causes the

liquid to rise in the tube to a certain level above that of the

outer liquid ;
this is known as capillary attraction. Numerical

conceptions of the amount of this tension may be obtained

in several ways.

For example, the specific cohesion, a2
, of a liquid is defined as the height

h to which the liquid rises in a tube of unit

radius ; or, since it is found that the height of

liquid in a capillary varies inversely with the

radius r,

az= rh.

Corresponding to this we have the molecular

cohesion

Mo?=Mrh (where yJ/is the molecular weight).

On the other hand, it is possible to estimate

the surface tension 7 of a liquid as a force acting

perpendicularly along unit length of the bounding
surface of the liquid ; its numerical value can be

FIG. 2. determined from the rise in a capillary tube of

known radius, r, as follows :

The effect of the surface tension is to support the column of liquid in

the capillary ; the weight of this is

irrzh x.dxg (where d is its specific gravity and g is the gravity constant).
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Assuming that the surface of the capillary is completely wetted by the

liquid, the surface tension at the point of contact of liquid and tube

will act vertically, and also the length of the line of contact between liquid
and tube will be the circumference of the tube, 2irr ; accordingly,

D

A

7 x 2wr= i

or 7=

Hence the specific cohesion cP = rh = isr x (surface tension).
<*g dg

We may also obtain a value for the molecular surface tension, but it

must be noticed that this will not be simply the product of molecular

weight and surface tension 7, but will be
the surface tension along lines (which
will be of different lengths for different

liquids) over which equal numbers of

molecules are distributed. Now if we

imagine a cube containing a gram mole-
cule of a liquid (volume MV), it is

obvious that the edge of the cube will

be (MV)k, whilst the area of each face

will be (MV)l.
Accordingly, the molecular surface

tension is given by y(MV$.
Finally the molecular surface energy

of a liquid will be seen to be y(MF)'1>,
for the amount of work performed by the force of surface tension is

measured by the product of the force and the distance through which it

acts; so that, if we suppose it to extend a liquid surface from AB to

CD (i.e. through a distance of (MV)k), we have :

Molecular surface energy = force x distance = (7 x AB) x

The

FIG.

B

B

3. Experimental measurement of surface tension.

two following methods both yield good results :

(a) Rise in capillary tubes. A "differential method"
is illustrated in fig. 4. A is a fairly long glass bulb
fitted with a side arm C. The capillary tube B (open
at both ends) is fused through the top of A, as shown,
and calibrated in mm. The liquid is placed in A, and
allowed to rise in B ; when steady, the difference in level

between a and b is read off by means of a small lens.

Previous to this, however, the radii of both A and B must
be measured. We require :

(i) The internal radius of B, which is best determined

by weighing the amounts of mercury required to fill

successive parts of it.

(ii) The difference between the external radius of B
and the internal radius of A.

Then, since 7 \irrhd,
we have for^/, y=\irra ha d,

and for B, y \Trri,hbd. FIG. 4.

lq
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Hence the measured height, h - h /,

Whence y= $d(h a
-

fit) (r "
" ; "

\ ?a f h

To Gauge

The whole apparatus should be immersed in a bath at constant tem

perature, and, since the important point is to keep the meniscus in the

capillary perfectly clean, it is necessary, by
Air blowing through C, occasionally to force the

liquid to the top of the capillary, remove a

little by pressing with filter-paper, and repeat
the observation.

(/>) Formation of air-bubbles in a liquid. If

an air-bubble is formed in a liquid at the end
of a narrow tube, the curvature of the surface

of the bubble increases till it is hemispherical,
and then falls off. The method, therefore,
consists in measuring the pressure necessary
to detach a bubble from the end of the tube.

The pressure is measured in a manometer, and
allowance made for the counter-pressure due to

the immersion of the tube beneath a known
depth of the liquid. Suppose this pressure is

/. It is found that the pressure increases until

the bubble is hemispherical, and thereafter the

slightest additional pressure will ultimately
detach the bubble. Hence the radius of the tube is carefully measured,
and then it is found that

y= $ x radius x observed pressure.

4. Capillarity and constitution. When the temperature
of a liquid is increased, the surface tension falls off until the

critical temperature (p. 76) is reached
;

at this point the liquid ceases to exist

as such, and consequently 7 becomes
zero. Eotvos believed that the change
of the surface tension with temperature
could be represented as a linear

function. Ramsay and Shields showed
that this view was nearly, but not

quite, correct, the "curve" between
molecular surface energy and tempera-
ture being linear up to within a few

degrees of the critical point C, when
it suffers a sudden change of direc-

tion, as shown in fig. 6. Producing
the linear part AB of the curve to meet the horizontal axis

c
FIG. 6.
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in D, we see that the equation of the linear curve AB is of
the form

=m( x+ }
\ mJ '

In other words,

d being the length of the intercept C>, and T the distance
below the critical point.

For most monomolecular liquids the value of K in this

equation has been experimentally shown to be about 2.12

(C.G.S. units), but in the case of liquids in which "associa-
tion

"
occurs (i.e. polymerization of the simple molecules

to more complex systems, see p. 56) K is considerably
smaller.

This is natural, since, in the associated state, the molecular
volume will be smaller than in the non-associated, and

therefore, supposing that x molecules combine to form one
associated molecule, the value J/Fwill now be MVfx.

Indeed, it was hoped that it would be found possible by means of
surface tension to estimate the degree of association of a liquid, as
follows :

We have, for a non-associated liquid,

)(Ml')l 2.12(7' d).

And, for the associated liquid,

(
Ml

'^-X(T-ff)
\ % /

where K can be experimentally determined, and x is the degree of

association.

Hence
-^_-

= x 3 '

and x = (

Practical experience, however, seems to indicate that the method is

only valid as a qualitative test for association.

A few words may be added with reference to the surface

tension of organic compounds. Here capillarity appears to

be a highly additive property, though not without certain

constitutive characteristics.

Schiff found that at corresponding temperatures (i.e. tem-

peratures which are equal fractions of the respective critical

temperatures) the surface tensions of organic compounds
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could be calculated by summation of the " atomic "

surface

tensions, which were reduced to the standard of that of

hydrogen by the following empirical relations :

Carbon value = 2 x hydrogen value,

Oxygen =
3 x

Nitrogen = 2 or 3 x

Chlorine ,,
= 6 or 7 x and so on.

5. The nature and measurement of the viscosity of

liquids. The friction between the molecules of a liquid
can be relatively measured by comparing the time which
the given liquid requires to flow through a vertical capillary
tube with the time of flow of a corresponding quantit)
of some standard liquid under the same experimenta
conditions.

A suitable apparatus for viscosity determination is that shown in fig. 7
The two bulbs are connected by a capillary tube (length about 6 cm. am
diameter 0.25 mm.), the capacity of the lower bulb being about 5 c.c.

Before use the apparatus has to be washed several times with hot chromir
acid solution, then with distilled water, and finally dried at 100, a curren

of filtered air being drawn through meanwhile. Thes<

precautions are essential in order to remove any dus

particles, which otherwise lodge in the capillary and an
fatal to the accuracy of the experiments. After thest

preparations the apparatus is clamped in a vertical posi
tion in a water-bath provided with stirrer and thermo

regulator (usually adjusted to 25, the conventiona

physico-chemical standard). It is then filled to the mark
with the liquid under investigation, the levels bein;

accurately adjusted as soon as the apparatus has attaine<

the temperature of the bath (i.e. after about ten minutes)
The liquid is then sucked up beyond the etched marl

above the upper bulb, and the time of flow between th ;

upper and lower mark taken by means of a stop watc,

reading to 0.2 seconds. Five or six times of flow ar

taken and averaged. In order to prevent intrusion c f

dust particles, it is well to attach open ground glass cap ;

to the ends of the apparatus.

The absolute calculation of viscosity is some
what involved, and we will therefore only giv :

IG- 7- the practical method invariably adopted-
namely, the calibration of the apparatus by a liquid of know i

viscosity. Then, assuming for the moment that the pressur :

due to the " head "
of liquid is the same in the case of th ;

studied liquid and of water, we have :
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2J'
r
'u fu

where
j, r>u t, /w ,

are the viscosities and times of flow of the

liquid and of water respectively.

Really, however, the pressures are not the same in each

case, but are proportional to the densities of the liquids, since

the volume used is the same in each case. The equation is

therefore

., . .. (n\ t d
specific viscosity I

)

= --
y*/ tu du

Or, compared with water at 25,
'

/ //

absolute viscosity r\
- x 0.00891.
tta au

Now the viscosity co-efficient ?j is defined as the force

required to keep unit area of liquid in motion with unit

velocity with regard to another area unit distance apart.

Hence to obtain the molecular viscosity we must multiply j by
the specific molecular area, which, as we saw above (p. 9),

is (MV)*.

Hence molecular viscosity
= y(MV)*.

Again, just as molecular surface energy = molecular surface

tension x "specific molecular length" (MVfi,

so molecular viscosity work = molecular viscosity x

6. Viscosity of electrolytes and of mixtures of non-

electrolytes. (i) Electrolytes. It has recently been shown
that in completely ionized solutions of an electrolyte the

electrical conductivity (Part III., Chapter IV.) and viscosity
of the solutions in any (ionizing) solvent are inversely

proportional, and, moreover, the value of the constant is

independent of the temperature of measurement. Thus, em-

ploying the usual symbols,

* "co(at V) =^=X
ro fla) (at 7y>).

It is argued from this that, since ionic velocity depends on
the amount of internal friction, and yet the product of this

velocity (i.e.
Xw )

and the friction (i.e. jjw ) is independent of
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the solvent and temperature, the friction between ions anc

solvent is similar to that between the molecules of solvent

*Concentration

FIG. 8.

in other words, the ions do not exist as such, but ar ;

"
solvated," i.e. accompanied by an escort of solvent molecule; .

(ii) Non-electrolytes. Extensive study of different typei
of liquid mixtures from a viscosimetric standpoint has show i

that the resulting viscosity-concentration curves may b i
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divided into three classes, from each of which we will cull

one example :

I. Curves approximately obeying the "mixture rule" the

viscosity of the mixture being near to that calculated accord-

ing to the proportions of the constituents. The figure shows
the curve for ethyl acetate-benzene.

II. Curves exhibiting pronounced maxima. The curve for

acetic acid-water is a very good instance indeed of this class. It

will be seen that an abrupt change of curvature takes place at

one point, the whole curve being entirely out of agreement
with the calculated values

;
the maximum point in such cases

invariably occurs at a point where the respective concentrations

of the constituents are in molecular proportions, and is there-

fore held to be evidence in favour of the existence of

loosely-bound molecular compounds in that particular pro-

portion. With acetic acid and water the maximum occurs

at CH3.COOH,H2O.

III. Curves exhibiting minima. These are in general not

so well defined as the maxima in Class II.
; they are usually

found in cases where one of the constituents is
"
associated

"

in the pure state, the complexes being apparently broken down
until a minimum is reached, usually corresponding to definite

molecular concentrations. The illustration is of acetic acid-

benzene, with minimum at 5C fi
H6,iCH3.COOH.

7. Quantitative viscosimetric relations. (i) Viscosity
and temperature. Viscosity has a very large temperature
coefficient

;
in many cases empirical extrapolation formulae

have been devised to express the relation. The choice of

temperature of measurement is obviously of importance
in viscosity. Thorpe and Rodger, who carried out some
exhaustive researches on viscosity, recommend that com-

parisons be made at those temperatures at which the

viscosity-temperature curves are of equal slope, i.e. at which
the temperature-coefficient is the same.

(ii) Additive relations in organic compounds. Attempts
have been made to calculate the viscosity of organic com-

pounds by means of atomic viscosity constants
;

in light of

the now recognized fact that the property is of a very consti-

tutive nature, it is not unnatural that these efforts were not

conspicuQusly successful.
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(iii) Series constants in homologous series. Although
additive relations of the usual type do not persist in viscosity,

it has been found by Dunstan that the values of the expression

Mol. volume

tend to a constant value on ascending various homologous
series, the numerical value of the constant being characteristic

of the series.

Thus we have :

Mol. vol.

Alkyl iodides .... 68.3
bromides . . . . 50.7

Ketones ..... 42.3
Ethers . . . . . 25.2

x 10

CHAPTER IV

SIMPLE RELATIONS BETWEEN THERMAL PROPERTIES

AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

A. HEAT CAPACITY OR SPECIFIC HEAT

i. General characteristics of specific heat. It is wel

known that different substances require different quantitie:
of heat to raise them through the same range of temperature

say from 7\ to T2 ,
but one and the same object (e.g. a. flask

a certain lump of ore, etc., etc.) always absorbs the sam<:

amount of heat during the same change of temperature. Wo
may therefore compare the amounts of heat absorbed b-
different bodies on being raised through i C. ; this valu :

is a characteristic of each object, and is called its hea:

capacity :

Heat capacity
= ^ _ ^ (where Q is the heat absorbed).

The heat capacity of one gram of a substance is called r 3

specific heat
;

the quantity of heat necessary to raise a grai i
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of water through i C. (strictly speaking, from 17 to 18) is

taken as the unit of heat or calorie, and thus the specific heat

of water becomes i.

As usual, we as chemists require some comparison between
the heat capacity of the various atoms, or molecules (in the

case of compounds), and this may be obtained by multiplying
the specific heat by the respective atomic or molecular weight
in question. The values obtained are known as atomic heats

(for elements) and molecular heats (for compounds).
It will be observed that the above calculation of heat

capacity tacitly assumes that the quantity of heat absorbed by
any substance is the same over each degree -range (e.g.

4-5, or 44-45) on the Centigrade scale ;
it is found, how-

ever, that this is not rigidly true, for, like most physical

properties, specific heat possesses a temperature-coefficient.

Fortunately the alteration of specific heat with temperature
is not very great, so that for most purposes the expression

given above suffices
; but, as has been remarked, it is neces-

sary in accurate work to compare specific heats over the

same range of temperature (usually i7-i8 C.).

The variation of specific heat with temperature is always linear ; thus

may be expressed graphically by a "curve" whose equation is ofit may be expressed graphically by a
the type

y C+t/tx,

i.e. specific heat = .<4 + BT, where
7"is the temperature and A, B
numerical constants.

Thus, if the angle between the

graph and the temperature axis

is 6, we have :

A intercept of graph on Fand CO

A

*Temperature

FIG. 9.

X
For the great majority of

substances the graph is a con-

tinuous straight line, but in the

case of a few elements and com-

pounds it is made up of a series

of straight lines, the transition from one "curve" to the other being

usually very abrupt, and probably being connected with dissociation or

association, i.e. changes in the molecular condition of the substance.

Thus the specific heat of platinum or of silver increases regularly

throughout, uhilst that of nickel changes as follows :
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Platinum
Silver

Nickel

Range. Equation ofgraph.
o-iooo 0.0317 + 0.000012 T.

o-907 0.0576 + 0.0000088 T.

o-23O o. 1084 + o. 000044 T.

230-400 o. 1835
-
0.00056 T.

4OO-ii5O 0.099 +0.0000675 T.

Again, it has been found that the specific heat-temperature
curves of organic compounds of the same general type are all

parallel, and frequently almost coincident. In other words,
for the same series the value of B is constant throughout,
whilst that of the initial ordinate A varies slightly from

member to member. The values of B for some typical
series are given below :

Series. Generalformula. B.

R.CO.OH 0.001418
CBH 5.R 0.001043

Aliphatic acids

Aromatic hydrocarbons
Alkyl esters of normal

aliphatic acids .

Phenolic ethers

R.CO.OR1

CH 5.OR
Alkyl esters of benzoic acid C6H 5.CO.OR

,, ,, chloroacetic

acids . CH2C1.COOR

0.00088
0.00086

0.00075

CHC12.COOR;
CC13.COOR. 0.00038

2. Atomic heats of the elements and molecular heats

of inorganic compounds. Dulong and Petit stated, as early
as 1819, that the product of the specific heat and the atomic

weight of some dozen of the more common elements was
about 6.4, and affirmed therefrom that the heat capacity of

all atoms is the same. Thirty or forty years later Regnault
and also Kopp exhaustively studied the question, and it was

found that, in the solid state, the atomic heats of all the

elements except beryllium, boron, carbon, silicon, phos-

phorus, and sulphur were practically identical (varying from

5.9 to 6.7). It has since been shown that the specific heat-

temperature curves of the anomalous elements in most cases

vary (as indicated in the preceding paragraph), so that at

high temperatures the atomic heat more nearly approaches
the normal :

Temperature of Spec. Atomic
Measurement. Heat. Heat.

Boron . 27 0.2382 2.6
233 0.3663 4.0

Carbon (diamond) 33 0.1318 1.6

( ) 985 0.4589 5.5
Silicon . 22 0.1697 5-8

233 0.2029 4.8
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Kopp also extended his researches to the case of inorganic

compounds, and showed that Neumann's view (1831) that

"substances of similar structure have the same molecular

heat" is a particular case of the more general (but only

approximate) rule that the molecular heat of an inorganic

compound can be calculated additively from the atomic
heats of its constituent elements. He proved that in the

combined state (and within the ordinary range of tempera-

ture) the atomic heat of all elements (except carbon, hydrogen,
boron, silicon, oxygen, fluorine, phosphorus, and sulphur),
when in combination, was about 6.4. The values he assigned
to the abnormal elements (from the specific heats of their

compounds) are almost exactly the same as those found in

such cases from the solid element itself.

Carbon
Boron
Silicon

Phosphorus
Sulphur

Kopf* value.
At' heat f'*'"' at

1.8 1.6 33
2.7 2.6 27"

3.8 4.8 22

5.4 5 7

5.4 5.7 15

Consequently, on the inorganic side, specific heat is mainly
additive in character.

3. Molecular heats of organic compounds. Here it

becomes apparent that specific heat is, after all, not entirely

additive, but shows certain constitutive characteristics. Thus
isomers of similar structure usually have about the same
molecular heat, whilst those of different types may vary
considerably :

Similar. Mol. heat.

/Propaldehyde, CH ;t
.CH2.CHO.... 33.6

\Acetone, CH3.CO.CH 3 . . . .33.1
( Propyl acetate, CH 3.COO.C3H 7 . . . 49.8
\Isovalerianicacid, (CH 3 )aCH.CH2COOl . . 51.0

Dissimilar. Mol. heat.

/Ally! alcohol, CH2 : CH.CH2OH . . . 37.4
\Propaldehyde, CH3.CH2.CHO.... 33.6

/Chlorotoluene, C1.C6H4.CH 3 .... 43.8
\Benzylchloride, C6H5.CH2.C1 .... 44.7

In any given homologous series, the increment of mole-
cular heat for successive additions of CH 2 becomes
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fairly constant on ascending the series, but the value of this

increment varies a great deal from series to series :

Series.

Normal aliphatic hydrocarbons
Aromatic hydrocarbons
Normal aliphatic alcohols .

,, ,, acids

esters

Approximate incre-

ment of utol. heat.

6.6-6.9
II.O

9.6

12.0-12.7

10.7

Lastly, simple unsaturation

CH 2 CH, * CH : CH
produces a slight decrease in molecular heat, or (if the mole-

cular heat 2 x 2.3 of the removed hydrogen be allowed for)
a slight increase over that of the saturated compounds :

Mol. heat.

/AHyl alcohol, CH2 : CH.CH2.OH . . 37.4

\Propylalcohol, CH 3.CH2.CH2 .OH . .40.7
f Allyl benzoate, C6H5.COOCSH 5 . . . 60.5

\Propyl benzoate, C6H g.COOC3H7 . . .64.3

B. LATENT HEAT

4. Latent heat of fusion and of evaporation. Remark-

ably little has yet been done in the way of comparing the

latent heats of fusion of definite chemical compounds, and
not much more as regards the latent heat of evaporation.
Trouton (1884) has shown, however, that, defining molecular

heat of evaporation, M~/.
t
as the number of calories necessary

to convert a gram-molecule of liquid to vapour at the boiling

point, the molecular heat of evaporation is approximately

directly proportional to the absolute boiling point, or

r = constant.

The nature of the exactitude of this law is shown by the

following figures :

Constant.

Benzene .

Pyridine .

Propyl formate

Alcohol .

Water
Acetic acid

20.65
20.62

22.38
28.09

25.64

13-74
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Substances associated in the liquid state (such as alcohol

and water) give values higher than the normal (21), whilst

substances whose vapours are polymolecular (such as acetic

acid (CH 3.COOH)2 ) give lower values.

C. HEAT OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS

5. Heat of formation of compounds. It has long been
known that a definite amount of heat is developed (or ab-

sorbed) when a given quantity of any substance is formed in

a chemical reaction. If heat is set free, the compound
formed is said to be exothermic; if the contrary, it is endo-

thermic. The heats of formation of numerous substances

have been measured exactly, and as examples we may quote
the following more important compounds :

2H+ O
C +20

II + Cl =
H+ Br =
H + I =
K+ Cl =
K+ Br =
K+ I =

2H2

C(X
NH~,
HC1
HBr
HI
KC1
KBr
KI

Heat of reaction.

+ 67520
+ 943
+ I2OOO
+ 22OOO
+ 8400
- 6lOO
+ IO560O
+ 9530
+ 8OIOO

6. Heat of solution. Similarly, when a substance dis-

solves in a liquid, the process is accompanied by the evolu-

tion of absorption of a definite amount of heat. For example,
it is found that in dissolving gram-molecular amounts of the

following solids in a large quantity of water, the following
numbers of calories are given out ( + )

or absorbed
(
-

)
:

Heat of solution.

. +12500
. +17310
. + 8430
.

-
6380

Potassium hydrate

Hydrochloric acid gas .

Ammonia gas .

Potassium sulphate

7. Heat of chemical reaction. Hess proved in 1840
that if a chemical reaction takes place

(i) Directly, e.g. Cu + S = CuS,

(
Cu + 2H

2SO4
= CuSO4 + SO2 + 2H

2O,

| CuS04 + H2
S = CuS + H2SO4,

(in IndirectlyJ ,
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the same amount of heat is used up (or evolved) in

(i) as the
sum of all the heat derived from the reactions (ii) ;

this is

known as the law of constant heat-summation, and by its help
it is possible, knowing the heats of formation of the various
constituents of a reaction, to calculate the heat developed in

the reaction without necessarily determining it experimentally.

Thus, if we consider the change
HCl + KI = HI + KCl+jr calories we may obtain x as follows :

We know that HC1 + 22000= H + Cl
; HI-6ioo= H-f I

KI + 8oioo = K + I; KC1+ 105600=
.-. HCl + 22ooo+KI + 8oioo = H + Cl + K + I

= HI-6ioo + KCl+ 105600
.'. HCl + KI =HI + KCl-26oo; whence .r = 26oo .

Again, we may consider this reaction in two stages :

( HCl + KBr= HBr + KCl
\HBr + KI =HI +KBr.

Remembering that HBr + 84OO=H + Br and K Br + 95300= K + Br, we
see that HC1 + 22000 +KBr + 95300 = HBr + 8400 + KC1 + 105600.

Or HCl + KBr = HBr + KCl-3300 (ii)

Similarly HBr + 8400 + KI + 80100 = HI -6ico + KBr + 95300 and
HBr + KI = HI + KBr + 7oo (iii)

Whence, as before, from (ii) and (iii)

I IC1 + KI = HI + KC1 -
3300 + 700 = H I + KC1 - 2600.

An important case is the thermo-chemical behaviour of

electrolytes in dilute aqueous solution. It is always found

that when two such solutions of metallic salts are mixed, no

development or absorption of heat occurs
;

this is readily
understood when we remember that in very dilute solution

such salts are practically completely ionized, so that on
solution no molecular transposition takes place.

On the other hand, the heat of neutralization of a (strong)
acid J and a (strong) base a in dilute aqueous solution is always
the same, namely + 13700 calories. This is because the

reaction is not really that usually given, for example :

NaOH + HC1 = NaCl + H,O,
but is Na++OH- +H++Cl- = Na++Cl-+H 2O.

Therefore the thermal change is the same in all cases anc

is represented by H++OH~ =H 2O+ 13700.
1 For definitions'of the'relative term "

strength" of an acid or base, se<

Part IV., p. 149.
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The following figures emphasize this rule, and also show
that it is only the well-dissociated acids in which the ionic

change H++OH~ =H2
O is the only reaction taking place.

NaOH + HCl =NaCl + HaO + 13700
KOH + HNO3 =KNO3 + H2O + i38oo
NaOH + CH3.COOH = CH3.COONa + H 2O + 13400NH4OH + HC1 =N

8. Heat of combustion of organic compounds. The
heats of reaction or organic compounds are generally esti-

mated by means of the amount of heat they evolve on com-

plete combustion, the law of constant heat-summation being
then applied.

Thus, for example, in the case of a hydrocarbon CmH2n, we have :

CmH2n + (2m + n) O =mCO2 +nH2O + x.

Now C + 2O - CO2 + 94300 ;
2H + O =H2O + 67520.

Hence CmH2n + (2m + n) O =mCO2 +nH2O + ^
= m(C + 2O -

94300) + n(2H + O -
67520) + x.

. . Heat offormation=x
-
94300111

-
6752on.

Unfortunately the differences between the heat of combus-
tion x and the quantity 94300^-67520^ are frequently so

small that it is difficult sufficiently to eliminate experimental
error.

An enormous amount of work has, however, been carried

out on these lines, notably by M. Berthelot, Julius Thomsen,
and Stohmann. These workers succeeded in devising

empirical formulae for different series of organic compounds
whereby the heat of combustion could be calculated somewhat
as follows :

Let a = number of carbon atoms.
6= ,, hydrogen atoms.
c= ,, ethylenic bonds.
d= ,, acetylenic bonds.

Then, for the normal aliphatic hydrocarbons,
Heat of combustion = 106.2 ^ + 26.3 + 85.5 ^ + 43.9 d.

And, for the aromatic hydrocarbons,
Heat of combustion 49. 1 + 52. 1 +105.5 c-

The exact meaning of these coefficients is not at all clear,

except that they would seem to show that, like specific heat,
the heat of combustion of organic compounds is mainly
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additive in a given series, but constitutive influences differ-

entiate one series from another.

D. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF HEAT
(CALORIMETRY)

9. Measurement of specific heats and heats of reaction within
the usual range of temperature. The apparatus shown in fig. 10 is

applicable to both these determinations. It consists of two glass

beakers, the inner one (of
not less than 500 c.c.

capacity) being nearly filled

with pure water and sup-

ported on corks as indi-

cated. The outer beaker
is enclosed by a wooden
cover, and the space be-

tween this and the inner

one serves merely as an air-

jacket to minimize radia-

tion. Through the wooden
cover pass a long thin test-

tube A, a Beckmann ther-

mometer B, and a mechani-
cal stirrer C. The heat

capacity of the apparatus
must first be measured

by means of an opera-
tion producing a known
amount of heat ; for ex-

ample, a copper ball of

known weight may be
heated to a definite tem-

perature and dropped care-

fully into a known quantity
of water in the beaker.
From the known specific
heat of copper the necessary
correction for heat capacityFro. 10.

may be at once calculated.

The apparatus may be used for the following measurements :

(a) Specific heats of solids or liquids by the method of mixtures. In
this case the test-tube A is not used.

(b) Heats of solution in water. A known weight of the solute is

placed in the tube, which is then broken under the water.

(f) Heats of reaction. Weighed quantities of the reacting substances
are placed in fragile glass bulbs in the test-tube, and mixed by breaking
the bulbs.

In all cases the rise of temperature is measured to at least 0.01 by the

Beckmann thermometer.
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10. Measurement of heat of combustion. Berthelot designed a
"
calorimetric bomb" for this purpose. It consists of a steel cylindrical

vessel lined with platinum, and provided with a tight-fitting lid, which is

screwed down. A known weight of an organic compound is placed in

the bomb, which is then filled with compressed oxygen at 25-50 atmos-

pheres pressure. The whole is immersed in water in a large calorimeter,

and finally the compound is ignited by electrical heating of a fragment of

platinum wire in contact with it.

CHAPTER V

MELTING AND BOILING POINTS

i. Measurement of melting points and boiling points.

(a) Meltingpoint. The usual device employed, which is quite sufficient

for ordinary purposes, is to insert a few grains of the solid substance into

a thin capillary-tube closed at one end (fig. 1 1). The tube

is then affixed by capillary attraction to the bulb of a

delicate thermometer, previously dipped in the liquid,
which is to serve as a bath during the heating. This is

usually concentrated sulphuric acid (to which a few

crystals of powdered nitre have been added), or, for high
temperatures (2OO-35O C.), castor oil.

The bulb of the thermometer is then placed just below
the level of the liquid, which is warmed, not too rapidly,
until liquefaction of the solid occurs. If the latter is

chemically pure, the determination will be in general
accurate to within i C.

A more accurate method is that of supercooling ; in

this case, however, several grams of the pure substance

are necessary. These are placed in a large test-tube

immersed in a bath of convenient heating liquid, together
with a delicate thermometer reading to 0.1 C. (fig. 12).

The substance is raised to a temperature about five degrees
above its melting point, and is then allowed to cool

slowly. Although no compound can be heated beyond
its point of fusion without liquefaction, yet in nearly all

cases a liquid may, if in a state of rest, be cooled several

degrees below that temperature before solidification occurs. Accordingly,
the cooling process is continued to a temperature about i below the

melting point, which will have been observed approximately during the

preliminary liquefaction. It is then stirred vigorously with a glass rod,
and crystallization is induced. In passing from the liquid to the solid

state, the compound will give up its latent heat affusion, and a moment's
consideration will show that this must be of necessity utilized in raising
the temperature as far as, but not beyond, the exact melting point of the

compound (for otherwise all the solid present would at once suffer re-

liquefaction, and absorb an equal amount of latent heat ; since, however,

FIG. ii.
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some of this heat is already used up in raising the temperature from the

supercooled state to the point of fusion, there is not sufficient left to

re-melt all the solid). Consequently the tem-

perature rises at once to the melting point,
and there remains constant until complete
solidification ensues.

(6) Boiling point. For ordinary work the

small double-necked distilling bulb shown in

fig. 13 is most useful. A few grams of the

pure material are placed in the bulb, in the

straight limb of which a thermometer is in-

serted so that its bulb will be completely
surrounded by the vapour of the boiling sub-

stance. The second neck, which serves a

condenser, is left open. The whole is heated
in a suitable bath, and the temperature read

when constant.

If the thread of mercury extends beyond
the sphere of vapour in the bulb, it is best

to correct the apparent boiling-point observed
for the mean error due to different expansion
of the mercury in the projecting portion _ol
thread. If the observed temperature is

FIG. 12.

and the centre of the projecting thread (of length c cms.) corresponds tc

a temperature of t on the scale, then the true boiling point T is given b)

c being the apparent linear coefficient of expansion of mercury.

The pressure under which the boiling point is determined is also o

great importance, and must always be recorded. It should be borne it

mind that whilst the point of fusion marks the transition

from solid to liquid states, that of ebullition involves

transference to the gaseous condition, in which, as

shown in Part II. (p. 64), pressure plays a very im-

portant r&le.

The above methods are suitable for bodies which melt

or boil over a range of temperatures from about o to

350 C. In the case of substances whose melting or

boiling points are greatly outside these limits, special
baths (liquid air, solid carbon dioxide in ether or acetone,
molten metals, etc.), apparatus (silica usually replaces

glass in these cases), and devices for measuring tempera-
ture (gas thermometers or electrical resistance-thermo-

meters) are essential.

2. The melting and boiling points of in-

organic substances. Certain regularities are

noticeable in these properties of the various

elements with reference to their position in
FIG. 13.

the periodic system. Thus the more fusible elements li ;
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on ascending portions of the atomic volume curve (p. 6),

whilst the less fusible members are on the descending
branches

; and, similarly, the boiling points of the elements

rise to a maximum in the middle of each period, thereafter

declining somewhat. Moreover, the melting points and

boiling points of the metallic members of a group usually
fall progressively, whilst with non-metallic groups the reverse

is the case. For example, we have :

M.P. B.P.

Magnesium .... 632 1100

Zinc ..... 420 927
Cadmium .... 321 772

Mercury . -39 357

Oxygen . . . . -200 -183
Sulphur .... +115 +444
Selenium . . . . 217 690
Tellurium .... 476

3. The melting points of organic compounds. A vast

amount of data is available in this section, but few general
rules have been formulated on the relations between fusibility

and chemical constitution.

All that can be said is that there are hardly any additive

characteristics about the property, its constitutive nature ap-

pearing markedly to predominate. We will illustrate the

relations so far observed by a few relatively simple examples.

(i) Homologous series. The melting points of the more
common homologous series of organic compounds may be

roughly divided into two classes:

(a) Those in which the melting point ascends more or less

regularly with increasing atomic weight, and finally tends to

approach a constant value. Typical instances are the normal

monohydric alcohols (I.), and the amides of the normal

aliphatic acids (II.).

/. M.P.

Methyl alcohol CH3OH -
94

Ethyl
Heptyl
Nonyl
Undecyl
Tridecyl

Pentadecyl

C2H DOH -112
C,H 15OH -

36
C9H 19OH 5

+ 19

+31
Ci5H31OH + 45
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Formamide
Acetamide
(Enanthamide

Pelargonamidc
Undecylamide
Tridecylamide
Pentadecylamide

H.CO.NH2

CHs.CO.NHo
CeHis.CO.NHa

C* lCc6.NI?2

C19 IIas.CO.NHa

M.P.

+ 82

95
99
103
99

1 08

(b) Those in which the melting points of the odd and even
members of the series form two distinct groups (Baeyer) ;

for

example, the normal aliphatic diamines (I.), and the normal

aliphatic dibasic acids (II.).

/. M.P. M.P.

Hexylenediamine . . C6Hi2(NH 2 )2 40
Heptylenediatnine . C7H14(NH2 )2 28

Octylenediamine . . CsH 16(NH2 )2 51

Nonylenediamine . . C9H18(NH2 )2 37

Decylenediamine . . Cie

Suberic acid

Azelaic ,,

Sebacic ,,

Brassylic ,, . .

Decanedicorboxylic acid

Undecanedicorboxylic ,,

Duodecanedicorboxylic ,,

II.

C6H12(COOH)2

C7H 14(COOH)2

C8H 16(COOH)2

C9Hj 8(COOH)2

M.P.

106

C
1,H 04(COOH)2

61

M.P.

148

140

133

127

(ii) Replacement of hydrogen by other groups. We have seen

that replacement of hydrogen in a CH2 group by another

methyl group raises the melting point; on the other hand,
similar replacement of hydrogen in a group such as OH or

NH2 usually lowers it. For example :

M.r.
C6H6.OH
C6HS.OCH3

Phenol
Anisol

43
liquid

Benzamide .

Methyl Benzamide

M.P.
C6H5.CO.NH2 128

C6HS.CO.NH.CH3 78

Again, replacement of organic hydrogen by oxygen (either as

CH(OH) or CO
), by sulphur, or by halogen elements

generally decreases fusibility.

(iii) Unsaturation. Unsaturated compounds frequently pos-

sess higher melting points than the corresponding saturated

compounds.
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(iv) Chain branching. Markownikoff stated that of two
isomeric compounds, that with the more highly branched
chain of carbon atoms melts highest. For instance :

//-Yalerianic acid . CH,.CH .CH2.CH .COOH melts at -59
/j^Valerianic . (Cli3).>.CH.CH2.COOH ,, -51
Trimethylacetic . (CH 3 )3.C.COOH +35

(v) Symmetry. This is probably the most well-defined

effect of all, for, as Carnelley showed, a symmetrical sub-

stance nearly always melts considerably higher than a

non-symmetrical isomer. Thus we have :

M.P.

Diethyl sulphone . . (C2H5 )2SO2 70'

Diethylsuccinic acid . . COOH(C2H5).CH.CH.(C2 II5).COOII 190

Hydroquinone . . . C
(i
H4(OH)2(/ara-) 169

Dmitrobenzene . . . C6H4(NO2 )2(/tfr0-) 172

M.P.
Ethyl ethylsulphinate . C,H5.SO.OC2H 3 . liquid

Methylpropylsuccirtic acid . CUOH.(CH3).CH.CH.(C3H 7).COOH 174
Resorcinol. . . . C6

H4(OH)2(w^a-) Il8"

Pyrocatechol . . . C6H 4(OH)2(wY/w-) 103
Dinitrobenzene . . . C8H 4(NO2 )2(///ttfa-) 90

,, ,, (ortho-) 116

4. The boiling points of organic compounds. We may
discuss these in the same order, first of all remarking that

this property is more additive than fusibility (indeed Kopp,
who did some notable pioneer work in this branch, at first

believed that isomeric compounds always boiled at the same

temperature, and that the same change in composition of two
different compounds produced the same change in boiling

point). It is often noticeable, for instance, that in an organic
reaction, which corresponds to salt formation in inorganic

chemistry, the boiling point of the product is about 100-120
lower than the sum of the boiling points of the generators

(B. P. of water : 100). For instance :

Diff.
C2H 5.OH (B.P. 78) + C2H 5 OH (B.P. 78

a

)^(C2H 5 )2O (B.P. 35) !

CH.i-COOH(B.P. n8 a

)+ C2H 5
.OH (B.P. 78)^CH.i.COOCoII,(B.P.78) 118

1I.COOH(B.P. 101) + C4H9.OH(B.P. ii7)->H.CO.O.C4H 9'(B.P. io7)iii

(i) Homologous series. The boiling point at first increases
about 20-25 with each successive addition of CH^ ,

but
this falls off on ascending the series :
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B.P.

Hexane . . . C6H 14 71

Heptane.... C7H lg 98
Octane . . . C8

H
18

126

Hexyliodide . . . QH ]r
I i8i

j

Heptyliodide . . . C7H 15'l 204"

Octyliodide . . . C8H 17I 226"

Hexadecane . . . C^H^ 288

Heptadecane . . . C^Hgs 33
Octadecane . . . CigHgg 317

Acetaldehyde . . . CH,.CHO 21

Propaldehyde . . . C2H5.CHO 49
Butyraldehyde . . . C3H7.CHO 75

Valeraldehyde . . . C4H9.CHO 103

Caproicaldehyde . . CgHu.CHO 128

Heptoicaldehyde . . CHi3.CHO 155

(ii) Replacement of hydrogen by other groups. In practi-

cally all cases this is accompanied by an increase in boiling

point.

(iii) Unsaturation. The presence of unsaturated groups in

a compound also raises the boiling point ; for example :

B.P.

Butyric acid . . CH,.CH,.CH.2.COOH 163
Crotonic acid . . CH3.CH:CH.COOH 180

Propyl alcohol . . CH3.CH2.CH2.OH 97

Propargyl alcohol . CH-C.CHj.OH 115"

(iv) Chain-branching. Contrary to the effect noticed in

melting point, the boiling point of the most highly branched
of a group of isomerides is lower than that of the rest :

B.P.

-Butylamine . . CH3.CH2.CH2.CH2.NH2. 76
iso- . . (CH3 )2.CH.CH2.NH.,. 68
tert- . (CH3 )3.C.NH2 . 43

(v) Symmetry. Jt appears that symmetrically constituted

compounds are, in the absence of other constitutive features

which would tend to raise the boiling point, more volatile than

corresponding non-symmetrical derivatives.
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CHAPTER VI

CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE

i. The amorphous and crystalline (solid) states. If

pure acetic acid is cooled down to about 15 C., it is well

known that it will solidify to a mass of beautiful leaf-like

crystals ; again, if a piece of glass is melted before the blow-

pipe, and allow to re-cool, it generally assumes the charac-

teristic appearance of a clear homogeneous solid, whose
structure is the same in all directions. Now the structure

of the solid acetic acid particles is not the same in all direc-

tions; for instance, their length in one direction is greater
than that in others. This assumption of a geometrical form

(a crystal) is one of the characteristics of what is termed the

crystalline state, but there are many others, equally important,

although not so obvious as the shape of the crystal.

On the other hand glass is said to be amorphous^ because

it has the same physical properties throughout, and moreover,
when it is melted it passes imperceptibly from the solid to

the liquid state with no sudden or abnormal alteration in any
of its physical properties, such as specific heat, density, or the

like.

In a similar manner, glass possesses no latent heat offusion,
since its transition from the "

solid
"

to the liquid condition is

not accompanied by the absorption of a definite amount of

molecular energy, but is perfectly gradual and continuous.

Accordingly glass (or any other amorphous substance) has no

sharply defined meltingpoint.
We have taken glass as an instance of an amorphous com-

pound because in the solid state it still retains the transparency

(optical homogeneity) of a liquid ;
but the same remarks are

applicable to all amorphous bodies, except that, usually, these

occur as fine powders which by reflection of the incident light

lose all appearance of transparency. Other examples of the

amorphous state will readily occur to mind, such as silica,

precipitated alumina, charcoal, grey tin (formed when ordinary
tin is cooled to about - 20), and precipitated iron.

Corresponding to these we have respectively quartz crystals,

corundum, diamond, ordinary white tin, and cast iron, all
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highly crystalline substances, the individual particles pos-

sessing definite shape and characteristic optical and thermal

properties. The study of these properties of crystals is of

much importance to chemistry in many cases.

2. Classification and measurement of crystals. If we examine ;i

crystal, ABCDEF, of very simple geometrical shape, we find that it

can he imaginarily generated bv

allowing certain planes (or rather
sets of parallel planes, such as,

ABC(DEF), ACD(BEF),
CDF(ABE), and ADE(BCF)

in fig. 14) to intersect each other,
the intersections forming the cryste 1

edges. Now it has been exper
-

mentally proved that the angles
between given pairs of these cryst; 1

planes are always constant (to
within i) for the same substance .

Consequently crystals can be class -

fied according to the mutual h -

clinations of their planes. In

practice this method is simplified

by taking three standard plane s

XKDX, YiQY, and ZJOZ as tie

principal axes of the crysta .

These are so chosen that they pa s

through the intersections of tl e

four principal planes of the cryst il

(and so, in the case of the simp e

crystal we are considering, pa ,s

through its apices}. Then, sini e

the crystal is defined by constant y
of its interplanar angles, it can 1 e

formulated according to the length of the intercepts OX, OY, C Z

(usually called a. b, c) formed by the intersection of the principal plan s

with the arbitrary axes.

In general, however, crystals are not derivable from a

simple system of four sets of parallel planes (holohedr tl

crystals), but possess various subordinate faces orfacets forrm d

by the intersection of other subsidiary planes with the princip il

ones (hemihedral crystals). Accordingly, the complete clas: t-

fkation of crystals is a gigantic task, and all that will l<e

done here is to outline the six main systems which can 1 >e

derived from the simple geometrical properties stat d

above.

The actual measurement of the interfacial angles of a crystal, althou ;h

apparently simple, is really a very complicated matter if accurate resv ts
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are to be obtained ; it is carried out by means of a goniometer, an instrument

which permits of microscopic determination of the angles in question by
means of the light reflected from the faces of a crystal. Its construction

and application are unfortunately too involved to be described here.

The following table summarizes the six main crystal-

systems (I.), together with the number of the sub-systems
derived from each (II.), some typical examples (III.), the angles
between the axes OX, OY, OZ (fig. 14), and the general
relations of the lengths of the intercepts a, b, and c :

I. II. III. XOY YOZ XOZ XOZi a:b:c

Regular. . 5 Most of the elements ; KC1, Fe 3O 4 90 90 90 1:1:1

Hexagonal 1
. 12 Beryl; calcite

;
tourmaline . . 90 90 60 60 I:JT:I(:I)

Tetragonal . 7 SnO 2 ; CuFeS 2 ; urea . . . 90 90 90 iix:i

Orthorhombic 3 Nitre ; MgSO 4 , ?H,O ; resorcinol 90" 90 90 iix'.y

Monoclinic . 3 FeSO 4 , 7H 2O; Na 2CO 3 , ioH 2O ;

many organic compounds . . 90 90 X x:y',z

Triclinic . 2 CuSO 4 , sH 2O ; K 2Cr2O 7 . . X Y Z x:y:z

3. Some distinctive properties of crystals. Except in

the regular system, the lengths a, b, c of the axes are not all

equal, and in consequence of this fact (which corresponds,
of course, to a different molecular arrangement in the direc-

tions of varying axes) the properties of crystals are often

noticeably different in different directions. The most striking
cases of this are enumerated below :

(i) Elasticity. This varies greatly along axes of unequal length ; the

practical result is often very important, for obviously the resulting strains

in a crystal will vary in different directions. An instance of this fre-

quently occurs in the laboratory when glass "devitrifies" or crystallizes.
When this happens to the glass of a vessel under abnormal pressure, the

strain on the glass, previously evenly distributed in all directions in the

isotropic or amorphous state, becomes excessive in one or other of the

directions of the crystal axes, and a fracture usually results.

(ii) Thermal properties. Heat is conducted at varying rates along
different axes, and the linear expansion of the crystal also varies corre-

spondingly. In some cases the effect of heating a crystal in the direction

of one axis only is to set up an electric current along that axis.

(iii) Optical properties. It may be shown from the undulatory theory
of optics that, in many forms of non-symmetrical crystals, light can be

propagated in two different rays of unequal velocity. This becomes

apparent in the refraction of light by such crystals, each component ray

being altered on emission from the crystal to the surrounding medium

(usually air) according to its individual velocity. Each ray has therefore

its own index of refraction, and the phenomenon of double refraction takes

place. Iceland spar, topaz, and potassium chlorate are good examples.

1 In the hexagonal system there arefour principal axes (one vertical ;

three horizontal).
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A totally different optical effect (which, however, is often accompanied

by that of double refraction) is seen in the case of crystals which are

asymmetric or enantiomorphoiis. Such crystals possess at least one facet

in such a position that two forms of the crystal can exist which are

related to each other as are the right and left hands of a pair of gloves.
In other words, they are " mirror images

"
of each other. In this case, it

is found that light which is vibrating only in one plane (plane-polarized) is

deviated from its path on passing through the crystal, and, moreover, that

the corresponding enantiomorphous forms of the crystal deflect polarized

light through the same angle respectively to the right and to the left. It

is believed that all "optically active" carbon compounds (which are

active both in solution and in the crystalline condition) crystallize in

enantiomorphous forms corresponding with the sign of their rotatory

power in the dissolved state (compare Part I., Chapter VIII.). On the

other hand, enantiomorphous inorganic substances, which do not possess
an "asymmetric" atom (i.e. an atom each of whose valencies are bound
to a different radicle), lose their power of deflecting polarized light as soon

as they lose their crystal form (i.e. on passing into solution).

4. Polymorphism and isomorphism. Mitscherlich ob-

served in 1821 that a number of substances could crystallize
in more than one geometric form, and gave the name poly-

morphism to this peculiarity.

It has since been found that a given form of a polymorphic
substance will in general separate only under given conditions,
and that each separate form has its own definite range of

stability, determined chiefly by considerations of temperature.
On the other hand, such forms exist outside their own par-
ticular sphere of stability, but are more readily transformed

under these conditions into the variety stable at that particular

temperature and pressure. The exact delimitation of the

ranges of stability of each form is traced in practice by means
of a "

vapour pressure-temperature curve," and belongs to the

class of phenomena explained by the "
phase rule." We shall

return to it when discussing the latter problem (Part IV.,

Chapter VI.).
In the meantime, the following are well-known cases of

polymorphism, the form more stable at ordinary temperatures

being given first :

Carbon .... Diamond (low temperatures) ; graphite (high
temperatures).

Sulphur .... Rhombic ; monoclinic.

Calcium carbonate . . Calcite ; aragonite.

Benzophenone . . . M.P. 46 ; M.P. 26.

Elements exhibiting polymorphism were formerly said to

occur in allotropic forms.
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Mitscherlich also found at about the same date that quite
different compounds could crystallize in almost the same

crystalline form. This he called isomorphism. It has been
noticed that, generally speaking, isomorphous compounds
contain nearly related elements, and that the larger molecular

species, differing from each other by the change of one
element only, tend to possess the same form. Thus, as an

example of simple isomorphism, we may take the carbonates

of barium, strontium, and calcium, or the sulphates of the

closely allied metals of the rare earths
;
on the other hand,

corresponding potassium and ammonium salts usually crystal-
lize in the same shape, but the nearly related sodium salts are

not isomorphous with them. If, however, very complex
derivatives, such as the alums, M2

SO
4 ,

A1
2(SO4)3, 24H 2O, are

considered, it is found that in this case sodium, ammonium,
potassium, rubidium, and caesium alums are all isomorphous.

It appears here as though the form of the individual atom
was subordinated to that of the whole molecular complex ;

and we may mention in passing that very recently a theory
has been put forward by Pope and Barlow which attempts to

explain the whole nature of chemical combination and

valency as functions of the volumes of the constituent atoms
and their arrangement in space. The student should re-

member, however, that it is not yet clear whether elemental

volume determines elemental valency or vice versa.

The usual practical test for isomorphism is the capacity of

two supposed isomorphs to form mixed crystals with each

other, or to grow in solutions of either individual compound.
It should be remembered that isomorphism was accepted by
Berzelius as an important aid in establishing the equivalent
of different elements (e.g. the isomorphism of chromium with

aluminium in the alums).

5. Liquid crystals. Certain complicated organic com-

pounds, such as azoxyanisol,

O

CH3O.C6H4.N- -N.C6
H

4.OCH 3)

and esters of cholesterol, C27H45.OH, when melted, do not at

once pass to a clear liquid, but turn to a cloudy liquid,

which, on continued application of heat, becomes clear at a
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certain point. The intermediate cloudy phase transmits

light, and has been found to be doubly refracting. It has

been assumed that this is due to the existence of liquid

particles of a definite geometrical shape
"
liquid crystals."

There is still, however, some doubt as to whether these

crystals really exist, or are due to particles of solid which, for

some reason, have not melted.

CHAPTER VII

REFRACTIVE AND DISPERSIVE POWER

i. Nature of refraction and dispersion. Light is propa-

gated at different rates in different media, and if a ray of light

passes from one isotropic medium to another, its velocity is

altered and the direction of its path is also changed. Thus,
if a ray of light impinge on the bounding line AB of two
media in O, and XOY is perpendicular to AB, the angle of

incidence (LOX) being i, and the angle of refraction (L
a

OY)
being r, it is found that

sin / velocity of light in medium X
sin r velocity of light in medium Y

= constant (for any two media).
This ratio is called the refractive index (n) between the

two media
; or, if we select

one medium (air
= X

)
as a

standard of comparison, tht

refractive index n becomes
characteristic of the seconc

medium (the substance unde

investigation).
But now if a ray of ordinary

white light is allowed to pas:
from air to some other homo
geneous medium, it is wel
known that the beam doe

.
i

not emerge as a composite
*- white ray, but is split up int< >

a band of colours rangin:
from violet through all shade ;

FlG> I5 '

to red. This means to sa

that each component of the white light has been refracte<!
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differently the red rays least and the violet most. Con-

sequently it is necessary to specify the particular ray of

light used in determining refractive power; those most

usually selected are the " D "
(Fraunhofer) yellow line of

the solar spectrum, or the red (a) or blue (7) lines of the

hydrogen spectrum, the different refractive indices being
denoted by D ,

na ,
or ny.

Moreover, we may also consider the amount of dispersion
of two different rays of light, and this is also found to be
constant for the passage of light from air into a given
medium.
From a chemical standpoint, however, we have to find

some expressions for refractivity and dispersion which shall

be independent of the other physical characteristics of the

studied substance, such as density, state (solid, liquid, or

gaseous, etc.). The first expression of this kind (the specific

refraction) was put forward empirically by Gladstone and
Dale in 1858; and, much later, theoretical arguments were

brought forward to show that the formula is consistent with

fundamental optical theory. According to these workers,

specific refraction R = (where d is the density of the
d

substance).

In 1880, Lorentz and Lorenz showed that from the point
of view of either the undulatory or the electromagnetic theory
of light, a more correct expression was

r> n2 - I IR= -- x-.
n* + 2 a

Both expressions continued in use for many years, but at

present the latter is more in favour, as its general results are

more consistent.

By its means we may arrive at the molecular refraction, by
multiplying the specific refraction by the molecular weight of

the substance :

,, / 2 - 1\ M
VJ?TaJ *'</'

Similarly, taking as examples the refractive indices ny and
na for the blue and red hydrogen lines, we may calculate the

specific dispersion of a substance,
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-I Ha.

2 -

and the molecular dispersion,

Hof-
2
4- 2 tic? + 2

Refractivity varies somewhat with temperature, but in a

strictly linear fashion
;
the temperature effect can, therefore,

be allowed for by various empirical formulas. On the other

hand, mixtures (including solutions) of chemical compounds
always behave regularly, i.e. the refractivity of the whole can
be calculated by the ordinary mixture rule from those of its

constituents.

2. Experimental measurement of refractive index. The deter-

mination must of course be made with light of only one wave-length

-G3

FIG. 16.

(monochromatic light), since rays of different wave-lengths are refracte*

differently in a given medium ; again, the ray must be as small as possible
in order to obtain a sharp reading. The first point is achieved by usin

,

the light from a sodium flame (D) or the blue (7) or red (a) lines of th

hydrogen spectrum (by means ofan electric discharge in vacuum tubes obtair

able with the apparatus). The second requirement is satisfied by applyin
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the principle of "total reflection," as will appear from the description of the

most accurate apparatus in general use, the Pulfrich refractometer. A
diagram of this is given (fig. 1 6). A is a right-angled glass prism with
one side horizontal. A ray of monochromatic light, ab, concentrated by
passage through a collimating lens B, is directed at an exceedingly slight

angle to the horizontal face of the prism. Most of the light is therefore

totally reflected at the surface, but a few rays pass through the prism as

shown at bed. The liquid under investigation is placed in a small cylinder
C cemented on to the face of the prism, but allowing the light ray to enter

freely. The position of the emergent ray cd is determined by means of

the telescope D, fitted with the usual cross-wire arrangement in the field.

The sharp division between light and dark is adjusted to the centre of the

cross-wires, and the angle of deviation i (fig. 15) read off by means of the

angular scale (with vernier) fixed to the telescope. The refractive index n
is then calculated from the equation

where A' is a constant depending on the glass prism. Tables of the values
of for different rays corresponding to the observed values of i are usually

supplied with the apparatus, the value being correct to within several units

in the fifth decimal place.
A more rapid but less accurate instrument is the Abbt refractometer; in

which a drop or two of the liquid is placed between the sections of a
divided glass prism. This apparatus can be used with ordinary white light,

dispersion being removed by means of a "compensating drum." The
reading is made through a telescope (similar to the preceding) which is

attached to a movable scale carrying the actual values of n, which may
thus be read off directly with an accuracy of about 0.0005.

In both forms of apparatus an arrangement is provided for jacketing the

prism and observed liquid with water or vapour at a constant temperature.

3. The atomic refractions of the elements. It must be

pointed out that the refractivities of the elements have been
determined in two different ways : (a) experimentally, from
the elements themselves, and (b} they have been calculated

from the refractivities of their compounds. The two values

are not always the same, although in a number of cases the

agreement is quite good.

Taking first of all the refractive powers deduced from
the combined elements, we may note the two following

generalisations :

1. Atomic refraction and the periodic system (Hauke). In
each period of elements (such as Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, A)
the atomic refraction reaches a maximum towards the middle
of the

period, decreasing on either side to the extreme ends,
whilst in each series (e.g. Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) there is a steady
rise in refractive power with increasing atomic weight.

2. Specific refraction and valency (Gladstone). It has been
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found that the specific refraction of an element is inversely

proportional to the square root of its equivalent, but that the

expression

specific refraction x ^/equivalent

has one value (1.30) for univalent and another (i.oi) for

polyvalent elements. A few instances are collected below :

Univalent

Polyvalent

On the other hand, the value of the expression n - \ directly
obtained from the gaseous elements increases in simple ratios

from one member to the next in a given series, the lateral

members in a period having the same ratio in each case
;
for

example :

(n- l) x io6 (- i)x io6

Helium 144x0.5
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Dissimilar. MR^.
(Acrolein, CH2 : CH.CHO 16.01

IPropargyl alcohol, CH ; C.CH,.OH 14.83

\ Benzyl cyanide, C6 II5.CH2.CN
"

34.94

I
0-Toluic nitrile, CH3 C6H4.CN 36.06

From the results of many extended studies into the re-

fractivity and dispersion of organic compounds in homologous
series, it was found that

" atomic refractions
" could be

calculated for the different elements occurring in organic

substances, especially if one considered atoms as possessing
different values when present in a molecule under varying
conditions. In other words, refractivity is so additive that it

can be calculated in a given instance from the atomic refrac-

tions of the constituent atoms, but it is sufficiently constitutive

to render necessary a careful examination of the modes of

union of the various atoms.

The values of the chief atomic refractions for the blue (7)

and red (a) lines of the hydrogen spectrum, together with the

corresponding atomic dispersions for these two rays, are

embodied in the following list :

MRy MRa. MRy-MRa

Carbon (singly bound to carbon) as in CH3-CH3 2.404 2.365 0.039
Ethylenic linking , C= C 1.859 1.836 0.023
Acetylenic linking , EEC 2.46 2.27 0.19

Hydrogen I-I39 I- 103 0.036
Oxygen (hydroxylic) , OH i-525 1-506 0.019

,, (ethereal) , CH3.O.CH3 1.667 1.655 0.012

,, (ketonic) ,
CO 2.414 2.328 0.086

Chlorine 6.190 6.014 0.176
Bromine 9.211 8.863 -348
Iodine 14.582 13.808 0.774
Nitrogen (singlybound to carbon) ,, CH 3

- NH2 2.95 2. 76 o. 19

Sulphur( ,, ),,CH3 -SH 8.0

Let us apply these figures to the calculation of the re-

fractivities of a few simple organic compounds :

I. Ethyl ether, CH3.CH2.O.CH2.CH3 MXy MRa
We have : 4 singly bound carbon atoms 9.616 9.460

I o hydrogen atoms . . H-39 11.03
i oxygen atom (ethereal) . 1.667 l -^SS

22.673 22.145

Whence molecular refraction MR . 22.\^\ molecular dispersion

MRy-MRa= o.S2%.
Found by experiment AfA'a = 22.^l; MKy-MRa = o.$$.
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2. Acclyl chloride, CH3.COC1 MRy MR

We have: 2 singly bound carbon atoms . 4.808 4-73

3 hydrogen atoms . . 3.417 3.309
I oxygen atom (ketonic) . 2.414 2.328
I chlorine atom . .6.190 6.014

16.829 16.381

Whence MR- (calculated) = 16.381 ; MRy -MR (calculated) = 0.44*.

And MRa (found) =16.74; MRi -MRa (found) =0.48

3. AllyI alcohol, CH2 :CH.CH2.OH MR*
We have : 3 singly bound carbon atoms . . 7.095

I ethylenic linking . . . 1.836
6 hydrogen atoms . . .6.618
I oxygen atom (hydroxylic) . . 1.506

17.055

Whence MR^ (calculated) = 17.055 ;
and MRa (found) is 16.85.

It is found, however, that if a number of unsaturatec

groups are present in a molecule, constitutive influences

begin to be very prominent, especially if the unsaturateci

groups are adjacent to one another (or, as it is now usually

termed, are conjugated). In such cases a distinct anomaly i:.

always observed, and our knowledge of the relation betweei

constitution and refractivity has reached such a stage that the

presence of adjacent unsaturated groups can often be inferred

from the extent of the optical anomaly. For more explici .

details of this process the student must be referred to mori :

comprehensive works (such as Smiles' Relation between Chemi
cal Constitution and Physical Properties), but a few example ;

of the nature of the anomaly may be tabulated in concludin
;

this chapter :

t
Ma (found} Ma (calcd.) Anomaly

Acetone, CH3.CO.CH3 . . 16.05 16.04 +0.01

Mesityl oxide, (CH3 )2C : CH.CO.CH . 30.13 29.39 +0.74
Phorone, (CH3)2C:CH. CO.CH:C(CH3)2 . 45.39 42.73 +2.66

Ethyl benzoate, C6H5.CO.OC2H 5 . . 42.20 41.80 +0.40
Ethyl /3-phenylpropionate, C8H .CH.

CH2.CO.OC2H5 . . . 50.85 50.95 -o.io

Ethyl cinnamate, C6H5.CH : CH.CO
OC2H 5 . . . . 53.62 50.58 +3.04

Ethyl benzene, C6HB.C2H6 . . . 35.43 35.45 -- 2

Styrolene, C6H6.CH:CH2 . . . 35.98 35.08 +0.90
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Jlfa ( found) Ma (falcd. ) Anomaly

Stilbene, C6H 5.CH:CH.C6H5. . 65.65 59.20 +6.45
Diphenylbutadiene, C6H 5.CH : CH.

CH:CH.C6H 5 . . . . 82.9 68.0 +14.9
Diphenylhexatriene, C6H5.CH : CH.

CH:CH.CH:CH.C6H5 . . 100.9 76-74 +24.16

The molecular dispersive powers of compounds of this

kind are much more anomalous
; consequently we may say

that dispersion is much more susceptible to constitutive

influences than refractivity.

CHAPTER VIII

MAGNETIC ROTATORY POWER AND OPTICAL ACTIVITY

i. Magnetic rotatory power. It is doubtless known to

the student that if a ray of polarized light (i.e. light which is

vibrating in one plane only, instead of in all senses as in

ordinary sunlight) passes through certain organic liquids,
" the plane of polarization

"
(vibration) of the light is turned

through an angle which is characteristic for a given length
of a defined substance. Examples of such liquids are lactic

acid, oil of turpentine, or solutions of camphor, quinine,
tartaric acid, and many other compounds. This phenomenon
is called optical activity, and is restricted to those compounds
which contain a peculiar atomic structure, namely, at least

one carbon atom, which is united to four different atomic

groups.

Magnetic rotatory pmver is also a deflection of the plane

N
T

J^_
....

P 1

FIG. 17.

of polarization of polarized light, suffered on transmission

through a substance
;
but here we are dealing with a much
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more general property, for it is found that if a liquid or

solution of any kind whatever is placed in the tube T of a

polarimeter between the two Nicol prisms N and N 1

(N
"
polarizing

"
the light from the source S, and N 1

serving to

determine the extent of the deflection), and if in addition the

tube T is placed between the poles of a strong magnet (P, P 1

),

then the plane of polarization is twisted out of its original

position in all cases.

Faraday discovered this general property in 1846, and
observed that the deviation (or rotation, as it is usually

termed) is directly proportional to the strength of the mag-
netic field, and to the length of liquid through which the ray
of polarized light passes, whilst the direction of the rotation

depends on the direction of the lines of force in the magnetic
field.

The great bulk of the physico-chemical work in this branch

deals with organic compounds, and indeed is almost entirely

due to the late Sir W. H. Perkin, who was mainly occupied
from 1882 until his death in 1908 by his researches on the

subject.

2. Calculation of magnetic rotatory power. In the

first place a standard substance is chosen, and all rotatory

powers are compared with this standard (usually water],
Hence the absolute rotation in any desired case may be
obtained from the product of the comparative rotation of

the substance in question and the absolute rotation of the

standard. The following further terms are used :

Specific magnetic rotation a. the rotation of a beam of polarized

light (travelling in the direction of the lines of force of the magnetic
field) produced in a field of unit intensity by a layer of liquid 100 mm. in

length.

specific rotation of substance
Relative specific magnetic rotation r= 7pecific rotation of^n^T '

Absolute molecular uiagttetic rotation = a x molecular weight.

Mol. wt. of substance x r
Relative molecular magnetic rotation M= M ol. wt. of standard

In comparing the magnetic rotation of organic compounds,
the relative values are chiefly used

; for, in addition to sim-

plicity of calculation, it is then not necessary to know the

strength of the magnetic field, so long as this is maintained

constant, and the value for the standard liquid is first deter-
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mined under the same conditions. Moreover, the absolute

values for magnetic rotation are inconveniently small; for

example, the absolute molecular magnetic rotation of water at

o is about 0.236.
All comparisons are made at the same temperature, since

magnetic rotatory power alters (although in general in no
marked degree) with varying temperature.

3. The magnetic rotation of organic compounds. Perkin
found that this property wa.s more constitutive than refrac-

tivity, and that it was impossible to calculate atomic constants
for the elements in this case. He succeeded, however, in de-

vising another means of calculation in other words, although
a constitutive property, magnetic rotation is still calculable.

The nature of the property is well brought out by the

varying rotations of isomeric substances :

/Pentane .

\Isopentane
/Ethyl oxalate .

\Methyl succinate

/Acetaldehyde .

^Ethylene oxide

M.

5-750/
6.6 54\
6.232)
2-385!
I-935/

Percentage

difference.

1-9

6-3

In homologous series it has been found that, although the

calculation of M from atomic values of the elements fails,

yet in the higher members, at all events, the increment of

magnetic rotation caused by each successive CH 2 group is

the same in all series, namely, 1.023.

Consequently, if the rotation of a given number containing
n carbon atoms is M, the contribution to M of the rest of the

molecule is M- n (1.023)
= $-

This number .S is found to be constant in each individual

series, and is called the series constant of the series. For

example, the molecular magnetic rotation of most of the

members in each of the following classes of compounds can
be calculated as follows :

Aliphatic hydrocarbons
Alcohols
Ketones

Higher aliphatic acids

,, ,, esters

Alkyl chlorides

0.508 + ;? (1.023)

0.699 + n (1.023)

0.375 + w Ci.<3)
o. 393 + (1-023)

0-337 + (1-023)
1. 988 + ^(1.023)
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We will use these values to calculate the magnetic rotation

of a few common substances :

Propyl alcohol, CsHvOH. 3 carbon atoms.

Calculated . . .#/= 0.699 + 3.069= 3. 708
Found . . . ^"=3.768

Ethyl acetate, CH3.COOC2HB . 4 carbon atoms.
Calculated . . M= 0.337 + 4.092 =4. 429
Found . . . ^=4.462

Ethyl chloride, C2H5C1. 2 carbon atoms.
Calculated

"

. . ^=1.988 + 2.046= 4.034
Found . . . AT=4.O39

Ethyl chloracetate, CH2C1.COOC2H5. 4 carbon atoms.

Series constant for esters . . . . 0.337
,, ,, ,, alkyl chlorides 1.988

Calculated series constant for chloroesters 1. 163

.'. Calculated . . . J/= 1.163 + 4.092 = 5.255
Found . . . ^=5.846

By this and other means it has been possible to obtain an
idea of different 'constitutive effects upon magnetic rotatory

power. The following examples serve as illustrations :

(a) Ring-formation is usually accompanied by a decrease in mag-
netic rotation ; the numerical value of the decrease is, however, not
constant :

M. M.
ence.

w-Hexane, C6H . 6.646 Cyclohexane, C6H 12 . 5.644 -0.982
tt-Hexoic acid, Pentamethylene carbox-
CSHUCOOH . 6.530 ylicacid,C5H9.COOH5.89i -0.639

Calculated for Camphor,
CioHaoO . . 10.555 C10

H
16O (2 rings) . 9.265 -1.290

(d) Unsaturation usually produces an exaltation in M, but again the
increment is not of a constant nature.

Saturated. M. Unsaturated. M.
D^'

Propyl alcohol, Allyl alcohol,
C 3H7.OH . . 3.768 C3H6.OH . . 4.682 +0.914

Ethyl butyrate, Ethyl crotonate,
C3H7.COOC2H5 . 6.477 C3H5.COOC2HS . 7.589 +1.112

Ethyl propionate, Ethyl propiolate,
C2H 5.COOC2H5 . 5.452 C2H.COOC2H5 . 6.311 +0.859

(c) Conjugated Unsaturation. As in the case of refractivity, but in a
more pronounced degree, it is found that when two saturated groups occur
next to each other in a molecule a marked increase occurs in magnetic
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rotatory power. This effect is sufficiently certain to admit of the use of

the property as a kind of physical test for the presence of contiguous
unsaturated groups in a compound.

M- M-

.

Ethyl benzene, Styrolene,
C6H 5.C2H 5 . . 13.414 C6H 3CH:CH.2 . 16.041 +2.627

Diphenylethane, Stilbene,
C6HB.CH2CH2C6H, 24.977 C6HB.CH:CH.C6H5 33.I43 + 8.166

Eugenol, C6H3(OH) Isoeugenol, C6H3(OH)
(OCH 3 ) (OCH 3)

CH2CH:CH2 . 18.727 CH:CH.CH :i . 21.469 +2.742

4. Optical activity. Many years before Faraday dis-

covered the phenomenon of the magnetic rotation of polarized

light, Arago (1811) and Biot (1817) showed that certain

classes of compounds deviated the plane of polarization of

themselves and in the absence of any external physical
influences.

The first-mentioned scientist showed that many inorganic

crystals (notably quartz) produced this effect, and later it was
shown that any crystal whose geometrical appearance is

asymmetrical is optically active, as we have already seen in

Chapter VI., p. 34.
The compounds whose optical activity was first noticed by

Biot are entirely different, for in this case the optical activity

persists in all three states solid, liquid, and gaseous and

moreover, in all cases so far known, this kind of optical

activity has been associated only with carbon compounds.
Pasteur studied this type of optical activity very extensively,
and took as his chief example tartaric acid, which in the

ordinary form rotates the plane of polarization to the right

(i.e. is dextro-rotatory}. Carrying out his experiments at

temperatures above 28, he obtained crystals of the sodium
ammonium tartrate of </-tartaric acid,

1 and found that they
were geometrically asymmetric ; and then, taking some
inactive tartaric acid, he prepared the same salt, and found
he obtained both kinds of enantiomorphous crystals. He
was able to pick out the two different sorts of crystals, and
found that those which corresponded to the synthetic crystals
of sodium ammonium <f-tartrate gave </-tartaric acid, whilst

the other enantiomorphous variety gave /-tartaric acid of the

same rotatory power, except for its opposite sign. This led

1 d- and /- respectively signify dextro' and Icevo-rotatory.
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him to think that, just as geometrical asymmetry determined

optical activity in crystals, so the optical activity of carbon

compounds, which is independent of the crystalline or any
other physical form, must be due to an asymmetric structure

of the molecules themselves.

Some eighteen years later (in 1874) a further advance was
made by Le Bel and van't Hoff, starting from a premise
which was barely established in Pasteur's day, namely, the

quadrivalency of carbon in organic compounds (i.e.
the

capacity of carbon to unite with four monovalent radicles).

Le Bel showed that on such an assumption it was possible

that, when the monovalent groups attached to a carbon atom
were all different, a molecular asymmetry would arise, which

might cause optical activity. Van't Hoff's views, which wen;

published almost contemporaneously, were a little more rigid,

in that he conceived the carbon atom as forming the centre

of a regular tetrahedron, the four "valencies" being directed

towards the four apices. It was then plain that in the cas>i

of an atom joined to four different groups a, b, c, d, two

different, but enantiomorphously-related, arrangements of th'i

resulting molecule were possible, as in the figure :

FIG. 1 8.

The close connexion between this theory and the actu, .1

cause of optical activity is made evident by the fact that a .1

optically active compounds then (or since) known have bee a

found to contain one or more "asymmetric" atoms of th s

kind.

Taking for example the case of lactic acid

CH3.CH(OH).COOH

(one of the earliest known cases of optical activity), the e

are two active acids, one Icevo- and the other dextro-rotakoi
,',

which may be taken as corresponding to the structures :
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CH8 CH8

H C OH and HO C H
I I

COOH COOH

Moreover, an optically inactive form also exists
;

this may,
however, be broken up by certain means into one or other of

the active varieties. Such inactive (racemic) forms are of

general occurrence, and are due to the presence in that form
of the compound of equal numbers of /- and ^-molecules

(external compensation}.

Now, in the case of tartaric acid, which possesses two

asymmetric carbon atoms, it is found that in addition to the

usual dextro-, ICRVO-, and racemic forms (the first two cor-

responding to the formulae

COOH COOH
I I

H C OH and HO C H
I I

HO C H H C OH

COOH COOH )

there exists a fourth form, also inactive. This is also in

accordance with theory, for since there are two asymmetric
atoms in the molecule, it is possible that one of these should
be dextro- and the other correspondingly /few-rotatory. This
would be represented by

COOH

H C OH

H C OH

COOH

This is termed internal compensation, and such inactive

derivatives are usually called meso-forms. Comparatively few
of these forms have yet been encountered, the most notable,
besides mesotartaric acid, being mucic acid and i-erythritoL
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5. Numerical measurement of optical activity. The
calculation of optical rotatory power is very simple ;

the

specific rotation of a substance is defined as the deviation of

the plane of polarization by a definite mass of active liquid.

Thus, if the length of liquid traversed by the polarized ray is /, the

density of the liquid d, and the observed deviation a, we have specific

ci

rotation [a] = 7~7-

Or, if the liquid used is a solution (in an inactive liquid) containing zv

gms. of the active substance in 100 gms. of solution,

1
/.rf \oo~ l.d.p.

Derived from this is the molecular rotatory power, which

expresses the rotation produced by quantities of different

substances proportional to their molecular weights.
It is given by

. _
,..

Mol. Wt. x [a]
molecular rotation \M\= -,100

the real value being divided by 100 for the sake of obtaining

conveniently sized numbers.

Optical activity is a very irregular property, and varies

according to the temperature, the solvent (and concentration)

used, and the wave-length of the light.

Consequently it is necessary to specify the temperature, the nature of

the solution, and the particular (monochromatic) ray of light employed (in

practice nearly always the sodium " D "
line). For example,

Strychnine hydrochloride (dilute aqueous solution) [Af]Ifs = -
113.

The temperature effect is nearly always practically linear,

but varies in amount for even closely related substances.

The diverse effects produced on optical activity by differ-

ence in solvent are very erratic, and have not yet received

adequate explanation.

6. The constitutive nature of optical activity. This

property is usually regarded as the most constitutive of all,

and certainly it must be admitted that no means exist at

present by which one can even approximately calculate from

general considerations the magnitude of the rotation in any
given case.

Mention must, however, be made of one attempt to give
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a qualitative explanation of the variations in rotatory power
upon a more or less additive basis.

Any regular tetrahedron possesses four planes of symmetry, one of

which is indicated in the diagram by the vertical dotted line
;
the centre

of symmetry of the tetrahedron is the in-

tersection of these four planes. Now Guye
(1890) suggested that the magnitude of the

rotation was connected with the sum of the

moments about the asymmetric atom of the

four groups connected therewith.

Since we know nothing of the relative

distances between the groups in a molecule,
it was necessary to take the masses of these

groups as a first approximation. With this

assumption Guye showed that a measure
of the distance between the centre of gravity
G of the molecule and the plane of symmetry
through X was given by the expression

(a-V)(a-c) (a-cf) (b-c) (b-d)(c-d) FIG. 19.

If two of the groups are equal in mass, the expression becomes zero,
i.e. the molecule is not entirely asymmetric, and there should be no

optical activity. Guye also anticipated that when G was furthest from

X, the activity should reach a maximum, and that when G passed from
one side of X to the other, the activity should change in sign. As a
matter of fact, this somewhat fascinating idea was found true in quite a
number of series, but in others no relation at all could be traced between
the value of the expression and the rotatory powers concerned.

Moreover, in some cases it was found possible to obtain an optically
active compound containing two chemically different groups of the

same mass.

The latter fact proves that mass is not the sole determinant of optical

activity, whilst the other discrepancies show that the property is far too

constitutive to permit of any explanation based solely upon additive or

numerical considerations.

We will conclude this chapter with a few of the more notable
constitutive effects so far detected :

(i) Rotatory power of dilute aqueous solutions of electrolytes.

It has long been known that salts of optically active bases, or

of optically active acids, display in dilute aqueous solution a

constant molecular rotation. This is doubtless due to the

fact that in such cases it is the rotation of the optically active

ion which is really measured
;

in fact, the molecular rotatory

powers of different salts in solvents other than water are by
no means constant :
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[M]
Potassium tartrate +64 Brucine hydrochloride -156*
Ammonium ,, +63 ,, succinate (in water) -153
Barium ,, +63 ,, ,, (in chloroform)

-
340

(ii) Rotatory power in homologous series. In many cases it

appears that after the first few members have been passed,
the molecular rotatory power reaches an almost constant

value
;
for instance :

Esters or salts of aliphatic acids. R Ainyl. Menthyl. Brucine.

H.COOR . . . +2.3 -146
3.2 157

-
258CH3.COOR

CHj.CHt.COOR .

CH3.CH2.CH2.COOR
CH3.CH2.CH2.CH2.COOR
CII3.CH2.CH2.CHo.CH2.COOR

4.0 1 60 248
4-3 157 247
4-3 157 247
4.5 158 247

It will be noticed that this rule holds whether there are

one (amyl) or more (menthyl and brucine) asymmetric carbon
atoms in the molecule.

This constant molecular rotation can be used as a kind of

series constant for the determination of anomalies in optical

activity in many cases
;
the anomaly [->]D is given by the

difference between the observed molecular rotatory power
and the mean [Af] D of the higher members of the corre-

sponding normal homologous series.

(iii) Ring-formation. When an optically active carbon
atom takes place in the formation of a cyclic chain of atoms,
a great alteration in activity takes place ;

but if the

asymmetric atoms are not actually in the ring-system, no great

change occurs :

Open-chain. [M]v Cyclic. [^/]D

Camphoric acid + 96 Camphoric anhydride + 0.3

Butylamine camphorate + 38 Piperidine camphorate + 53

(iv) Unsaturation. The presence of simple unsaturation

sometimes raises and sometimes depresses optical activity :

Saturated. \_M~\r> Unsaturated. [M] Diff.

Menthyl propyl ether -
182.5 Menthyl allyl ether -

193. i + 10.6

Propyl aspartate + 10 Allyl aspartate +6 - 4

(v) Conjugated unsaturation. This is almost always
associated with a large change in rotatory power, usually
an increase. A few examples may be given :
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[Mb [/?]

Average value of menthyl aliphatic ester - 160

Menthyl cinnamate, C6H5CH : CH.COOC10H19 250 + 90
crotonate, CH3.CH : CH.COOC10H19 287 + 127

,, benzoate, C6H5.COOCioH19 217 +57
oxalate, C10H 19O.CO.CO.OCi H19 380 + 30

(vi) Symmetrical conjugation. When a molecule con-

taining contiguous unsaturated groups is completely sym-
metrical about the centre of the conjugated unsaturated

system, a very abnormal degree of optical activity is apt to

be noticed. We will quote two examples :

Saturated. \_M~\o Unsaturated. [M~\o

(a) /-Amyl alcohol, Diamyl sulphide,
C8HU.OH -5 C5HU.S.C5HU + 43

(b) ^/-Camphor, Iminocamphor,
C10H16 +67 (CJO

H140):NH + 151

Phenyliminocamphor,
(C H 0):NC6H +1750

Symmetrical and conjugated. [Af]o

(a) Diamyldisulphide, C3
Hn.S.S.C5Hn + 143

()/-Phenylenebisiminocamphor, (C10
H 14O) : N.CGH4 .N : (C10

H
14O) + 6096

6. Experimental measurement of the angle of rotation.

This is usually determined by means of a Schmidt-Hantzsch

polariscope, the essential details of which are shown in fig. 20.

Monochromatic (sodium) light is produced by heating a few

pieces of common salt in a metal boat A. This light passes

through a collimating lens B and the polarizing Nicol prism
C. At some distance further away (35-45 cms.) the analysing
Nicol D is fixed, and connected with a graduated circle F,
the emerging light passes through a lens E, shown with F
on the right hand in elevation.

The "zero" of the instrument is first found by observing
the point of equal darkness in the two divisions of the field of

view (it should be mentioned that by means of a third prism

extending over only half the path of light it is ensured that

one-half of the field is not affected by the deviation of the

plane of polarization in the liquid examined, thus furnishing
a standard for the comparison of colour-intensity). This is

achieved by means of a coarse and fine adjustment attached

to the analyser D (which is also rigidly fixed to the circle F).
The solution is then introduced in tubes of known length
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(2 dcm.) of the form shown, which can if desired be obtained

furnished with a jacket for the conduction of water or vapour
at a fixed temperature. The deviation is again measured, and
the value of D so obtained from the mean of four or five

concordant observations of the point of maximum darkness.

CHAPTER IX

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AS GUIDES TO KNOWLEDGE
OF CHEMICAL STRUCTURE

HAVING now discussed several of the more important pro-

perties in detail, we are in a position to make a few simple
deductions as to how far each may prove useful to chemists

by affording evidence, supplementary to purely chemical

proofs, of chemical constitution.

In the first place, the following properties of the chemical

elements appear to be more or less functions of their position
in the periodic system, and are therefore sometimes service-

able in fixing the atomic weights of doubtful elements :

atomic volume, specific heat, melting-point, atomic refraction.

As already indicated in Chapter I., however, it is in the

realm of organic chemistry that these physico-chemical
characteristics are most applicable, because chemical know-

ledge of the internal structure of the molecule is much more
advanced in the case of organic than of inorganic com-

pounds, and consequently it is much more easy to make very
minor changes of constitution for the purpose of studying
the relations between chemical constitution and physical

properties.
It was also remarked in the first chapter that the properties

which we have been studying are influenced by two factors

their additive and their constitutive natures. We can now
form some idea of the relative magnitudes of these influences

in each case ; proceeding from the purely additive quality of

mass to the more constitutive characteristics, the following is

the approximate order of successive subordination of additive

to constitutive relations, according to Smiles (whose ex-

haustive book on this subject should be subsequently
consulted by the student for a complete treatment of the
"
Relation between Chemical Constitution and Physical
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Properties ") : mass, surface tension, refractive power, dispersive

power, molecular volume, magnetic rotation, viscosity, melting-

ana' boiling-points, optical rotatory power.
It ought once again explicitly to be stated that the values

and mutations of any of the properties (except, of course,

mass itself) are not yet known with sufficient certainty to

serve as anything but auxiliaries (subordinate to purely
chemical evidence) in throwing more light upon chemical

structure. We can, however, summarize a few types of con-

stitution in organic compounds which produce fairly definite

effects on certain properties :

(i) Association. The reader may here be reminded of the

precise significance of this term. Many organic compounds
are capable of undergoing polymerisation, i.e. several simple
molecules unite to form a more complex molecule of the

same empirical formula. For example,

3CH3.CHO (acetaldehyde)
= C6H12O3 (paraldehyde).

" Molecular association
"

is quite distinct from this process,
and its nature may perhaps be to some extent grasped by
remembering that polymerism and association correspond to

some extent with the respective cases of a simple chemical

compound (such as sodium sulphate, Na
2SO4) and a

molecular compound (such as a substance containing water

of crystallization, e.g. Na
2
SO4, 7H2

O or Na
2SO4 ,

ioH2O).
Association is thus due to two or more molecules of the

same nature forming a "loose molecular compound" (in
virtue of some more or less unsaturated groups present in

each simple molecule) ; in general, the association found
does not correspond to simple multi-molecular complexes,
and it is therefore probable that associated substances are

complicated mixtures of uni-, bi-, ter-, etc., molecular com-

pounds. The properties which indicate association best

are :

(a) Capillarity (for liquids). Here the value of the Ramsay-Eotvds
constant (p. ro) is less than the normal 2. 12.

(6) Viscosity (for liquids). Associated liquids always possess an ab-

normally high viscosity, as would naturally be expected.
(c) Latent heat of evaporation (for liquids and gases). As noticed on

p. 20, Trouton's constant is abnormally high in presence of association in

the liquid state, and conversely is low when the vapour of a liquid exists in
a polymolecular form.
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(d) Melting-point (for solids). Solids which on melting give associated

liquids usually melt abnormally high.

(e) Boiling-point (for liquids). Here again the values are high for

associated liquids. A good instance of these last two effects is afforded

by the hydrides of the oxygen group of elements :

M.P. B.P.

Water, H2O (associated) . . .0 100

Hydrogen sulphide, H2S (non-associated) . ?
- 62

,, selenide, H2Se ( ,, ) . -68 -41"
telluride, H2Te ( ) . -54 ?

(ii) Ring-formation in organic compounds. The effect due
to this circumstance only becomes apparent in the more
constitutive properties, such as magnetic rotation and optical

activity.

(iii) Unsaturation. In the case of constitutive properties,
the presence of unsaturated groups in an organic compound
usually leads to an exaltation in the value of the property.
This is generally the case in specific heat, melting-point, boiling-

point^ refractivity and dispersion, magnetic rotation, optical

activity, and viscosity.

(iv) Conjugated unsaturation. In most cases the presence
of contiguous unsaturated groups produces very abnormally

high values of the more constitutive properties, especially
with refractivity, magnetic rotation, optical activity, and

viscosity.

(v) Symmetry. A compound whose molecules are sym-
metrically constructed usually possesses low values for the

following properties: viscosity, boiling-point; high values for

melting-point, and also (if conjugated unsaturation is present
at the same time) for viscosity and optical activity.

The part of physical chemistry to which an introduction

has been given in the preceding pages may be appropriately
concluded by giving an account of the attempted application
of some of these properties to the question of the structural

formula of benzene. It is well known that, from a chemical

point of view, benzene is best formulated as
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but the question

" What has become of the fourth valency of

each carbon atom ?
" has always proved puzzling. Kekule, who

suggested the above ring-formula, supposed benzene to con-

tain three ethenoid bonds as in I.
;
Glaus inclined to the idea

that each opposite (para-} pair of carbon items were united

(forming a total of nine single carbon linkings as in II.) ; and

Baeyer and Armstrong regarded the fourth valency in each
case as merely directed to the centre of the ring (a new type
of unsaturation, for which we have no means of rigid com-

parison, III.) :

CH

CH

CH

III.

The physico-chemical evidence is as follows :

(a) The surface-tension "association-constant" is quite normal.

\b\ The specific heat is, by comparison with that of other unsaturatei

organic compounds, quite low.

(c) The heat of combustion of benzene and related hydrocarbons ha ;

been very exhaustively studied byThomsen, Berthelotand Stohmann, am.
the chief values obtained will be found below, the calculated number ;

being derived from the aliphatic hydrocarbon formula on p. 23).

Heat of combustion = 106.2 (no. of C atoms) + 26. 3 (no. of H atoms

+ 15.5 (no. of double linkings).

Hexene, CH3.CH2.CH2.CH:CH.CH3

Diallyl, CH2:CH.CH2.CH 2.CH:CH2

Cyclohexane, C6H 12 .

Tetrahydrobenzene, C6Hi
Dihydrobenzene, CgFIs

Benzene, C6H6

Found. Calculated.

991.2 967.7
932.8 931.2 (2 double linking: )

933-2 952-2
892.0 900.0 (i ,, )

848.0 878.2 (2 )

779.8 795.2 (Formula I., }

double linking: )

841,2 (Formula II., n >

double linking: )

This number is too low for either formula I. or II., and might indicat j

the presence of a special kind of unsaturation.

(d) The refractive power has been studied similarly by Briihl and other .

The chief values of interest are :
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Ma

Hexane, CH3.CH2.CH2.CH2.CH2.CH3 . . 29.8
Hexene, CH3.CH>.CH2.CH :CH.CH 3

Diallyl, CH2 :CH.CH2.CHo.CH : CH2 .

Isodiallyl,CH3.CH : CH.CH : CH.CH3 .

Hexatriene, CH2 : CH.CH : CH.CH : CII2 .

Cyclohexane, C6H 12

Benzene, C6H6....
29.4
28.8

29". 9
30.6
27.7

25-9

Now in hexatriene there are two pairs of conjugated ethenoid bonds,
whilst according to the Kekule formula there are three such pairs in ben-
zene. Nevertheless, as the following comparison shows, the refractivity of

benzene is much smaller than would be expected on this basis :

Ma Ma
Hexane 29.8 Hexatriene 30.6

Cyclohexane 27.7 Benzene 25.9

Difference for 2H -2.1 -
4- 7

(e) The magnetic rotatory power has also been examined (by Sir W. H.

Perkin). The corresponding values to the above are :

M M Difference for zH.
Hexane 6.65 Cyclohexane 5-66 ~-99
Hexene 7-47 Tetrahydrobenzene 6.39

- 1.08

Diallyl 8.42 Dihydrobenzene 8.09 --33
Hexatriene 1 2. 20 Benzene 11.28 -0.92

Dihydrobenzene certainly contains two conjugated groups, and it is

evident that the increased magnetic rotation due to this almost balances
that caused by the loss of two hydrogen atoms, whereas benzene, contain-

ing (according to Kekule) one pair more of conjugated linkings than

hexatriene, has about the same value as that of the latter substance, when
allowance is made for the loss of two hydrogen atoms.

Summing up all this evidence, therefore, we see that the

physical properties of benzene do not permit of its formulation

on the Kekule hypothesis, but suggest some entirely different

structure typical of the benzenoid residue alone. This is

entirely in agreement with chemical evidence, especially the

point that the benzene ring is very much more stable than

Kekule's cyclohexatriene would be. It should be noted that

both physical and chemical lines of research leave the field

open for a "non-committal" formula of the Baeyer-Arm strong
type, but afford no positive evidence of the actual structure.



PART II

THE PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF GASES
AND LIQUIDS

CHAPTER I

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE VOLUME, PRESSURE,
AND TEMPERATURE OF A GAS

i. Some "laws" approximately obeyed by gases. It is

a well-known fact that if the ordinary (atmospheric) pressure
of an enclosed volume of gas be doubled (the temperature
being maintained constant), the volume of the gas is halvec

,

and conversely ; or, as Robert Boyle stated more than tw )

hundred years ago, the volume of any gas varies inversely a s

the pressure exerted upon it, the temperature being constan .

So that, at a fixed temperature /, we have :

p proportional to -

IT

p or pv =K (approximately).

Again, it was found by Charles and Gay-Lussac that gase ,

like solids and liquids, undergo definite changes in volume
when heated or cooled under constant pressure. Unlik 3

solids and liquids, however, it appeared that all kinds ( f

gases possess one and the same co-efficient of expansion, an 1

that the volume of any gas expands, when the temperatui e

is raised from o C. to 100 C. at constant pressure, by the

same fraction of its volume at o C., namely, 0.3665.
Let us call a the coefficient of expansion of a gas (ft

r

i C.).
60
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Then we have (if the volume at o is v
, and that at

I00
ioo)

^100
=

^0 + 0-3665
= VQ+ 100 VQ.

Similarly, since the gas expands regularly over the whole

range of temperature, the value v at any temperature t is

given by
v = vQ + cttv = v (i+ctt).

The physical chemistry of gases is to all intents and pur-

poses the extension of these two fundamental laws so as to

give an exact expression of the behaviour of any gas. Before

proceeding to discuss in what measure and by what means
these two statements (which, as already suggested, are only
first approximations to the truth) have been found to be

rigidly true for various types of gas, reference must be made
to an extension of Boyle's law usually known as Dalian's law

of partial pressures. Dalton proved that in a mixture of any
number of gases, none of which react together chemically,
the total pressure exerted by the mixture was equal to the sum
of the pressures exerted by the quantity of each individual

gas present, or, in other words, that each gas exerted the

same pressure that it would if occupying the same volume
alone at the same temperature. This is obviously true when
we consider that Boyle's law has been expressed by Rankine
as follows : "Take a closed vacuous space of definite volume
and introduce one grain of air ; it will exert a certain pressure.
Now introduce a second grain ;

it will exert the same pressure
as it would have done if the first grain had not been intro-

duced
; and so on. Consequently, if instead of introducing

successive grains of air, one grain of oxygen, a second grain
of nitrogen, a third grain of hydrogen, etc., is introduced into

the given volume, the same rule must hold.

2. The absolute zero of temperature.

Let us return to the two mathematical expressions of the fundamental

gas laws // = *'

\ v= v (l+at)
and consider under what conditions the volume of a gas would [completely]
vanish.

Suppose v= o (i.e. the gas ceases to exist as such).
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Then o = v (i+at);
and, since z> is not o,

1+0^=0 and t= .

a

Now 1000 = 0.3665,

So that = 0.003665 or (very nearly) =
.

273
So that the temperature at which v= o for a "perfect" (i.e. ideal and

imaginary) gas is t -
273 C.

This temperature,
-
273 C., is known as the absolute zerj,

and the law of expansion of gases may be expressed alterna-

tively by saying that the volume of a gas at constant pressute
varies directly as its absolute temperature.

It is a useful convention to designate absolute temperatures by T,
ordinary Centigrade temperatures by t.

Thus T =

We may transform the volume-temperature relation

v z/
(
i + o.f)

into terms of the absolute scale as follows :

We have v avj. -+t )\a /

i.e. = 0^(^ + 273)

.
,
ai u

Again, since pv A', it is obvious that, if the volume of a gas is to >c

maintained constant at varying temperatures, the pressure must va y
instead, and correspondingly,

So that p =/ (i + at).

That is, if the volume of a gas remains constant, the pressu e

varies directly as the absolute temperature.

3. The gas-constant R. It will now be observed that,

when v is constant, p is proportional to T,
and p v to T.

Therefore, when both p and v vary, the product pv is pr >

portional to T (the absolute temperature), or

pv = Tx const. = RT.

This constant R is of very great importance, as will >e

seen when its exact physical meaning is discussed in succee 1-

ing chapters. For the moment, however, it will suffice o
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point out that the value of R is theoretically independent of

the nature of any particular gas, its numerical value (per

gram-molecule of gas) depending solely on the units by
which pressure, volume, and temperature have been measured.

For since in general
pv = RT

at OC., AVO
= -fix 273

Now the volume of a gram-molecule of a gas at o and

760 mm. (i atmosphere) is approximately 22.4 litres. Hence
the pressure of a gram-molecule which occupies a litre at o

is 22.4 atmospheres, and

R '- =0.082 litre-atmospheres.
273

It is therefore evident that R represents a quantity of

energy (litre-atmospheres) ;
a more general unit of energy is

the gram-calorie, i.e. the heat required to raise one gram of

water at 15 C. through i C. The litre-atmosphere is, on
the other hand, a unit of mechanical work, but in 1850 Joule
showed that the mechanical work performed in any operation

(in which heat is the only other form of energy produced)
is proportional to the amount of heat absorbed or given out
therein. In this way a litre-atmosphere is equivalent to

24.25 calorimetric units (gram-calories), and therefore in

gram-calories
.# = 0.082 x 24.25 = 1.99.

4. Van der Waals' equation of condition of a gas.

When the general equation

was tested experimentally with reference to all kinds of gases,
it became clear that it only approximately expressed the facts

of the case. In many cases, such as ammonia or carbon

dioxide, the divergence between calculated and theoretical

values of R was very marked, and it was found that no gas

gave the precise value which may be theoretically deduced
from consideration of gaseous specific heats (see pp. 70-77).
The gases which most closely obeyed the above simple
equation were the difficultly liquefiable members such as

hydrogen or nitrogen. This led van der Waals (1881) to

notice that the most concordant results were those made at

temperatures remote from the condensing-points of the gases,
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and to consider the influence which might cause irregularities
near to the temperature of liquefaction of a gas.
He drew attention to two factors which might alter the

value of the product pv :

(i) The simple expression pv takes no account of any
attractive force between the molecules

;
as a gas approaches

liquefaction (i.e. becomes more compressed at constant tem-

perature), intermolecular attraction, which is strong in the

liquid, although almost absent in the gaseous state, will

certainly increase and act in the same sense as external

pressure.

(ii)
The decrease in volume following increase in pressuie

is, strictly speaking, a decrease of the space in which the g.s
molecules can vibrate

;
the molecules themselves are, according

to our fundamental hypotheses, incompressible.
Van der Waals sought to correct the simple gas equation hy

allowing for these two factors; mathematical considerations

led him to assume molecular attraction to vary inversely as

the square of the volume of a gas, and on the other hand re

tried to obtain a correct expression of the compressib e

volume of gas by subtracting from the total volume a number

proportional to the actual size of the molecules. The g;.s

equation thus became :

a and b being specific constants for each gas.
This expression, although still not exact, is much nearer tl e

truth than the original ;
since molecular attraction increas :s

but slowly even at high pressures, whilst the ratio d 2-

v

creases very rapidly when the pressure is much increased, it

follows that the values of the expression on the left-hand )f

the equation should decrease slightly as the compression is

increased beyond one atmosphere and then increase aga n

more rapidly at very high pressures.
This was experimentally confirmed by Amagat for a numb :r

of gases by means of an apparatus depicted in the accoi i-

panying diagram.
The following table gives an outline of his results (at

approximately the same pressures) for hydrogen, nitroge u,
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methane, and ethylene. The volume of gas used is taken as

unity in each case, and the pressures are expressed in atmo-

spheres, so that, at atmospheric pressure and constant tem-

perature, according to the simple gas equation pv=i.
Pressure
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/ a N

. '., at atmospheric pressure, (
I + )(vn -b) = v;

\ vn2 /

whence v=vn (
i +

) (
i -

).\ z>"V \ vn/

CHAPTER XI

THE KINETIC THEORY OF GASES

i. General kinetic conception of the molecule. Many
different observers have attempted to explain the physica
behaviour of solids, liquids, and gases from a kinetic stand

point, i.e. by means of reasoning based upon the rate o"

vibration of the molecules in space. This vibration depends
upon two factors the time spent in intermolecular collisions

and the time spent in traversing space without collision (the
"free path" of the molecule). These two factors vary

greatly according to the state of matter; in solids, the time

occupied in collision between the molecules is very much
greater than that spent on traversing their free paths. In

liquids, the free paths are longer, but intermolecular collision

still takes place to an extent which makes a high sustained

molecular velocity impossible.
In gases, however, the distances between the molecules ar<:

large, and, correspondingly, the particles can move for con

siderable distances without collision. The time occupied in

intermolecular impacts is much less than that spent in

vibration along their free paths.
The molecular vibration theory attributes the pressur

exerted by a gas upon the walls of its containing vessel t >

the successive impacts of the particles of the gas, and prc
ceeds by means of certain assumptions to find a mathematical

expression for this pressure. As we shall see, the formul i

obtained confirms, from a purely theoretical point of view
,

the experimental gas laws deduced by Boyle, Charles, Ga)
-

Lussac, and Avogadro, and is therefore of great importance ,

since physical chemistry is based to a considerable extert

upon these.

2. Deduction of a mathematical expression for the pressure <
"

a gas by means of the kinetic theory. If we make the assumptio i
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that in an "ideal" gas the molecules are perfectly elastic, we can
calculate the total pressure it exerts as follows :

Consider a cube of gas of mass m, whose particles are moving with

velocity V in any definite direction at a given instant of
time. The velocity V may be resolved into three com-
ponents parallel to the edges of the cube

; these components
may be called lf v\ t w^ respectively.
Now the pressure created by m^ on any face of the

cube will be measured by the change of momentum of
the particle on rebounding, since action and reaction are p
equal and opposite.

Consider the momentum in the case of the component MJ.
The momentum of impact is m\ x u^ = m-fli-^ ; and that of rebound

(since we assume perfect elasticity) is also m^u-^
. '. Pressure due to molecule m^ in direction of cemponent velocity

Similarly the pressure due to molecule /
x

in direction of component
velocities v and w are 2111^ and 2m 1w1 respectively.

. . Resultant pressure on one face of the cube due to molecule w1

= 2;! V^.

Now let the total number of molecules present be n.

The mass of each will be ;
lf

but their velocities V^ V% may differ.

It is impossible here to demonstrate the mathematical reasoning whereby
the mean molecular velocity Fis derived, and so we must merely formulate
the resultant total change of momentum for one impact per molecule as

2;F"(from above).

We next have to find how many impacts occur on one face of the cube

(unit surface) in unit time.

We have n molecules each moving at a mean velocity of V space-units

per unit time (e.g. cms. per sec. ) ; therefore the number of impacts
(which produce the total pressure of the gas) is n V per unit of time.

These impacts are exerted against all six faces of the cube ; so that on
unit surface there are

\n V impacts per unit of time.

Therefore the total pressure p of the gas= total change of momentum
per molecular impact x number of impacts in unit time.

= 2111 Vx fyi V

Now mn mass of I mol. x no. of molecules in unit volume
= mass of unit volume
= density of gas.

Hence p= %p V* (where p= density of gas).

3. Deduction of the pressure-temperature volume gas
laws from the kinetic theory. Heat is a form of energy,
and consequently alteration in temperature (evolution or

absorption of heat) corresponds to a change in molecular
kinetic energy, i.e. in \ m V^ (m and Fas above).
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Since m remains constant, V^ must change correspondingly
with the absolute temperature.

Now p =

ibso-.'., if p is constant, V2
(which is proportional to the ab

lute temperature) is inversely proportional to p, i.e. is directly

proportional to -.

Since p mass of unit volume

- = volume of unit mass.
f

Thus we have the kinetic expression of Charles' and Gay-
Lussac's law of temperature.

Again, p =

i.e. if the temperature (which is proportional to V} be con

stant, the pressure and volume of a gas are inversely pro
portional (Boyle's Law).

It should be observed that the kinetic view of the absolute

zero of temperature is that point at which the molecule cease.1

to possess kinetic energy, so that the molecular velocity V
has entirely ceased. This means to say that the molecule:

are in a state of rest, and consequently exert no pressure.
It may also be mentioned that the mean molecular velocit*

of various gases has been calculated by means of the equatioi

whence V=

Thus for hydrogen at N.T.P., V= 1.84 kilometers per sec

helium ,,N.T.R, F=i. 3 i

oxygen N.T.P., ^=0.46
,, carbon dioxide, , N.T.P., V 0.39 ,,

Lastly, since the viscosity of a gas is a measure of th :

friction between the molecules, tending to alter the molecula <:

velocity and the average amplitude of molecular vibration (c r

mean free path of the molecule, as it is termed), it is natun 1

that this property also should be calculable by means of th ;
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kinetic theory. The calculation, however, is somewhat com-

plicated, and we will simply state that (a) the diffusion-

coefficients for two gases are simply related to their viscosities

and densities
;
and (&) it is possible to calculate the length

of the "mean free path" either from the viscosity, the

diffusion, or the thermal conductivity of a gas, and all three

methods lead to concordant results.

4. Gay-Lussac's law of volumes and Avogadro's hypo-
thesis. At about the same time that Dalton brought forward

his atomic theory, Gay-Lussac showed that the volumes of

reacting gases (and of their products, if gaseous) are always

simple multiples of one another. Since atoms were held by
Dalton to unite in simple proportions, it appeared that equal
volumes of gases contained corresponding numbers of

atoms.

But now i vol. hydrogen + 1 vol. chlorine gave 2 vols.

of hydrogen chloride,

whence i atom hydrogen + i atom chlorine gave 2 atoms
of hydrogen chloride.

It was therefore at first believed that one atom of hydrogen
chloride contained half an atom each of hydrogen and

chlorine, a result which contradicted Dalton's theory.

Soon, however, Avogadro pointed out the possibility that

elementary gases might be composed of molecules (as he
termed them) consisting of more than one atom. He
assumed that the molecules of hydrogen and chlorine, for

example, each contained 2 atoms. This removed the dis-

crepancy between Gay-Lussac's and Dalton's statements, and

Gay-Lussac's law then led to the more general hypothesis of

Avogadro that equal volumes ofgases or vapours contain equal
numbers of molecules, the temperatures and pressures of com-

parison being the same throughout.
This result, which is especially important for the determina-

tion of gas- and vapour-densities, follows also from kinetic

considerations.

Take two gases at equal pressure, volume and temperature ;

let

mv tn.2
be the weights of a molecule of each.

Vv V.2 velocity of a molecule of each,

//!, //., ,, number of molecules present in each.
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Then, since no change of temperature occurs on mixing
two such chemically indifferent gases, it is plain that there is

no difference in the molecular kinetic energy of the molecules,
so that :

r-KW- (0

But, since the pressures are equal,

^t l
fi

1 V? =p = l>w.2n.2 V? .

Dividing (i) by (2), we see that

n
\
= n

-i (Avogadro's hypothesis).

Again, the gas-density p = mn.

m,
* since #, = n9 .

m

Thus the densities of gases under similar conditions of

pressure, temperature, and volume, are in the same ratio as

the masses of their molecules (methods of vapour-density

determination).
It may be remarked that, in the light of the kinetic theory,

the deviations from the simple gas-equation pv =RT are due
to the fact that the molecules are not, as is implied in the

gas-laws, perfectly elastic and incompressible.

CHAPTER III

THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF GASES

i. Specific heats at constant volume and at constant

pressure. The specific heat of any substance is defined as

the amount of heat necessary to raise one gram of the sub-

stance through one degree Centigrade. The methods used

in measuring the specific heat of a solid or liquid, such as the

method of mixtures or the ice calorimeter, are doubtless
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familiar ;
and when one reflects that such experiments are

carried out without reference to the height of the barometer

or other regard to the pressure under which the substance is

existing, it is obvious that pressure has no effect upon the

specific heats of these classes of compounds (or at all events

is negligible by comparison with the internal molecular heat-

energy evolved or absorbed).
With gases, however, the case is different

;
for it is found

that, if the specific heat of a gas is measured in one case at

atmospheric pressure, whilst in another the volume of the

same gas is maintained constant (by altering the pressure so

as to balance the effects of contraction or expansion by change
of temperature), the results are not the same. This is due to

the circumstance that the coefficient of expansion of gases is

large, whilst their heat capacity is relatively small, so that the

amount of heat used in altering the volume is of much the

same order as the quantity of heat involved in increasing or

diminishing their internal energy. This will appear more
evident if we use an algebraical expression.

Let us call the specific heat of a gas at constant -volume cv. Then its

molecular heat (the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of

a. gram-molecule (M grams) of gas through iC.)is, from the above defini-

tion of specific heat, Mcv ; we will denote this by Cv .

Now consider a cylinder A, containing I gm. mol. of the gas, closed at

one end by a movable piston B. Let us add sufficient heat to raise the

temperature from T to (T+ i) C. The gas will accordingly

expand, but its volume can be kept constant by adding
suitable weights to B. Therefore the only heat required
will be that necessary to change the internal energy of its

molecules from that possessed at T to that at (T+ i), that

is Cv
Now let us allow the gas to return to the temperature T

and repeat the operation, but in this instance leaving the

weights W (originally present on the piston B) unaltered. FIG. 23.

The increase of internal energy will, of course, once more
be Cv, but, in addition, expansion will take place and the piston will be

pushed up (say) x cms. This represents an amount of work equivalent
to Wx gm.-cms., and so the total energy consumed between 710 and

(Z'+i) will be CV. (heat units) + Wx (mechanical work units). Hence
the molecular heat Cp t observed when the gas remains at constant

pressure, will be

Cf (heat units) = Cv (heat units) 4- Wx (mechanical work units).

Remembering that the connection between mechanical (IV) and
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thermal (H) work is given by Joule's mechanical equivalent of

(/) as

W=HJ,

we can express this equation in mechanical units (gm.-cms.) :

JCf =JCv + Wx.

2. The physical meaning of the gas-constant R. We
may profitably extend somewhat further the considerations

outlined in the last paragraph. Let us suppose the area of

the piston B and cylinder A to be a sq. cms., the volume of

the gas at T to be Fand its pressure P, and that at
(T+ i)

to be ( F+ a. V), the pressure remaining P.

The quantity Wx of external work performed by expansion is

accordingly

Now PV = R7
and P(Y+a,V) = K(T+l)
By subtraction PxaV = R
Whence, since JCp = JCV + Wx,

Or A' =J(CP -CV }.

Therefore, the difference between the molecular (specific}

heats of a gas at constant pressure and at constant volume is

./?, that is, 0.082 litre-atmospheres, or 1.99 gram-calories

(see page 63).

C
3. The ratio of the two specific heats of a gas, y = j.

^v
The ratio of the specific heats of a gas is quite as im-

portant, from a theoretical standpoint, as their difference, for

consideration of the kinetic theory of gases shows that the

value of this ratio is an infallible indication of the complexity
of the molecules in a gas. We will indicate, so far as

mathematical restrictions permit, in what manner this deduc
tion has been made.

The internal energy of a gas-molecule, to which reference was mad(

above, may be considered to be made up of the following twi

components :

(i) The kinetic energy of each molecule, \Mx* (where M is the mole
cular weight, and x the mean molecular velocity).

(ii) The energy expended by the different atoms in the molecule

rotating round one another as a kind of planetary system ; there is IK
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means of determining this, but for one and the same molecule it may be

assumed to be always the same ().
The molecular heat of the gas at constant volume is therefore given by

C~, (heat units) = \ Mx2 + (mechanical units)

or CV =

That at constant pressure will be similarly,

JCP = JCV + A'

Now, from the kinetic theory,

-

Hence, by combining these three equations we arrive finally at the

result :

Cf

In the case of a monatomic gas, there can be no intermolecular

rotation.

On the other hand, in very complicated molecules the internal rotation

becomes infinitely great by comparison with the molecular kinetic energy,
and

- ..
3MX*+

The following numbers show how far theory is substantiated by fact :

Atoms per molecule, y
Mercury Hg One .67
Helium He .67

Argon A .65
Potassium K ,, .77

Oxygen O2 Two .40
Ammonia NH3 Four .30
Ethane Q>H6 Eight .18

Ether (C2H5)2O Fifteen .03

4. The experimental methods involved in this chapter :

(i) Measurement ofgaseous specific heat at constant pressure.
This is relatively simple, the method most frequently used

being that elaborated by Regnault, who passed a known

quantity of gas, heated to a known temperature, through a
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spiral tube immersed in a water calorimeter and measured the

rise of temperature of the water.

(ii) Measurement ofgaseous specific heat at constant volume.

The necessity of avoiding changes of volume make this pro-
cess much more difficult than the preceding one; Regnault's

plan was to take a closed glass globe filled with a known

weight of gas, heat it to a known temperature, and then cool

by immersion in a water calorimeter. The globe was first

standardized with air to determine its heat capacity and the

effect of expansion of the glass. Both these corrections, how-

ever, are much larger than the actual specific heat measured
;

hence the experimental difficulties.

In practice, the determination is usually based on the

equation

(iii)
Measurement of the ratio y of the specific heat at

constant pressure to that at constant volume. Two means are

available here : the first is due to Clement and Desormes, and
is based on the principle of the "adiabatic expansion" of

gases (expansion so that the gas neither gains nor loses any
heat throughout the process). Its theory is rather com-

plicated and the method has now become superseded by that

of Kundt and Warburg, which consists in comparing the

wave-lengths of sound of a given pitch in the experimental
and in a standard gas.

Laplace proved that the velocity s of sound in a gas was given by

s v^y (p
= pressure, and d density of gas).

d
szd

So that y=

Hence in two different gases,

* = -
1 x -2-

(pip-i when measurements are made simultaneously)
y-2 P\ s~> 2

The value of 7 for air is 1.400, and so, by comparing the studied gai
with air, we have

s 2

y= 1.400 x J_ x (specific gravity of the gas with respect to air).
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Also since the velocity of sound
s=* number of waves per second x wave-length /,

/ 2
. .

. '. y= 1.400 x -~ x (specific gravity of the gas with respect to air).
a

Therefore if a glass tube is filled successively with air and
the gas in question, its inner surface sprinkled with a light
material (usually lycopodium powder), and the tube is then

made to vibrate longitudinally (by rubbing with a moistened
silk rag) and (by adjusting its length) to give the same note

when filled with air as when occupied by the gas, the nodes
in the tube will be rendered visible owing to the powder
collecting near them, and the distance between two successive

rings of powder will be half a wave-length.
In practice, a piece of vibrating rod is attached to two

long tubes, each fitted with a piston. One tube is filled

with air, the other with the experimental gas, and both are

sprinkled with lycopodium powder.

"""'""""
I I l-SBss^.^vgi- i

FIG. 24.

Both are then placed in an air-bath at constant temperature,
and the rod set in vibration. The mean lengths between the

nodes in each tube (as shown by the powder collecting in

the places of least motion) are thus directly compared, and
uniform conditions of temperature, pressure, and also an
identical note in each tube are thus ensured.

This method was applied by Lord Rayleigh and Sir W.

Ramsay to the determination of the molecular complexity of

the "
rare gases of the atmosphere."

CHAPTER IV

CRITICAL PHENOMENA

i. The critical temperature, pressure, and volume of
a gas. In 1821 Cagniard de la Tour heated some water

over mercury in a closed stout tube containing air, as shown
in the diagram. He noticed that the meniscus between
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the water and the air became less and less concave as the

temperature increased, and finally disappeared at a definite

temperature. When the apparatus was

cooled, it was observed that on approaching
the same temperature a mist appeared at one

part of the water-air space, and below that

temperature the meniscus again appeared.
He concluded that a liquid cannot under

any circumstances exist above a certain tern

perature, which he termed the critical tern

perature varying for different liquids bu';

characteristic for each individual.

Fifty years later Andrews investigated th<:

FIG. 25. question very thoroughly, and found that th<;

phenomenon held for all vaporizable liquids
or gases liquefiable at that time.

He proved further that the vapour pressure and specific

volume of a liquid (or gas) at its

critical point are also charac-

teristics for a given liquid, and
called these respectively the

critical pressure and critical

volume of the liquid.
Andrews' chief example was

carbon dioxide, and we will use
his results to explain somewhat
more clearly the nature of the

critical phenomena of gases and

liquids. He took this gas at

numerous different temperatures,
and examined in each case the

relations between the volume
of gas and the pressure extended

upon it, plotting the resulting
isotherm *

by curves, as shown in

fig. 26. These curves fall into >Volume
three classes : IMG. 26.

1 The curves obtainable by plotting two of the variables P, r, T, n

the general equation PV=RT(\hfi third being kept constant) are called :

Isotherms: Curves at equal temperatures ; pressure and volume varyii .J.

Isobars: ,, ,, pressures ; temperature and volume ,,

Isochors: ,, ,, volumes; pressure and temperature ,,

B
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(i) Isotherms well above 32.5 (such as AB), which are

practically smooth.

(ii) Isotherms slightly above 32.5 (such as CD), in which
a temporary depression begins to become apparent as the

pressure increases more rapidly. The last of these, EF (the

32.5 isotherm) passes through the critical point P of carbon

dioxide, 32.5 being the critical temperature. It will be
noticed that P lies at the apex of the depression. All these

curves, except PE, represent volumes of gas.

(iii) Isotherms such as GH. Here, commencing at the

lower pressures, the curve is regular up to c, when the gas

begins to liquefy (being below its critical temperature) ; the

pressure is then found to remain constant till the meniscus at

first formed has risen to the top of the tube of gas (i.e. com-

plete liquefaction is obtained). This brings us to the point a,

after which the curve rises sharply (owing to the smaller com-

pressibility of the liquefied gas), but regularly.
If a curve is drawn through the- ends of the horizontal

parts of the sub-critical isotherms, it is found to be parabolic
in shape, with its apex at P, the critical point.

In addition to the actual critical phenomena, it is important
to observe the complete continuity of the gaseous and liquid

states, as shown by the above curves. True, the horizontal

parts (lines of constant pressure but varying volume) appear
to be discontinuous, but this is really due to the impossi-

bility of realizing in practice all the theoretical conditions

demanded by the gas laws. We proceed to explain these

apparent deviations in the next paragraph.

2. Application of van der Waals' equation to the
critical phenomena of a gas. If we solve van der Waals'

characteristic equation of condition of a gas

for v, we obtain :

Or if
<pv p.2 ,

and p3
are its roots,
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Accordingly, since the right-hand side of the equation is

real, either all the roots are real, or one is real and two arc

imaginary. Hence, from a practical standpoint, van der

Waals' equation, so expressed, may have one or three real

roots; that is, to a given volume, either one or three (but no:

two) different pressures may correspond. Now refer back to

fig. 26; it is plain that, in general, one volume correspond;
to only one pressure in each isotherm

;
in the horizontal

portions ac, however, there are evidently more than one.

Theory demands three, and it will readily be seen that by

producing the curves Ga, H^, as shown, a continuous curvi?

GafcH is produced. The third pressure b, and indeed the

whole of the interval abc, cannot be obtained under practical

conditions, because the theory is only valid when the studied

system is homogeneous (i.e. all gas or all liquid), and just at

this interval (ac] both gas and liquid phases are present.

If, however, the points b for different isotherms are obtained

by exterpolating the curves Ga, H<r in each case, it is found

that they all lie on a straight line which passes through I,

the critical point (at which, also, a and c for the isothern

EF (32.5) are coincident. Consequently, if

<f>

= critical volume,
6 = critical temperature,

and T= critical pressure,
we have at P, ^ = ?2

=
<ps
=

<f>,

RT (a\ ab
and (v

-
<f>Y

= v* - v\b +
J-)

+
*(-)-j

* ,, JR8, a ab= vs -
v\b + ) + v- - ~

3. Further relations between the van der Waals' constants a ai d
6 and the critical volume, temperature, and pressure. We m; y

expand the left-hand side of the last equation in the usual way, so th I

we have :

Equating the respective coefficients,
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4f=- . (Hi)
7T

Divide (iii) by (ii)

<t>
=

3/> ..... (iv)

from (ii)

27^=- and JT = -^_ . . (v)
7T 27<$

2

Hence, substituting in (i)

Thus we see that the critical volume <p bears a very simple relation to b

(the measure of the actual space occupied by the molecules), and that the

other two critical constants are intimately connected with, and solely

dependent upon, the two van der Waals' constants a and b.

Moreover, by means of these relations it is possible to eliminate the

specific constants a and b in van der Waals' equation, and to obtain a re-

duced expression connecting only the critical data with any given pressure,

temperature, and volume (the "equation of corresponding states"}. For,

transforming the values of 0, 6, and TT from (iv), (v), and (vi) into

*=* ...... <"

a = 37T0
2 ...... (viii)

and substituting these into

and next dividing by ?,
3

In other words, if the pressure, temperature, and volume are measured
in fractions of the respective critical pressure, temperature, and volume,
they are in all cases related by merely numerical factors.

This important result has been frequently verified by experiment.
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CHAPTER V

DIFFUSION AND DISSOCIATION OF GASES

i. Gaseous diffusion and effusion. The atmosphere is of

practically the same percentage composition all over the

globe, and yet the densities of its numerous constituents are

by no means the same, varying from that of helium (2)

through nitrogen (14) and oxygen (16) to that of carbor

dioxide (22). It might therefore be thought that the atmo

sphere would form a series of layers of different densities.

That it does not do so is due to the motion of the gas particles
in space, whereby diffusion or intermingling of the various con-

^ stituents always takes place.
The conditions under which
such diffusion occurs were

FIG
studied in detail by Graham,
who found that the rates of

diffusion ofgases were inversely proportional to the square root s

of their densities. His measurements were carried out b/
means of partitions composed of porous earthenware cf

similar permeable substances.

The principle of this apparatus maybe gathered from fi^.

27 ;
A and B are two closed spaces, separated by a porous

partition C. A and B are filled with different gases, an<
,

after definite lapses of time, analyses are made of the contem s

of A and B (usually by density determinations). The rate s

of diffusion are thus compared.
If, again, a closed vessel of gas D is used, in one side < >f

which is a tiny aperture E (fig. 28), the gas will stream 01 t

through E and be replaced by the external

atmosphere. Consequently, by a similar pro-
cess to the last, the velocities of effusion of

different gases may be compared, and it is found
that the same relation holds between the rate

of efflux and the density of the gas as in the case

B

of diffusion. Effusion and diffusion are, strictly
FlG - 28>

speaking, the same phenomenon.
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Graham's law of diffusion or effusion is borne out by kinetic con-
siderations. If we take the typical equation

p \i/inu
z

,

which is (p. 67) equivalent to

P=\?u*
where p is the density of the gas, we see that for two different gases

A_/W*
A />/

Hence, if measurements are made at the same pressure,

?!!*
= P2 2

2

and
j

: w2 : : V/>2 : */Pi-

Thus, since the rate of diffusion must depend on the

velocity of molecular motion, Graham's law is substantiated.

2. Gaseous dissociation. When ammonium chloride,
NH4C1, is heated, it passes without liquefaction into the gaseous
state. Measurements of its density as a gas were found, how-

ever, to be much lower than that deduced from Avogadro's

hypothesis, and at sufficiently high temperatures reached a

value of only one-half that demanded by theory, but did

not decrease any further.

Again, nitrogen dioxide, a yellowish brown gas at ordinary

temperatures, was found to possess a density corresponding to

the formula NO2 only at high temperatures, the values being
too great at lower temperatures.
At first this was thought to argue against Avogadro's rule,

but the fact that in the latter case the colour of the gas pro-

gressively changed from colourless at low temperatures through
yellow, brown, and orange to almost black (when strongly

heated), led to the suspicion that some molecular change was
the cause of the discrepancy.

Deville was foremost in investigating this question, and
soon proved that decomposition always took place in such

cases, and, taking the example of ammonium chloride, that

the following change occurred :

heat

NH4C1 "^
> NH3 + HC1.

cold

This may easily be verified as follows : a hard glass tube
is fitted with a plug of asbestos wool C, as in fig. 29.
Ammonium chloride vapour is then passed in slowly at one

6
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end, the tube being heated at the same time. The heated

products of dissociation (as

Deville termed this process)
are ammonia and hydro-
chloric acid gas. Ammonia

I* IG. 20. .... 11, 11.
is lighter than hydrochloric

acid, and so it diffuses more rapidly through the unglazed

porcelain. If a piece of red litmus paper is placed at A and
blue litmus at B, both will change colour, owing respectively
to the excess of ammonia in A and of acid in B produced by
the diffusion.

The explanation of the change in vapour density is obvious,
for in the dissociated state there are twice as many molecules

as in the case of undissociated ammonium chloride.

Or, from another point of view :

The density of NH4C1 - 26. 7.

That of ammonia, NH = 8. ?1 ..,

hydrochloric acid, HC1 = 18.3 }
M an= 13.4.

Similarly, it has been found that nitrogen dioxide at low

temperatures consists chiefly of N
2O4 molecules (density, 46)

whilst at a higher range dissociation into NO2 molecule!

(density, 23) takes place.

It is plain, too, that the amount of dissociation at a givei

temperature may be calculated from the density of the gas a

that temperature, or in some cases it may be determined b;

comparing the intensity of colour of the gas with that of th<

two extreme phases.

Finally, since the vibrations of the molecules of a gas ar :

influenced extensively by the pressure, it is natural that ir -

crease of pressure should depress the amount of dissociatio i

which takes place, and conversely.
The following are some of the most common cases c f

gaseous dissociation :

heat

PH
4
I ^Z

(colourless) N
2
O4 ^IZNO2 + NO2 (black)

(colourless) PC1 5 ^ZIPCI 3 + C1 2 (yellow)

(violet up to 700) I
2 ^_ "^Ij + I^blue, complete at 1 700 )

(brown) S
8 ^__lS2 + S2 + S2 + S2 (yellow).

cool



PART III

THE PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY^ OF SOLUTIONS

CHAPTER I

GENERAL DEFINITIONS

TN Parts I. and II. we have been mainly concerned with the
-*-

physical chemistry of pure substances solids, liquids, or

gases, although in some instances the properties of a few
mixtures of pure substances have also been discussed (cf.

pp. 14, 38, 61).
We must now consider a number of important char-

acteristics of the class of mixtures known as solutions, applying
the last-named term in its least restricted sense.

An exact definition of a solution is not easy ;
it is essentially

a particular kind of mixture. Of the three kinds of matter

element, compound, and mixture the first two are always

homogeneous ; mixtures, however, are not necessarily homo-

geneous; for example, a powdered mixture of two solids

only approaches approximate homogeneity after extremely
thorough grinding.

If, however, we succeed in obtaining an absolutely homo-

geneous mixture i.e. complete intermingling of the mole-
cules of different substances we have what we term a
solution

;
but it is just possible that in such a case the homo-

geneity may be due to a new chemical compound having
been formed by the complete union of the mixed substances.

Therefore, in order to frame a precise definition of a solution,
we must include the facts :

(i) That a solution is a completely homogeneous mixture,

(ii) That a solution is not a chemical compound.
Since the molecular composition of a chemical compound

83
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is rigidly constant, while that of a solution may vary, we may
achieve this as follows :

A solution is a homogeneous mixture which cannot be separated
into its constituents by mechanical means, but the proportions
between the constituents are, between certain limits, variable

(corresponding to continuously variable properties).
We shall, to all intents and purposes, confine ourselves to

the discussion of solutions of two components only. In such

cases, although in many instances no strict distinction can be

made, it is useful, when dealing with dilute solutions, to refer

to the component present in excess as the solvent, and to the

other component, present in relatively small amounts, as the

solute.

Taking the term solution in its broadest sense, it is evident

that we may obtain completely homogeneous mixtures of all

three states of matter, two at a time. Thus we have :

SOLVENT : Gas. Liquid. Solid.

[Gas.
Gas. Gas.

SOLUTES : \ (Liquid.) Liquid. (Liquid.)

((Solid.) Solid. Solid.

The terms in parentheses indicate the less important cases
;

we proceed in the next chapter to recount the chief char-

acteristics of each class of solution.

CHAPTER II

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLUTIONS

A. SOLUTIONS IN GASES

i. Solutions of gases in gases. This constitutes the

simplest and most perfect example of solution, since, pro-

viding that no chemical action occurs which would produce
a liquid or a solid, all gases are perfectly miscible in all pro-

portions with one another, and, as has already been shown in

Part II., each gas in a mixture of gases exercises its own

partial pressure independently of the rest (Dalton's Law).
As a matter of fact, deviations from Dalton's Law rapidl)

appear on lowering the temperature or increasing the pressure
of gas mixtures, either process tending to bring about th(
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formation of molecular aggregates owing to the intermolecular

forces increasing as the intermolecular distance diminishes.

The so-called cases of solutions of liquids and of solids in

gases are really only particular cases of the above. For

instance, if we take a quantity of alcohol in a closed vessel

filled with air, the air therein will become saturated with

alcohol vapour according to the vapour pressure of alcohol

at the temperature of the experiment. If the temperature is

78 C., and the pressure atmospheric, the alcohol will boil,

that is, will be transformed entirely into alcohol gas which
will form a complete mixture with the air present. If, how-

ever, the temperature is less than 78 (the pressure again

being assumed atmospheric for convenience), some of the

alcohol will probably be left as liquid, and only so much will

be converted into vapour as will correspond to the vapour
pressure of alcohol at that temperature.
Each substance, in fact, has a vapour pressure curve of this

kind connecting the pressure of its vapour given off at

different temperatures with these temperatures.

Similarly, a solid which sublimes at ordinary temperatures

possesses appreciable vapour-pressure (according to the tem-

perature), and gives off the vapour of the solid into the

surrounding medium
;

the amounts of vapour given off in

this case and in that of liquids depends (i)
on the tempera-

ture ; (ii) on the partial pressure law with reference to the

enclosing gas.
The actual solutions of liquids and solids in a gas are,

of course, those of the vapours in question, and not the

actual liquid or solid, as might be inferred from the some-
what misleading term usually used in classifying these

instances.

B. SOLUTIONS IN LIQUIDS

2. Solutions of gases in liquids. Gases vary greatly in

solubility with respect to different liquids. As a general
rule they are but slightly soluble, but two circumstances

appear to favour largely increased solubility :

(i) Easily liquefiable gases readily dissolve.

(ii) Strongly acidic or basic gases readily dissolve.

The probable explanation of these cases is as follows :

(i)
A readily liquefiable gas probably exists to some



FIG. 30.

Hydrogen....
Oxygen ....
Hydrogen sulphide (easily liquefiable)
Ammonia (strongly basic)

O.O4
SO.OO

The effect of temperature on the solubility of gases in

liquids is very marked, the solubility rapidly decreasing
with increasing temperature.
The effect of pressure on the solubility is capable of

quantitative interpretation, at all events for dilute solutions

of gases; it was discovered by Henry in 1803, and the

following description of it is known as Henry's law :

The amount of gas dissolved by unit volume liquid is directly

proportional to the presstire of the gas. In other words, if the

pressure of a gas be trebled, three times as much gas will be

absorbed by a given volume of a given liquid ;
but by Boyle's

law the volume of the gas will now be one-third as much as

under the first pressure. Consequently, the volume of gas
dissolved will be the same as at first, or, the volume of gas
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extent when in solution as a liquid^ whereas a "permanent"
gas is not actually liquefied in solution.

(ii) The second class of gases referred to probably enter

more or less readily into loose combination with the solvent.

The solubility of a gas is usually measured by Bunsen's absorptiometer
as follows : A known quantity of the gas A is placed in a graduated in-

verted measuring tube over mercury, and
a certain amount of the liquid B is intro-

duced ; the whole apparatus is immersed
in a bath of water maintained at constant

temperature, and is so arranged that the

tube can be firmly clamped on to the plate
at its base and be thoroughly shaken up,
When repeated shaking produces no
further diminution of volume, the volume
of gas left is read off and the solubility

coefficient /3 determined as the volume of

gas absorbed (at o C. and 760 mm.) by
unit volume of liquid.

. volume ofgas absorbed at N. T. J.
Thus /3

- -,5
volume of liquid at t

The solubility
- coefficients of

various gases in water at 25 are

quoted below :
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absorbed by unit volume of liquid is independent of the

pressure.
This result is in accordance with the kinetic theory, for

since the solubility will depend on the relative number of

gas molecules entering and leaving the solvent, it will be
influenced by the number of impacts of the gas molecules on
the surface of the liquid, and the latter will be in direct pro-

portion to the pressure of the gas.

3. Solubility of liquids in liquids. In this case we are

confronted with all three possibilities :

(i) Completely non-miscible liquids.

(ii) Partially miscible liquids.

(iii) Completely miscible liquids.
The first division does not interest us at the moment, but we

have to examine the conditions which determine the composi-
tion of mixtures of partially miscible liquids. A good example
of this class is the system phenol-water. If we take some

crystallized phenol (m.p. 42) and add to it a few drops of water,
the phenol melts (cf. Chap. III., p. 102; also p. 158) and at first

forms a clear solution with the water. When, however, more
water is added, two layers are formed

; if, now, the mixture be

heated, at a certain temperature the two layers will disappear,

and, whatever the respective proportions of phenol and water

may be, at temperatures above 70 only one layer of liquid
will be formed, i.e. above a certain temperature the liquids
are completely miscible ; this temperature is known as the

critical solution temperature of the particular mixture.

Conversely, if we add a few crystals of phenol to water at

the ordinary temperature, complete solution occurs, but on

continuing to add phenol, a point is soon reached at which
two layers are formed, and these persist as before until a

certain temperature, depending upon the relative amounts of
phenol and water present, is attained.

In other words, when two layers are present, one consists

of a solution of phenol in water, and the other of a solution

of water in phenol. The whole process may therefore be
summed up as follows :

Solvent. Solute. Solvent. Solute.

One layer. Phenol. Water.
Two layers. Phenol. Water. Water. Phenol.
One layer. Water. Phenol.
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Hence the composition of each of the two layers is indepen

dent of the relative amounts ofphenol and water present, and is

only dependent upon the solubility of (i) phenol in water, and
(ii) water in phenol, at the temperature of the experiment.
On the other hand, in general there will be, corresponding to

each temperature, two solubilities in such a partially-miscible

system : that of phenol in water, and that of water in phenol.

This can be verified experimentally by taking mixtures of known pro-
portions of each constituent of two such liquids, and determining th ?

100

Complete

^Temperature

FIG. 31.

exact temperature at which complete miscibility occurs ; by plotting tl e

temperatures against concentrations, curves are obtained outside whic h

complete miscibility prevails and inside which the liquids are partial y
miscible ; the examples given are for the systems phenol- water (inaxinni >i

critical solution temperature 70), and aniline phenolate-water \maxinm >i

c.s.t. I5O ).
1

4. Completely miscible liquids : Phenomena of distillatio i.

The general physical properties of mixtures of complete y
miscible liquids are well illustrated by their viscosities alreac y
referred to in Part I., Chapter III.

;
and just as their viscositi :s

fall into three classes, according as the viscosity increas s

regularly, or rises to a maximum and falls again, or falls to a

minimum and then rises, so the same three kinds of behaviour
are found in other properties. In the case when, with incret s-

ing concentration of solute, the value of the property steadi y

changes from that of the pure solvent to that of the pure solut
>,

1 Aniline phenolate is a "molecular compound" of the formi a

C8H,NH, + C6H,OH.
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the value for any given concentration is calculable by the
" mixture rule." If the concentration of solute is p per cent.

by weight, and the values of the property for solute and
solvent are x^ and .% then the value at concentration p is

IOO IOO
This rule, however, is by no means generally applicable.

Thus, the specific heats and the viscosities of mixtures of ethyl
alcohol and water are plainly not in agreement with the

mixture rule :

, , , Viscosity. Specific heat at o-
"5

C.
Per cent, alcohol. ,, , r- t r * j _/ /~ / / , ^Found. Calculated. Pound. Calculated.

o 0.0089 1.005

5 o.oioi .0090 1.026 0.982

25 0.0185 -0095 1.019 0.890
40 0.0232 .0098 O-934 0.821

50 0.0233 .0100 0.863 -774
60 0.0224 .0102 0.802 0.728
70 0.0199 .0104 0.741 0.682
80 0.0174 .0107 0.679 0.636
100 o.oui O-544

Similar variations are often found with properties such as

density, refractivity, magnetic rotation, etc. A particular case

which has very important practical bearings is the vapour-

pressure of liquid mixtures. A pure liquid at a definite atmo-

spheric pressure possesses a constant boiling-point ;
that is to

say, its vapour-pressure becomes equal to that of the atmo-

sphere (assuming this constant, as stated) at a certain fixed

temperature. But when mixtures of two liquids are studied,

it is found that, as with other properties, so the vapour-pressure
of mixtures of different concentrations of two given liquids do
not always possess the vapour-pressure which would be ex-

pected from the rules of simple proportion ;
on the other

hand, the usual three types of behaviour are possible :

(i) The vapour-pressure alters proportionately with the com-

position (i.e. the mixture rule holds).

(ii) The vapcur-pressure increases more than the calculated

amount (i.e. a maximum vapour-pressure occurs at a certain

concentration}.

(iii) The vapour pressure increases less than the calailated

amount
(i.e.

a minimum vapour-pressure occurs).
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This subject is most easy to follow by means of vapour-

pressure concentration curves for given temperatures. An
ordinary "boiling-point" curve connects vapour-pressure and

temperature for a given liquid, but in the curves now to be

discussed, the temperature is maintained constant, the vari-

ables being the concentration and the vapour-pressure of the

liquid mixture. Thus it comes about that at a given tem-

perature the mixture of highest vapour-pressure will boil off

first
;

this is somewhat confusing at first sight, since one is so

accustomed to appreciating at a glance the most volatile of

different concentrations of a liquid mixture from a temperature
concentration graph. These are quite simple to understand,

however, when once the " inverted
" nature of the calculation

is realized and when the following fact is also remembered :

Whatever the composition of the liquid mixture may be, the

portion which first distils will be made up of the proportions of
each constituent ivhich furnish the mixture of highest vapour-

pressure. Therefore, if these proportions are not the same as

those in the liquid itself, the composition of the liquid remain-

ing during distillation will alter continuously.
We will illustrate these facts by the best-known example of

each of the above classes :

(i) Ethyl alcohol and water. This mixture behaves almost exactly in

accordance with the mixture rule ; consequently, since alcohol has a higher

Ethyl Alcohol

Water

""Percentage Alcohol 100

FIG. 32.

k

PropyI Alcohol

FIG. 33.

vapour-pressure than water at a given temperature, the first portion of the

distillate_will be richer in alcohol than the residue in the flask, and,
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theoretically speaking, a sample of pure alcohol will ultimately be obtained

by repeating the operation a sufficient number of times.

(ii) Propyl alcohol and -water. In this case the graph exhibits a

maximum, and so, when the mixture is distilled, the composition of the

distillate is at first that of the mixture with maximum vapour-pressure;
later, if propyl alcohol is in excess of the proportions necessary for this

mixture, the composition of the distillate would change continuously in

the direction of the curve MB, whilst if water was originally in excess,
the composition would shift towards A, until pure water was left in

the distilling vessel.

(iii) Hydrochloric acid and water. Here, although hydrochloric acid

itself is far more volatile than water, the vapour-pressure concentration
curve possesses a minimum, i.e. at

certain concentrations an aqueous
solution of HC1 is less volatile than

water. Therefore, on distillation,

hydrogen chloride or water (or both)
will boil off until the concentration

with minimum vapour-pressure is

reached ; and then the composition
of the distilling vapour will remain
the same as that of the residue, no
further change being possible.
Hence a "constant-boiling mix-

ture" will be produced. As a

matter of fact, this particular mix-

ture for HC1 and water (at 760 mm.
pressure) was long thought to be a

true chemical compound, until it

was explained by the theory of

distillation ; the theory was then
confirmed by altering the pressure

Hydrochloric Acid 100

FIG. 34.

of distillation, when it was found
distillate also altered.

that the composition of the final

5. Distillation in steam. In organic chemistry it is very
often necessary to remove a high-boiling liquid at a tempera-
ture far below its boiling-point, and this can often be

expeditiously effected by simply blowing a current of steam

through a mixture of the liquid and water. Under these

circumstances the temperature of the vapour issuing from the

mixture (chiefly steam) is about 100, whilst the total pressure
of the evolved vapours is atmospheric (about 760 mm.).

If, now, it happens that the high-boiling liquid present has

quite an appreciable vapour-pressure at 100, the total vapour-

pressure can only be 760 mm., and therefore, supposing the

vapour-pressure of the liquid is 10 mm/ioo , the pressure of

the issuing steam, conformably to Dalton's law of partial

pressures, will only be 760-10 = 750 mm. This, again,
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means that the temperature of the steam will be less than

100 (since its vapour-pressure is less than atmospheric), and
the total result is that, instead of having a distillate of steam
at 760 mm. and o C., we have a mixture of steam (at

750 mm.) and the vapour of the liquid (at 10 mm.) coming
over at a slightly lower temperature. Again, the volume of a

gas is proportional to ilspressttre, so that in the imaginary case

we have taken the composition by volume of the distillate will

be 75 of steam to i of the vapour of the liquid ; whilst, if the

liquid were of considerably greater molecular weight than

water (e.g. quinoline, mol. wt. 129, vapour density compared
to that of steam, 7.2), the composition by weight Q{ the distillate

would be 75 parts water, 7.2 parts quinoline.

6. Solutions of solids in liquids. This is the mosi

important case of solution, and has been examined very

fully ; yet, although striking differences are met with, no

really satisfactory explanation has yet been given of thei:-

behaviour. As a rough general rule, solution is more likely

to occur if solvent and solute are chemically similar
;
thu >

organic liquids are the best solvent >

for organic substances, whilst wate

is the best for mineral acids and
salts. The solubility is measured
as the weight of solid dissolvabl i

in 100 parts by weight of thi

liquid, and a solubility curv j

shows the solubility of a substanc a

in a given solvent at a series ( f

different temperatures.
The experimental measuremei t

of solubility may be carried out ; s

follows :

A large boiling-tube is clampc d

in a water-bath fitted with a

thermo-regulator and partly filled

with the solvent, whilst so mu( h

of the powdered solid solute is

FIG. 35.
added that some always remai:.s

undissolved
;
the bath is adjust* d

to the desired temperature, and the solution in the tul e

mechanically stirred for about ten minutes. The stirring is
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then interrupted, and 10 c.c. of the clear solution removed

by a pipette and evaporated to dryness in a weighed vessel
;

the stirring is resumed for five minutes and a further sample
taken, until a constant weight of dissolved substance is

obtained. The operation is repeated at a series of different

temperatures, and a curve plotted.
The forms of the solubility curves are very different for

different instances
;

sometimes chemically similar solutes

possess similarly shaped
graphs for the same solvent,

but even this is not always
the case. The forms of a

few typical curves for

aqueous solutions are shown
in the diagram. Sodium
chloride is an instance of a

salt which has a very small

solubility
-
temperature co-

efficient, whilst that of nitre

is enormous. Calcium sul-

phate, again, increases in

solubility at first, but then

decreases with increasing

temperature. The reason

for the change of curvature

is that the state of hydra-
tion of the salt has altered ;

at low temperatures it exists as

CaSO4,
2H2O, whilst at higher temperatures it possesses the

formula CaSO4
. From the point of view of solubility, there-

fore, we are dealing with two different solutions (a) one of

CaSO4 , (b) the other of CaSO4,
2H

2O.

It may further be remarked that, although it is not usually

possible to obtain a more than saturated solution by the

method given above, yet, if a saturated solution of a salt be
cooled so that it becomes more than saturated at the lower

temperature, crystals will not necessarily be deposited unless

a crystal of the solid is first introduced, or crystallization is

set up by shaking. Such a solution is termed supersaturated;
if a crystal of the solid solute is added to a supersaturated

solution, the whole crystallizes at once, usually with the

evolution of heat. The latter effect is due to the fact that

solution, like fusion, is generally accompanied by absorption

Temperature

FIG. 36.
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of heat
;
and therefore, just as latent heat is developed by

solidification of a fused substance, so heat is given out on

crystallization from solution.

7. Distribution of one or more solutes between im-

miscible (or only partially miscible) liquids. It has been
shown that the amount of gas dissolved by a liquid at

constant temperature is directly proportional to the pressure
of the gas (Henry's law), and a somewhat similar phenomenon
takes place if a substance which is soluble in each of two

immiscible liquids is shaken up with a mixture of the liquids.

For example, urea is added to a mixture of chloroform and

water, the whole thoroughly mixed by shaking, and the layers
then carefully separated and weighed. By evaporation the

amounts of urea present in each liquid may be measured.

Hence if a = weight of chloroform
;

b= water;

,, ca urea in chloroform, and cb the

weight of urea in the water,
C C

concentration in chloroform = ,
and in water =

,
it will

a b

be found that whatever are the relative volumes of chloroform

and water for any amount (up to saturation) of the urea, the

C C
ratio -

: will be constant.
a b

Consequently, just as the amount of gas dissolved in a

liquid is evidently dependent, according to Henry's law,

upon its pressure above the liquid and its solution-pressure
in the liquid, so a solid will in general distribute itself between

two immiscible solvents according to the characteristic solu-

tion-pressure in each.

It has also been found that if a number of solutes are

simultaneously distributed in this way between two solvents,

the ratio of the concentrations in each solvent for each

separate solute is also constant and independent of the values

for the other solutes; this evidently corresponds to Dalton's

law of partial-pressures.

Moreover, Henry's law (for gases) is not obeyed, if the

gases are easily liquefiable (and thus probably contain com-

plex associated or polymerized molecules) : and in cases

where in one solvent the solute is of different molecular

complexity to that in the other, it is found that no simple
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distribution constant exists, although in most cases it is

possible to obtain a more complicated distribution co-

efficient.

C. SOLUTIONS IN SOLIDS

8. Occlusion of gases and liquids by solids. The various

cases of solution in solids are not yet so well understood as

those in gases and liquids, and it is only possible here to

summarize the chief cases encountered. It is often found
that some solids take up gases in volumes often many times

greater than that of the solid. This phenomenon is known
as occlusion or adsorption. Charcoal, for example, can " con-

dense
"
large volumes of gases of all kinds, especially at low

temperatures ;
it appears that the amount of gas adsorbed is

in some way proportional to its pressure, and inversely so to

the temperature of the experiment. Similarly, certain metals

of the platinum group, notably palladium, can adsorb

hydrogen. It was thought at one time that the gases were
"
solidified" in contact with the adsorbing agent, and formed

a solid solution with it
; now, however, it is supposed that

the gas is condensed at the surface of the solid in a highly-
concentrated film.

Similarly, charcoal and some other finely divided solids

can adsorb solutions of different kinds
;
in such cases both

solvent and solute are taken up, but not in quantities de-

pendent on the concentration of the solution. Thus more
solute may be adsorbed than solvent (positive adsorption], or

less solute than solvent (negative adsorption}.

9. Solutions of solids in solids. The following main
classes may be given :

(a) Isomorphous or mixed crystals, such as the alums.

(b) Metallic alloys.

(c) Separation of solute with the solvent onfreezing the latter.

There seems to be a certain amount of resemblance
between solutions of solids in solids and those of liquids in

liquids ;
the problem is, however, very much more complex,

and we cannot enter into a detailed study of it.

It may be noted, however, that in the case of alloys it has

frequently been observed that
" molecular complexes

"
(in

simple atomic proportions) of the metals occur
;

this is
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brought out by the study of various physical properties, such
as density, melting-point, viscosity or specific heat.

On the other hand, when a solute crystallizes out as a homo-

geneous mixed crystal with the solidified solvent (a by no means

generalphenomenon}, the amount of solute in the solid solvent

appears to be proportional to that left in solution in the liquid
a state of affairs resembling the behaviour of gases in

liquids, and doubtless connected with the osmotic pressure of

the solute, a property which we shall discuss in Chapter III.

CHAPTER III

DILUTE SOLUTIONS

i. Osmotic pressure. Some idea will now have been

gained of the individual nature of the different kinds of

solution dealt with in the preceding chapter, and we now

proceed to examine a particular case of solution in liquids,

namely, that in which the concentration of solute is relatively
small. We shall find that in this field of investigation,

instead of only being able to give a classification of different

types of behaviour of various solutions, it is possible to trace

the operation of a number of theoretically derived "laws,"
which connect the behaviour of dilute solutions with the

number of molecules present, in much the same way as the
"
gas laws

" do for
" ideal

"
gases. In other words, dilute

solutions possess certain colligative properties (as defined in

Part I., p. 2).

If we introduce a few c.c. of a gas (e.g. sulphur dioxide)
into (a) a vacuous space, or

(l>)
a similar space filled with air,

and examine the vessel in question after the lapse of some
little time, it is certain that the sulphur dioxide will be found

diffused evenly throughout the space in either case. Similarly,
if a lump of sugar is left in a beaker of water for a time, it will

dissolve, and, moreover, will produce a uniformly strong
solution throughout the water.

In the first example the homogeneity of the gas mixture

resulted from the diffusion of the gas particles, and, in the

second case, by similar diffusion of the sugar molecules

through the water a uniform solution was produced.

Now, it is evident (as shown in Part II.) that the diffusion
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of gases depends on the fact that the gas molecules are in

motion in every direction, and therefore exert a definite

pressure. Similarly, the molecules of a solute must be

supposed to be in motion, permeating the molecules of

solvent in all directions, and likewise exerting a definite

pressure. This pressure in solution is known as the osmotic

pressure of the solution.

It is difficult to realize at first contact the precise nature of

osmotic pressure, but some of its more noticeable effects

become apparent under certain conditions.

Let us imagine that in the vessel of water

A we have a certain portion B occupied

by a solution of sugar in water, but that B
is restricted in form and size by a kind of

elastic skin which retains all the sugar,

although water can pass through it freely.

Then, if there is any osmotic pressure (as
mentioned above), the skin must be dis-

tended by the bombardment of the sugar molecules within.

If, however, the partition, instead of being elastic, is rigid

(but still permitting the passage of water and not of sugar a

semi-permeable membrane, as it is called), distension cannot

occur ; then, to prevent the collapse of the membrane, and
to neutralize the pressure of the solute molecules within B,

more water will pass in from A to B than passes out from B
to A. The excess of water passing in will exactly balance

the osmotic pressure of the solution B.

The first-mentioned experiment can be performed in

certain cases (e.g. an aqueous solution of sugar) by enclosing
the solution in a piece of pig's bladder and placing the whole
under water, when the expansion is quite noticeable; but it

is much more convenient to make use of a semi-permeable
membrane of the second type.

2. Measurement of osmotic pressure by a semi-per-
meable membrane. In practical work animal or vegetable

tissues, although in many cases semi-permeable to aqueous
solutions, have not been found so useful as one particular
chemical membrane, viz., copper ferrocyanide. This, which
was first discovered by M. Traube, has been applied by Pfeffer

as follows :

In a porous battery pot is placed a solution of potassium

7
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ferrocyanide, and the whole is then immersed almost to the

top in a vessel of copper sulphate solution. The solutions

diffuse through and meet, forming
a precipitate of copper ferro-

cyanide; the solutions are then

removed by careful washing, and
the film left has the property of

allowing only pure water to pass

through it.

The cell is then filled with the

solution whose osmotic pressure if

to be tested, and closed by a corl?

with a tube as in the figure, the

cork and top of the cell bein^,
well coated with melted wax to

render them air- and water-tight.

FIG. 38.

On immersing the cell in water, the solution rises in the

upright tube, and the osmotic pressure can be direct!}'

measured from the height of liquid in the tube, or, better,

by connecting the tube in the first instance to a pressure-

gauge.

3. Numerical relations of the osmotic pressure of

dilute solutions.

(i) Osmotic pressure and concentration. .Pfeffer found tha:

at the ordinary temperature, and for comparatively dilut:

solutions, the osmotic pressure P was directly proportional
to the concentration of the solution in cases such as sugai,

nitre, or glycerine dissolved in water.

Now the concentration C represents a number of gms. per litre < f

solution.

The inverse of this, the dilution V( = \[C) represents the volume < f

solution occupied by I gm.
Hence Pfeffer found that PjC constant

or py= constant.

Obviously this is the analogue of Boyle's law for gases.

(ii) Osmotic pressure and temperature. Here, again, Pfefiff r

found (using a i per cent, solution of cane sugar) that th i

pressure could be calculated from the formula

P=x(i + /),

where a = 0.00366, and or is a number depending on the coi -

centration of the solution. This result shows that the ten -
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perature coefficient varies directly with the absolute tempera-
ture again corresponding to the behaviour of a gas.

(iii) The characteristic equation PVRT. Nearly ten

years after Pfeffer's work, van't Hoff (1886) examined fhe

whole subject of osmotic pressure more thoroughly, and
showed that an even closer analogy existed between the

behaviour of dilute solutions and of gases. It was obvious

from Pfeffer's results that, since

the

and
osmotic pressure P is proportional to the concentration

,, ,, /' ,, ,, ,, the absolute temperature,
P\ C( = J'V)=Tx constant.

This constant was evaluated as follows :

At 6.8 C. a I per cent, cane-sugar solution in water had an osmotic

pressure of 50.5 cm. mercury.
Now a I per cent, solution contains 10 gms. per litre.

i.e. ,, ,, ,, I gm. in o. I litre ;

and . '. ,, 342 gms. in 34.2 litres.

(Molecular weight of cane-sugar = 342.)

5-^ 34-2
Hence constant = T 76.0 273 + 6.8

= 0.0812 litre-atmospheres.

Van't Hoff therefore inferred that Avogadro's hypothesis

applies to dilute solutions^ and the osmotic pressure exerted by
a solute is the same as the pressure it would exert ifpresent
as gas in the same volume as that of the solution, when the

solution is sufficiently dilute. This has a very important

application :

At a constant temperature, osmotic pressure P is proportional to the

concentration C.

Now let the concentration C he expressed as a fraction of the molecular

weight ; for example, if M be the molecular weight of the solute and x
the no. of gms. per c. c. ,

. '. P=C x constant = x constant.

Hence for two different solutes of molecular weights Ml and M at the
same concentration .r,
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.'. The osmotic pressures are inversely proportional to the

molecular zveights ; or, in other words, Two solutes exert the

same osmotic pressure in solution in the same medium when

present respectively in the ratio of their molecular weights.
Hence determination of the osmotic pressure of dilute

solutions may throw much light on the molecular weight of

the solute.

4. The relation between the osmotic pressure and the

vapour pressure of a solution. Let us briefly consider the

osmotic pressure of a solution B sepa-
rated by a semi-permeable membrane
from the pure solvent A which surrounds

it, and fitted with a narrow open tube

as in fig. 38, p. 98, for the measurement
of the osmotic pressure ;

let us imagine
the whole system to be hermetically
enclosed as shown, and consider the

relation between the vapour-pressures of

the solvent A and the solution B.

The solution will rise in the narrow

tube to a definite level, and the whole

system will then be in equilibrium ;
we

will call the vapour-pressure of the

solvent^, and of the solution//,.
Then it is plain that pa =pi> + h (the

height of the liquid column supported by the osmotic pres-

sure), i.e. the vapour-pressure of the solution at its surface in

the narrow tube is equal to that of the solvent. If it were

not so, the pressure of vapour inside and outside the tulx

at the level of the surface would be different, and so distilla

tion would take place from the tube to the solvent (if tht

vapour-pressure inside were greater), or vice versa (if th<

vapour-pressure inside were less than that outside).
Hence a simple proportionality exists between the osmotic

pressure of the solution and the difference between the vapour
pressures of solution and solvent ; we cannot at this stage trad

the full mathematical exposition of the relation, but must b<

content to give the final theoretical relation between vapoui

pressure and the molecular weight of the solute (since, as alread

shown, osmotic pressure is directly connected with molecula

weight) :

FIG. 39.
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If n and N are respectively the number of gram-molecules
of the solute and solvent present,

pa
- A. n

Pa
~
N'

Or, if ;v and X are the weights of solute and solvent, and
m and M their respective molecular weights,

P<t~P/> x X xM
~
m ' M Xm

whence molecular weight of solute

Mxpam = ^ a

This lowering of vapour-pressure can be measured directly by the method
of Ostwald and Walker :

A current of air is sucked through bulbs containing
(i) the solution B,

(ii) the solvent (water) A,
(iii) a U-tube containing pumice soaked in strong sulphuric acid. The

air becomes saturated with the vapour of the solution (i) ; and the vapour-

FIG. 40.

pressure of the solution being less than that of the solvent, it picks up
further vapour in (ii) ; the whole of the vapour is finally absorbed in (iii).

We thus have :

Loss of weight in (ii) (proportional to difference of vapour-pressure of
solution and of solvent =/-/*).

Gain of weight in (iii) (proportional to vapour-pressure of solvent =/a ).

This method is, however, not suitable for general applica-
tion, and the principle of certain more widely useful methods
is described in the next paragraph.

5. Depression of freezing-point and elevation of boiling-

point of a solvent by addition of a solute. If we examine the
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complete vapour-pressure temperature curve of a substance

(fig. 41), we find it is made up of two parts : (a) the vapour-

pressure curve of the solid sub-

stance OM, and () that of the

liquefied substance MN. At
the freezing-point (i.e. the one

76o -~- temperature at which both solid

and liquid forms can co-exist)
it is plain that the vapour-

pressure of each form must be

the same, i.e. the intersection

of the two parts of the curve

at M gives the freezing-point.

Again, the liquid boils when
its vapour-pressure reaches that

of the atmosphere (760 mm.),
and so its boiling-point under

atmospheric pressure will be at

the intersection of MN and the abscissa 760 mm. i.e. at B.

If, now, this liquid acts as a solvent, we know that the

presence of a solute lowers the vapour-pressure of the liquid

phase, and we may represent the vapour-pressure of the

solution as M1!^1 . Arguing as above, the freezing-point and

boiling-point of the solution will now be at M1 and B1
respec-

tively. Thus the freezing-point of the solvent is depressed
and the boiling-point is raised by addition of a solute, and,
if the proportion of solute be sufficiently small, the amount

of freezing-point depression or of boiling-point elevation is

proportional to the molecular quantity of solute present.
Van't Hoff proved this proposition theoretically as well as

that dealing with simple lowering of vapour-pressure, and thus

he showed that all the following effects in a solution art

mathematically related :

Depression of freezing-point and elevation of boiling-point,

lowering of vapour-pressure, osmotic pressure, and relative mole

cular concentrations of solute and solvent.

Independently of van't Hoff, and indeed a few years pre

viously to his generalizations, the French chemist Raoult hat

empirically deduced the connexion between freezing-poin

depression, boiling-point elevation, and the relative molecula

concentrations of solvent and solute. He expressed hi

results somewhat as follows : Equimokcular amounts o
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different solutes, ivhen dissolved in equal volumes of the same

solvent, depress the freezing-point and raise the boiling-point of
the solvent to the same extent.

We will leave the practical details of these methods till a

little later (Part IV., page 128) and discuss only the theoretical

bearing of the results here.

Reduced to symbols, Raoult's statements may be thus formulated :

As before, let x, X respectively be the weights used of solute and solvent,
and m be the molecular weight of the solute.

Then, for the depression 5 of the freezing-point,

x m si-
: -- :: o : A

,X 100

where A^is the " molecular depression of thefreezing-point'
1 ''

produced by
a gram-molecule of any solute in 100 gms. of the solvent.

loarAV
'

'" = ~xs~

And, for the elevation A of the boiling-point,

..^L:: \:K,X' 100

whence i

It is, of course, equally possible to calculate the molecular

weight directly from the connexion between the osmotic

pressure and the lowering of vapour-pressure, to the latter of

which the above depressions and elevations are proportional,
but the formulae are much more complicated, and in practice
the comparative method is always used. To this end the

"molecular" constants for the more common solvents have

been very carefully determined, and the more important are

as follows :

Solvent
AM. depression of Alol. elevation of
freezing-point Kf. boiling-point A*.

Water .... 18.4 5.2
Alcohol . . 11.5
Benzene . . . .49 26.7
Chloroform . . 39.0
Acetic acid -39 2 5-3
Aniline .... 32.2
Phenol . . -74 3-4
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Van't Hoff proved that these constants can be calculated

theoretically from the formula

0.02 7^

where T= absolute temperature
and L = latent heat effusion (or vaporization).

We will conclude by quoting an actual example of each
method of molecular-weight determination.

Solute: Ethyl benzoate, M.W. 150. Solvent: benzene, M.W. 78.

Mxpa

(i) Lowering of vapour-pressure : m = .

2.47 gms. of ethyl benzoate in loo gms. of benzene possessed a vapour-

pressure of 742.6 mm. at 80, that of pure benzene being 751.9 at 80.

78 x 2.47 x 7151.9 _ cHence mi -^ ^=155.8.
100x9.3

IQOxKf
(li) Depression offreezing-point : in -

2.47 gms. of ethyl benzoate in 100 gms. of benzene depressed the

freezing-point 0.84.

=I..
100x0.84

(iii) Elevation of boiling-point : m=--rr
'

*i A

2.47 gms. of ethyl benzoate in 100 gms. of benzene raised the boiling-

point 0.41.

_ 100x2.47x26. 7

100 x 0.41

6. Abnormal cases. The molecular weights of substances,
determined by either of these three methods, are thus in general
accurate to within 5 or 6 per cent.

;
on the other hand, it has

been observed that, in the cases of certain solutes dissolved in

specific solvents, values for the molecular weight of the solute

have been obtained which are entirely at variance with those

which are usually assumed.
This is more clearly seen if, instead of calculating the

molecular weight of each different solute, we assume the

latter in accordance with the accepted value, and then cal-

culate the osmotic pressure and the values of Kf and Kb for

the solvent.
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The table gives some examples for solutions in benzene
and in water :

Benzene. Water.

Osmotic pressure. Kf. Kb. Osmotic pressure. Kf. A*.

Theoretically
calculated 1.99 49.0 26.7 1.99 18.4 5.2

Cane sugar . .

Glycerol . .

Acetone . .
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derivatives are frequently associated, i.e. a loose kind of

molecular combination exists between the solute molecules.

Again, the substances giving higher values for Kf in water

are all electrolytes, and, moreover, it is often found that the

factor i corresponds approximately to the number of " ions
"

which would be present in the electrolytically dissociated

state. We must leave the further proof of this until the next

chapter, and simply remark again that the abnormally large
values of Kf, indicating the presence of more molecules than

would be present according to the ordinary chemical formula,
is fully explained by the " ionic theory

"
of electrolytic

dissociation.

CHAPTER IV

SOLUTIONS OF ELECTROLYTES

i. Faraday's laws of electrolysis. From an electrical

point of view solutions may be divided into good and bad
conductors of electricity. The only good conductors are

aqueous (and a few other) solutions of strong acids and bases,
and of metallic or organic salts

; these are termed electrolytes.

Their method of conducting the electric current differs, how
ever, from that of a metal, along which the current simpl)

passes from particle to particle ;
in the case of solutions o

electrolytes, the conductivity
1

is much less than that o"

1 The following electrochemical definitions should be remembered :

If C= current strength, E= electromotive force, R resistance,

^C = (Ohvi's law).

Specific resistance, p, of a substance is the resistance of a piece of th :

substance i cm. in length and I sq. cm. cross-section. Hence, if A' ,

the resistance of / cm. of S sq. cm. area,

p = (resistance being directly proportion; 1

to the length and inversely proportional to the area of cross-section).
The specific conductivity, K, is the inverse of specific resistance,

I

K .

P

The molecular conductivity, /*, is the conductivity of a solution (diluti< n

V) containing i gm. -molecule between electrodes I cm. apart,
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metals, and the particles of solute actually move in the solu-

tion
;
so that the electricity is carried by a kind of convection

rather than conduction. Again, it very frequently happens
that the passage of a current through a solution is attended by

secondary chemical changes in the solution. This is ex-

plained upon the assumption that each solute molecule is

broken up into ions (as they were called by Faraday in the

first place) ;
the ions are supposed to be of two kinds, those

carrying positive electricity (cations} and those carrying

negative electricity (unions). The cations travel towards the

negative electrode or cathode, the unions towards the positive

pole or anode. On arrival at their destination, they give up
their charge of electricity and become " nascent

" atoms or

groups.

Thus, in the case of sodium chloride in water, the ions are

sodium, Na+
, and chlorine, Cl~. If the electrodes are made

up of inert material (platinum), both ions will give up their

electrical charges and become nascent sodium and nascent

chlorine. Both of these will react further
;
the sodium at the

cathode will decompose some of the solvent, forming caustic

soda solution and liberating hydrogen, whilst the nascent

chlorine atoms at the anode will unite to form molecules of

chlorine gas. The formation of caustic soda can be tested

by the fact that the solution near the cathode becomes

distinctly alkaline.

Faraday found in 1833 that solutions of electrolytes obeyed
the following quantitative laws :

(i) Solutions of electrolytes obey Ohm's law.

(ii) For the same electrolyte, the amount of chemical
action is proportional to the amount of electricity trans-

mitted.

(iii) For a number of different electrolytes, the amounts of

elements or compounds decomposed by the same quantity
of electricity are directly proportional to their chemical

equivalents.

In other words, the electrochemical equivalents of the

elements are proportional to their chemical equivalents.
Thus one Faraday of electricity (96540 coulombs, or amperes,
per second) will set free one gram-equivalent of any chemical
element. This fact is universally utilized for the measure-
ment of a quantity of electricity, the current under observa-
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tion being allowed to liberate silver, and the amount liberated

measured chemically.

We see that 96540 coulombs liberate 108 gms. Ag.
Or i coulomb liberates 0.001118 gms. Ag.
Two methods are in use for this purpose :

(i) The current is passed through a solution of silver nitrate between
silver electrodes (a silver voltameter) ;

the cathode is weighed previous to

and after the experiment, and the gain in weight gives
the amount of silver liberated.

(ii) The current is passed through a voltameter of the

pattern indicated. The lower part of the tube is filled

with a 20 per cent, solution of potassium nitrate, and
the upper with dilute nitric acid, in such a way that

as little mixing as possible takes place. In the nitre

solution is placed a silver anode as shown, and in the

upper solution a platinum electrode. On passing a

current, silver dissolves off the anode, and at the con-

clusion of the experiment, the whole solution is

withdrawn and titrated for silver in the usual way.

dilute 2. Measurement of the degree of ioniza-

tion. If electricity is transported by ions, it is

natural to suppose that the conductivity of

an electrolyte will be directly proportional to

the number of ions present. (We will leave

the further discussion of the grounds for the

assumption of ions until the chapter on
theories of solution, and, for simplicity, will

merely take it for granted for the moment
that ions are formed.)

Let us consider the molecular conductivity ^= K.V.

Suppose that in a given case a certain fraction a

of the molecules are dissociated into ions.

If all the molecules were completely ionized, we

should have a I.

Now for a good electrolyte the conductivity reache;

a maximum when the dilution becomes exceeding!}

great ; that is to say, at very small concentrations the ionization i:

practically complete.
Let the conductivity at very great dilution be /J.^ .

Hence, if the conductivity ^ at a given dilution is proportional to th<

number of free ions,

The degree of dissociation o /U/MOO

Conductivities are measured by means of the following

apparatus, which was devised by Kohlrausch
;

its essentia

point is the use of an alternating current in place of tht

usual continuous current, because with the latter secondar;

20

FIG. 42.
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chemical reactions are bound to occur ("polarization"), and
these tend to set up a current in the opposite direction to

the main current.

Resistance
Cell

The apparatus is therefore a form of a " Wheatstone bridge
"

for resistance-measurements, adapted for use with an alter-

nating current, ab is the usual bridge of

a graduated length of platinum wire, con-

nected at each end with a Ruhmkorff coil,

which sets up the alternating current. In

^RCr is placed a resistance box, and the

conductivity cell C (shown on a larger
scale in the side figure), which contains

the solution under examination, together
with two platinum electrodes at a fixed

distance apart. On passing a current, it

divides along X#T and along R^T, ac-

cording to the resistance. By moving a

sliding contact c (which is connected to

R along ab}, the current can be so

divided that equal portions pass through
each section. When this is reached, no
current will pass along aT, and a tele-

phone receiver placed in aTb will become
almost silent when equilibrium is reached

FIG. 43B.

(the ordinary galvometer cannot be employed on account of

the alternating current
; theoretically there should be no sound

at all in the receiver, but in practice the " buzz
"

merely
reaches a minimum which it is easy to detect after a little

practice).
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The relations between the resistances in the box and in C
are then as follows (it is well to adjust the box-resistances so

that c lies at about the centre of ab) :

length be length ac

resistance in box resistance of cell'

whence the resistance, and therefore the conductivity, in

C can be readily obtained. 1

S -i. Relative velocities of anions and cations. It has
J *-i

already (p. 107) been indicated that the nature of the parts
of a solution of an electrolyte near the electrodes is usually
different after electrolysis (and before diffusion has had time

to balance the effect) to that of the bulk of the solution.

For instance, when copper sulphate is electrolyzed between

platinum electrodes, the colour changes much more rapidly
at the cathode than at the anode.

A possible explanation of this readily occurs to mind : For

ions of like valency, the magnitude of the driving force upon
each ion will be the same for a given electromotive force ;

but we must consider the effect of this force upon different

ions. We may compare it with a mechanical force, by way
of example ;

in the latter case the speed resulting from the

force depends inversely upon the resistance to be overcome.

Now, it is reasonable to suppose that different kinds of

ions will offer varying degrees of resistance to an electric

current chiefly because they have to be moved, not freely

through space, but through a mass of surrounding solvent

particles. If a handful of lumps of marble and another of

powdered marble are dropped into water, the lumps will settle

to the bottom long before the powder, because the frictioi

1 Since resistance (and, inversely, conductivity) depends both on tin

length of the conductor and its cross-section, and since it is difticuli

accurately to measure the area of the electrodes and their distance apart
the following plan is adopted : The cell is filled with a solution o

known conductivity {e.g. w/5O potassium chloride, specific conductivity
K18= o.oo2399), and its resistance determined. Let this be R.
Then conductivity C I/A", and specific conductivity K = C x con

slant, the constant being characteristic for the particular cell and equa
to 0.002399/C

1

.

So that the measured specific conductivity = i/ measured resistance

, . length AX= constant x
: ?-->

(resistance in box) (length An)
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between the water and the marble is enormously greater in

the case of the fine powder. Similarly, we must consider

the friction between the ions and the solvent molecules,
and it is at once obvious that different ions may well have

different ionic frictions, and therefore, whilst under the influ-

ence of the same force, travel at different rates (the close

connexion between viscosity and conductivity (p. 13) may
here be recalled).

Let us apply this view of ionic motion to an imaginary case in which the

cation or +ve ion (black dots) moves twice as fast as the anion (white

dots). We need only consider a few of the _i_

ions, and remember that there are thousands ~I

more distributed through the solution ; there-

fore, although the behaviour of these few is
looooloooo'

qualitatively typical of the whole, nothing is i i

implied quantitatively except the relative ionic 010 o oo|o o o *!*
*

speeds. It is plain that at the end of the

reaction here shown there are no molecules

undecomposed at the anode side ; hence the

different concentrations at anode and cathode

are explained. At the same time it is also

OOlOOOOiPQ
!

O. Molecules i 2. Molecules

unoecomposed '

undccomposed
clear that at each electrode an equal number pIG>
of ions will have been discharged (it is not

necessary to suppose that the actual ions discharged are those which have

migrated ; rather, the resulting excess of + ve ions on one side, and - ve
ions on the other disturbs the equilibrium, which is then restored by
discharge of any ions in momentary contact with the electrodes, so that
the difference in concentration has no effect here so long as sufficient ions
are left to perform the discharging function.

velocity of anion

velocity of canon
~~

-'

rate of decomposition at anode

whole decomposition
~~

3

rate of decomposition at cathode
and = T, 3 T-. = *whole decomposition

Or, in general terms, if the velocity of the cation be u, and
that of the anion v

;
and if the total amount of electricity

carried is i, and that due to the anion is ;/,

v
n =

;
and i

u + v

The numbers n and i - n are termed the transport numbers
or migration-constants of the ions.

The determination of these numbers, which was first carried out by
Hittorf, is conducted as follows : An H -shaped electrolytic cell of the
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pattern indicated is used, in which one limb is fitted with a tap. We will

assume that the limb with the stopcock contains the anode solution. The
anode itself is made of the same metal as the

cation in the solution to be examined, which
is introduced up to the level of the cross-tube ;

the cathode is made of another metal (usually

copper) and immersed in a solution of a salt

of this metal with the same acid as that of the

salt studied. The apparatus is then filled up
completely with the solution under examina-

tion, care being taken as far as possible to

avoid mixing of the solutions in the cathode

limb. A silver voltameter is inserted in the

circuit and a current passed for a suitable time.

By gravimetric (or volumetric) analysis the

amount of the cation in the original solutions

is first estimated (x) ; a similar analysis is per-
formed on the solution in the anode limb after

the experiment (new amount of cation =y}.
Now some of the anode will have dissolved

during electrolysis, so that the concentration of

cation will have increased ; the amount of

cation dissolved from the anode can be
FIG. 45.

calculated from the amount of current passed (and registered in the

voltameter).
If the silver in the voltameter solution weighs w gms., and the electro-

chemical equivalent of the cation is e, the weight of the anode dissolved in

the experiment must be

fjei&

We now have :

o.ooinJr
"

''

Weight of cation dissolved = 2.

Measured increase in amount of cation = x-y.
It will be found that x -y is less than z, owing to the migration of some

of the cations towards the cathode. The difference between s and x)
will accordingly he a measure of the cationic migration, so that the trans-

port number for the cation is

z (x -y)- - = transport number of cation.

and n = I -
z-(xy} x-y- -= transport number of anion.

We may thus determine the ratio of the velocities of thf

ions in a given solution
;
but this equation alone does no*

furnish means of calculating the absolute velocities of eacl

ion. To do this we must know the value of u + v.

Kohlrausch has shown that the conductivity of an electro

lyte (which, we have already taken for granted (p. 108), i:
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dependent on the number of ions present) is proportional to

the sum of the ionic velocities of the anion and cation.

Therefore, when complete dissociation exists, we have

Poo =u + v (omitting for simplicity a necessary factor for

conversion to the proper units).

Or, since degree of dissociation a =
fi//j,00 (p. 108), at a

given concentration, /A
= a (u + v).

Kohlrausch found that at very great dilutions the con-

ductivity of a good electrolyte reached a maximum and

practically constant value, and, calculating the ionic velocities

therefrom, proved further that the ionic velocity for any ion

depends only on the ion and the solvent through which it travels,

being independent of the other ion.

For example, at molecular dilutions of 10000 (i gm.-mol. per 10 litres),

he found the following numbers :

x io- 5 x io- 5

for KC1 65 68
NaCl 45 68
LiCl 36 68

Thus 68 is evidently the value of v for Cl -
,
and is quite independent of

the other ion.

Some velocities of the more common ions, calculated from the con-

ductivities of their salts at "infinite dilution," and their transport numbers

by means of the equations

18 =
(i -W)MJ and 18 =/t00

are given in the next table :

u : H+3I8 ; K+65 ; NH4+64 ; Ag+s6 ; Na+45.
z>:OH-i74; Cl-66; NO3-6i ; H.COO-45; C

4. The abnormal osmotic pressure of electrolytes. The
dissociation of electrolytes into two or more ions explains at

once why abnormal values were found for their molecular

weights by methods depending ultimately upon the osmotic

pressure of the solution ;
for the osmotic pressure of the

solute depends on the number of free particles of solute

present.

If, for example, an electrolyte can give rise to ^Vions, and
under certain conditions a fraction a per molecule of electro-

lyte is ionized, the total number of particles
= non-ionized

+ ionized
= i - a
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Hence the observed osmotic pressure P, bears the following

relation to the theoretical value PN for the non-ionized body :

Pt _i + (^-i) :

PN I

Pt
that is, the value of -5- gives the number of molecules pre-

FN
sent. The next table gives, for a number of compounds,
(i) the theoretical number of particles present when complete
ionization has set in, and the value of i +(JV- i)a, (ii)

from

the conductivity measurements, (iii) from direct osmotic

pressure measurements, and (iv) from the measurements of

freezing-point depression, and affords striking confirmation of

the truth of the ionic dissociation hypothesis in dilute solutions.

/. II. III. IV.
Cane sugar
Acetic acid

Phosphoric acid

Lithium hydrate
Potassium chloride

Sodium chloride

Calcium chloride

i.oo

i. 01

1.32

1.90
1.86

1.82

2.52

i.oo

1.04

1.81

2.78

i.08
i. 01

1.38

1.98

i-93

1-93

2.74

CHAPTER V

COLLOIDAL SOLUTIONS

IN 1 86 1 Graham published the results of some work 01

diffusion in aqueous solutions, which formed a continuatioi

of his work on gaseous diffusion (p. 80), from which i

appeared that the solutes he used could be arranged in tw< >

divisions :

(i) Those which diffused relatively quickly : These wer :

found to belong to classes such as crystalline salts, acids, o

bases, and were therefore called crystalloids.

(ii) Those which diffused very slowly : In contrast to th ,

first class, the latter substances all belonged to the nor

crystalline type of solid, i.e. were either amorphous (as silici :

acid, alumina, or mercury sulphide) or gelatinous (as starcl ,

white of egg, or glue). These he termed colloids (fror i

Gr. *&>,Xa = glue).
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Much work has been done on the subject since Graham's

time, and it now appears that the most characteristic property
of a colloidal substance is its enormously high molecular

weight. The following points are also of importance :

A colloid is frequently soluble in water in all proportions,

yielding quite a clear solution. Probably the most common
example is that of gum or glue.

Although the colloidal solutions are often perfectly trans-

parent and apparently homogeneous, they are really composed
of microscopic particles of the solute (colloid) in rapid vibra-

tion throughout the solvent. This motion is known as the

Brownian movement, but in general an exceedingly high-

power microscope is necessary before the presence of the

particles becomes apparent.
The soluble form of colloids which gives rise to this kind

of solution is called a hydrosol.

Many colloids, however, exist also in an insoluble gelatinous
form known as a hydrogel, and hydrosols are frequently trans-

formed to insoluble hydrogels by contact with small quantities
of a solution of an electrolyte.

For example, white of egg is a colloid (hydrosol) perfectly miscible with

water, but on addition of a little common salt it is coagulated, and the

hydrogel form separates as a white gelatinous mass.

A remarkable thing about a hydrogel is its capacity for

dissolving electrolytes, or indeed any crystalloid; the rate

of diffusion, the conductivity, and the general reactivity of

an electrolyte so dissolved being practically the same as when
in pure aqueous solution.

It appears as though the gelatinous colloid consists of the

enormous colloid molecules piled together so that numerous

gaps or interstices are left filled (in the first place) with water.

This honeycomb arrangement of water dissolves electrolytes,
and sufficient freedom of movement is still left to the latter

compounds (with very much smaller molecular or ionic

particles) for their usual reactions to proceed unimpeded.

It is natural that this solvent property of hydrogels should have found

numerous technical applications in cases where a dry "solution" was

necessary; familiar examples are photographic "dry" plates, Koch's

gelatine cultures for bacteria, and the electric "dry" battery.

The great molecular weight of colloids has been demon-
strated by the usual methods depending on osmotic pressure
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of their solutions. The results are, however, more valuable

qualitatively than quantitatively, because the greatness of

molecular weight involves the presence of a relatively small

number of molecules, so that the osmotic pressure (and related

properties] of colloids is very small.

The freezing-point depression method has been applied to the problem,
and the following are a few of the results :

Molec. Wt. Molee. //?.

Tannin . . . uoo Silicic acid 49000
Caramel . . . 1700 Starch 25000
Gum-arabic . . 1800
Ferric hydroxide . 6000
White of egg . . 14000

Direct measurement of the osmotic pressure is preferable
in the case of colloids, however, because larger numbers are

thus obtained than in the depression of freezing-point of the

solutions. Using copper ferrocyanide as a semi-permeable
membrane, Pfeffer found the following figures :

Molec. Wt.
Dextrin .... 1000
Gum-arabic .... 2500
Glue 5000

Since it is frequently very difficult to free a colloidal solution from
traces of crystalloids (which would also register osmotic pressure on a

ferrocyanide membrane), it is better to use a colloidal semi-permeable
membrane, for it is found that a colloid is always impermeable to other

colloids, although it freely permits the passage of crystalloids as stated

above. As a matter of fact, Graham, in his researches on "
osmosis,

''

always made use of a parchment membrane, which is freely permeable tc

crystalloid solutes and impermeable to colloids.

Colloids are frequently classified according to their approximate moleculai

weights ; thus we have :

(i) Lower colloids. Molecular weight less than 30000. Examples an
tannin, caramel, egg-albumen, tungstic acid.

(ii) Higher or true colloids. Molecular weight greater than 30000
Examples are starch, silicic acid, and several metallic sulphides.

CHAPTER VI

SOME THEORIES OF SOLUTION OF LIQUIDS

i . Theories of molecular association of the solute with tl 3

solvent. The behaviour of solutions of gases in gases is, o i

the whole, that which would be expected of mixtures of two ( r
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more gases, and accordingly no additional theory is neces-

sary to explain the facts. On the other hand, the nature of

solutions in solids (including adsorption, occlusion, alloys,

etc.) is not at all well understood, and its discussion is not

suitable in an elementary book. Solutions of solids or liquids
in liquids, however, present some interesting points which

may be well worth the student's consideration at this stage :

their complete behaviour is not adequately expressed by any
of the theories held at the present day, whilst these theories

are simple enough to be appreciated after perusal of the pre-

ceding pages. The following are some of the more important
facts which have to be accounted for :

(i) In solutions of one liquid in another (where solute and
solvent become interchangeable terms) it is very frequently
found that many physical properties at a given concentration

do not correspond with the calculated values. Anomalous

properties of this type include vapour-pressure, density,

specific heat, viscosity, refractivity, magnetic rotation, and
electrical conductivity.

(ii) In solutions of solids in liquids, at small concentrations

the osmotic pressure varies according to the gas-laws, and the

solute behaves as though it were a gas occupying the volume
of the solution

;
but at greater concentrations this rule fails

more or less completely.

(iii) In solutions of electrolytes, we are confronted with

abnormal osmotic pressures, and have, moreover, to explain
the conductance of electricity and the mechanism of the

process of electrolysis.
The theories so far advanced fall into two divisions (a)

those attributing the phenomena of solution almost exclusively
to the solvent; (3) those which focus attention on the

behaviour of the solute. The latter class have been in more

general favour for the past generation, but it is gradually

becoming plain that, as usual, a compromise or fusion of the

two views will be necessary for a complete explanation of

solution.

Again, the simple discussion of the behaviour of dilute

solutions (especially of electrolytes) is enormously facilitated

by the free application (as in the preceding pages) of the

ionic theory of solution a striking example of division
(fr).

Therefore it is necessary pointedly to warn the reader that the

explanations adopted in pages 107-1 13 only express one side of
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the question, and it cannot be too much urged that in very

many cases the behaviour of a solute is determined almost

entirely by the solvent.

The hypotheses which emphasize the case for the solvent

assume that loose chemical combination takes place between
a molecule of the solute and one or more solvent molecules

;

for example, Mendelejeff studied the density curves of mixtures

of sulphuric acid and water and found that at concentrations

corresponding to molecular proportions of each constituent a

sharp break or change of direction took place in the curve.

On this he founded the molecular association theory of solution

(usually termed the hydrate theory, since the solvent studied

is so frequently water); this postulated the existence in

solution of definite compounds at definite molecular con-

centrations. Three years later, in 1890, Pickering repeated
this work and concluded that no abrupt breaks occurred

anywhere in the curve, but near points corresponding to

certain simple molecular concentrations a gradual change of

curvature set in. Accordingly, he supposed that at such

concentrations (e.g. H
2
SO4 ,

2H
2O) a loose complex of a

definite "hydrate" tended to be formed, but that the forma-

tion was never complete, and varied more or less continuously
with changing dilution.

The two views may be thus compared diagrammatically :

H
20) (H 20)

2scv;:: H
2
o V (H 2so4) (H 2o>

H
2O) (H 2O)

Mendelejeff. Pickering.

At the present day the general position of the molecular

association theory may be probably fairly stated as follows.

It has been proved that many liquids (solvents) are un-

doubtedly associated in the pure state (pp. 10, 20), and that

association is usually met with in the case of liquids possess-

ing residual chemical affinity (p. 56). A non-associated

liquid (i.e. possessing little excess affinity) frequently dissolves

associated liquids in more or less the same (associated)
condition that they possess in the free state, but associated

liquids exert (in view of the affinity which enables them

partially to
"
polymerize") an influence on the solute and may

form "hydrates" (loose molecular complexes) therewith. A
particular case is when two associated liquids (e.g. sulphuric
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acid or alcohol and water) exert a mutual action on each other,

breaking up the aggregates of the individual liquids and

producing new aggregates consisting of both components.

Finally, as an instance of the supreme importance of the

solvent, it is a well-marked rule that the most unsaturated

liquids (i.e. those possessing most residual affinity, such as

water, alcohol, benzene, or chloroform) are much better

solvents than liquids of little or no residual affinity, i.e. the

paraffins. This clearly indicates the operation of chemical

force in the process of solution.

2. Theories of dissociation of the solute. It will be
well at this point to give an historical outline of the main
theories of electrolysis which have been developed.

In 1780 Galvani noticed the action of an electric current

on the frog, and Volta extended the knowledge of electricity

considerably, and suggested that friction of two dissimilar

bodies was sufficient to endow them with electricity of

opposite polarity. In 1807 Davy elaborated this view by
holding that the smallest particles of substances (atoms)
become oppositely electrified upon contact (the intensity of

electrification rising with increase of temperature), and that

chemical combination results from neutralization of the

opposing potentials. The sign of the potential of the com-

bining elements could be experimentally determined, electro-

positive elements being isolated upon electrolysis at the

negative pole, and vice versd.

In 1812, and more fully in 1819, Berzelius published the

dualistic theory of chemical combination, which resembled

Davy's in some fundamental points, but differed in that it

was more systematically developed. He assumed that every
atom possesses both + ve and - ve electricity, but in varying
amounts. Thus some elements were positive, others negative ;

most were positive with respect to some, and negative with

reference to other elements
; oxygen only was never positive

to any element, and so was held to be purely electro-negative,
and for this and other reasons was adopted by Berzelius as

his standard or starting-point. The elements by combination
furnished new bodies in which again an excess of one or other

kind of electricity was present. Thus basic oxides came from
the union of oxygen and strongly electro-positive elements

(metals), and acid oxides from oxygen and non-metallic
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elements. Salts, and, furthermore, mixed salts and hydrated
salts, were regarded as the product of union of the already

compound bases and acids, an excess of one or other kind

of electricity being always left over, but in less pronounced
quantity than with similar substances.

However, in 1839 Daniell showed that in the course of

electrolysis the same amount of electricity will set free a

definite amount of hydrogen on being led successively

through water and a solution of sodium sulphate, but also

in the latter case will liberate an equivalent of sodium hydrate,
thus doing double as much work in the second as in the first

instance, according to Berzelius' theory.

Moreover, the dualistic hypothesis did not precisely explain

why certain acids not containing oxygen (notably HC1) were

as strong, or stronger, than many oxygen acids, containing
the most electro-negative element of all.

Many objections to the dualistic theory therefore arose,, and
the theory which found its way into text-books for many years
was that of Grotthus (1805), according to which the electro-

lyte molecules, previously indiscriminately distributed through
the solution, arranged themselves in " chains

"
through the

liquid under the influence of the electric current, the particles

adjacent to the electrodes then separating, thus :

-f- Current:

FIG. 46.

In 1854 Clausius applied the kinetic theory (which he had

recently developed in the case of gases) to electrolysis. He
assumed that the electrolyte molecules were in constant

motion in the solution, and that, consequently, they were

momentarily split up into their ions (to use the convenient

modern term). Under ordinary circumstances recombination

took place at once, but in presence of a current the ions were

separated at the electrodes, a mutual interchange of com-

ponent parts ensuing between the dissolved molecules

between the electrodes. The objection to both theories is

that each presupposes a certain minimum electric force to be

necessary for electrolysis, whereas the smallest current will

effect electrolytic decomposition.
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The next advance was the "
ionic theory

"
of electrolysis,

established by Arrhenius in 1887, and foreshadowed as early
as 1833 by Faraday. Arrhenius supposed that all electrolytes

(according as they are "good" or "bad" conductors) are

more or less dissociated in solution into ions carrying charges
of "positive" or "negative" electricity in proportion to their
"
valency." The electric current simply acts as a directing

force, causing the ions to migrate to either electrode and there

deposit their electric charges, after which they reappear as

the usual chemical elements or groups, and may be then set

free as such, or undergo further chemical decomposition with

the electrode or the solution.

The latest advances deal with the extension of the ionic

theory, owing to the conception of the materialistic nature of

electricity. When "negative" electricity was first shown to

be material, it was naturally anticipated that there would be

a corresponding
"
positive

"
electricity as well, but later work

points to the conclusion that there is only one kind of elec-

tricity
"
negative electricity," or, using modern terminology,

electrons. Consequently, a certain amount of readjustment of

the theories of electrolysis has become necessary, and this has

lately been effected, notably by Sir W. Ramsay (Presidential
Addresses to the Chemical Society, 1908-9). It is suggested
that the elementary atoms are combined with electrons in

two ways with "active" and with "latent" electrons. The
number of latent electrons depends on the maximum valency
of the element and the particular valency displayed in a

given instance, while the active electrons are the cause of

the displayed valency, and also, of course, of the dissociation

into ions. '

It may be added that in many cases the ions are not the

simplest possible; thus many "double salts" are evidently
not simply dissociated into the metals and acids. For

example, if potassium platinichloride were 2KC1, PtCl4 ,
we

might expect that, upon electrolysis, platinum and potassium
would appear at the cathode and chlorine at the anode. In

point of fact, the platinum is found liberated with the chlorine

at the anode, and so the formula of the salt is more appropri-

ately written K
2(PtCl c), ionizing into K+K+ and (PtCl<j)~~.

Similarly, cadmium iodide, CdI2 , behaves in a solution as

though it were dissociated into Cd++ and (CdI4)~~. In

view of this and of the known "
hydrating

"
capacity of water,
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we might expect in some cases to have this solvent associated

with the ions. This fact, the hydration of ions, is now well

recognized, and it is suggestive to observe that the tem-

perature-coefficient of the conductivity of electrolytes in

dilute solution is nearly always about the same as that of the

viscosity of water. In other words, it appears as if the ions

were surrounded by an escort of water molecules, so that the

temperature-coefficient is approximately due to that of the

friction of the escort against the solvent.

This phenomenon is strictly parallel with other instances

of solvation already discussed in dealing with the physical

properties of binary liquid mixtures, in which loose moleculai

combination appears to take place between a molecule of

one component (solute) and one or more molecules of the

other (solvent}.



PART IV

SOME IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS OF
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL THEORY

CHAPTER I

THE ATOMIC THEORY

TN 1808 Dalton put forward the atomic theory, based upon
* his experiments on the proportions by weight in which
substances react together ; these had shown, for example,
that the amounts of hydrogen or oxygen combined with one

part by weight of carbon in the following compounds were :

Carbon. Hydrogen. Oxygen.
Olefiant gas (ethylene) . . . I o. 16

Light carburetted hydrogen (methane) I 0.33

Carbonic oxide . . . I 1.3
Carbonic acid gas I 2.6

In both series it is plain that the hydrogen (or oxygen) is

present in one compound in exactly double the amount in

which it occurs in the other.

Taking this in conjunction with his other observation that

increased pressure increases the solubility of a gas in water

(usually known as Henry's law, p. 86, and indicating that

the solution consists of gas particles forced into the inter-

stices of the water particles), he was led to the idea of matter

consisting of ultimate particles or atoms, and formulated his

views as follows :

1. Every element consists of homogeneous atoms of constant

weight.
2. Chemical compounds are formed by the union of different

elementary atoms in the simplest numericalproportions.
He went on to determine what he called the "relative

123
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atomic weights

"
of several elements, but it was soon per-

ceived that the actual relative weights determined according
to Dalton's principles were merely the combining weights,
and that no light was thereby thrown on the relative weights
of the atoms themselves. There was also another difficulty

arising out of Gay-Lussac's
" Law of Volumes" (1808), which

states that the volume of gases entering into combination
bear to each other and to the products (if gaseous) a simple
numerical ratio.

For example,
i vol. nitrogen + i vol. oxygen give 2 vols. nitric oxide.

Whilst, according to Dalton,
i atom nitrogen + i atom oxygen give i "atom" nitric oxide.

But why should one " atom "
of nitric oxide occupy twice the

volume of the atom of either element ? The contradiction

was removed by Avogadro, who in 1811 assumed that :

(a) Under equal conditions of temperature and pressure,

equal volumes of all gases contained equal numbers of molecules.

(/>) There were two sorts of ultimate particles, "molecules

integrantes
"

(molecules) and " molecules elementaires
"

(atoms).

(c} The ultimate particles of an element might be mole-

cules composed of more than one atom.

Historically, this is the first instance of the practical

application of physical chemistry; chemically, it is of the

greatest interest, not only from its importance as a means <>f

determining which multiple of the equivalent of an elemeM
is the atomic weight, but also as the first recognition of th; t

class of properties which we now term colligative.

Other physico-chemical methods for the determination c >f

molecular magnitude (i.e. of the ratio molecular or atom :
c

weight : equivalent") have followed almost continuously ev r

since Avogadro stated his rule ;
the following are typic tl

cases to which we shall return in the remaining chapters :

1819 Mitscherlich's law of isomorphism.
1821 Dulong and Petit's law of atomic heats.

1827 Dumas' vapour density method.

1845 Regnault's vapour density method.
1868 Ilofmann's vapour density method.

1878 Victor Meyer's vapour density method.
1888 Raoult's depression of freezing-point method.

1889 Beckmann's elevation of boiling-point method.

The vapour density determinations are, of course, direct y
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based upon Avogadro's hypothesis ;
the last two methods are

similarly derived from van't Hoff's analogous generalizations

upon the osmotic pressure of dilute solutions.

CHAPTER II

THE DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR MAGNITUDE

i. Methods for the measurement of vapour density. A
numerical statement of Avogadro's rule is that a gram-mole-
cule of any gaseous substance occupies (at o C. and 760 mm.)
a volume of 22.40 litres (cf. Part II., p. 63). Hence all

that is necessary for the determination of the molecular weight
of any substance which can be vaporized without decomposi-
tion is the measurement of the weight of the compound which

occupies the above volume at N.T.P. Various plans have
been elaborated for this purpose, but we shall confine our-

selves to the study of two of these ; the methods used are

divisible into two classes.

(a) Measurement of the mass of a given volume of vapour.

(i) Regnault (1845) useô two large glass globes of about the

same size
; one served simply as

a partial counterpoise for the

other, whose volume was deter-

mined by weighing it full of pure
water. It was then rendered

vacuous, and weighed ;
filled with

the gas under observation, and

re-weighed, whence sufficient data

for the calculation were furnished.

This method has often been used
of late years for the exact determi-

nation of gas densities,

(ii) Dumas (1827) adopted the

following device, which is quite
suitable for low-boiling liquids. FIG. 47.

The neck of a round glass flask A is drawn out to a fine capillary (as at

B) ; the flask is weighed and then gently warmed, and cooled whilst the

tip of B is immersed beneath some of the liquid under consideration.

About 5 to 6 grams are thus sucked into A, which is next heated in a bath

(water, oil, fusible metal, etc.) to a temperature well above the boiling-
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point of the liquid. When it is certain that all the liquid in A is vaporized,
the temperature of the bath and the atmospheric pressure are noted, and
the capillary sealed off at B. The flask is then cooled and weighed ; sub-

sequently the tip of the capillary is carefully broken off (with a pair of

crucible tongs) under water, or better still, mercury (care must be taktn
at this point to avoid breaking the flask). The weight is again taken, the

broken tip B being placed on the pan with the flask.

We now have the following data :

Weight of flask filled with air= a gms. . . .

'

. (i;

,, ,, ,, the vapour = b gms. . . (ii)

,, ,, mercury c gms. . . (iii)

Temperature of measurement= 7' .... (iv)

Barometric height=/ mm. . . . . (v)

From (ii) and (iii) volume of flask at the ordinary temperature f

13-59

(The weight of air is negligible in comparison with that of mercurj
density of mercury= 13.59.)

Hence weight of air in flask (corrected to N.T.P.)

v x 0.001293 (density of air} xp x 273 _~

Therefore the weight of a volume v of vapour at T C. and / mm. is

b-(a- wa ) gms.

. '. Weight of volume v of the vapour at N.T. P. = (* + n>a- g
)
x/ xg : 3

760 x( T+ 273)

In an actual experiment with alcohol, the data obtained were :

(i) Weight of flask + air . . . 125. 24 gms.
(ii) ,, ,, + vapour 1 25. 56 gms.
(iii) -, >, + water . 376.65 gms.
(iv) Temperature of bath, 101 C., and of atmosphere, 16" C.

(v) Barometric height, .... 753 mm.

Hence volume of flask = 376. 6- 125.2 = 251.4 c.c.

251.4 x 0.001293 x 753 x 273
Weight of air in flask =

760 x 289
=0.304 gms.

Weight of vapour= 125.56
-
(125.24

-
0.304) =0.624 gins.

0.624 x 753 x 273 x 22,400
Whence molecular weight =

251.4x760x374
= 40.2.

Or, molecular weight (found) = 4O.2 ; (calculated for alcohol) = 46.

(b) Measurement of the volume of a given mass of substan e,

(i) Hofmann (1868) introduced a small amount of the su )-
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stance (0.1-0.2 gms.) into a barometer tube, jacketed by a

cylindrical glass vessel filled with the vapour of a liquid boiling
at higher temperature than that of the studied compound.
The volume of vapour at the temperature of the bath is

directly read off and corrected to N.T.P. in the usual

manner.

(ii) Victor Meyer's method (1878) is the most fre-

quently employed of all, the range of application being very
extensive.

The long,
' '

pear-shaped
"

vessel is heated in the vapour of a liquid
which boils at a much higher temperature than that of the compound
whose vapour density is to be measured, and
which is placed in the jacketing bulb as in fig.

48. The liquid is weighed out into a tiny bottle

fitted with a ground-glass stopper, and, when the

heating process is in full swing, the bottle is

dropped in. It is naturally advisable to line the

bottom of the tube with some loose asbestos,
in order to break the fall of the small bottle.

The liquid therein immediately volatilizes, blows
out the stopper, and expels its own volume (as

vapour) of air from the vessel. The air is

collected (by displacement of mercury) in the

adjacent gas-borette. But by the time it has

been collected, this air has contracted, since

the temperature in the trough is much lower than

that of the vaporized liquid.

Noiv, assuming that Guy-Lussacs law

of expansion of gases holds for the vapour
in the tube, we know that all gases possess
the same coefficient of expansion, and

hence, whatever may be the temperature in

the tube, the actual vohune of air collected

over the trough is equal to the volume of
the vapour of the liquid, could it exist at

the temperature of the water in the trough.

W \J>
FIG. 48.

Let the weight of substance employed be w gms.
Let the volume of air in the graduated cylinder be v c.c. , and its tem-

perature and pressure respectively t and/ mm.
We have therefore to reduce this volume to N.T. PV remembering that

it is measured in contact with water, so that to obtain its true pressure we
must (according to Dalton's law of partial pressure) subtract from / the

value of the vapour-pressure ft of water at /).

Hence volume of w gms. of vapour at N.T. P. = -^
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. '. Molecular weight = weight occupying 22400 c.c.

_w x 22400 x 760 x (273 + 1) f

(/-A)X273

In an experiment, 0.1243 gms- alcohol displaced 42.3 c.c. of air (ai.

20 and 753 mm.).
From tables of the vapour-pressure of water at different temperatures

we find that at 20, //= 17.4 mm.

Hence volume of air at N.T.P. ,igx(7|3-
17.4) x

273.

760 x 293

. o. 1243 x 22400 x 760 x 293
. '. Molecular weight of alcohol

42.3x735.6x273
= 47-7-

It will be noticed that the results are not strictly accurate,

and this is not to be wondered at in view of the known fac :

that at temperatures near to the liquefaction-point of a vapour
the gas laws do not hold rigorously. But the exact empirical

composition of a substance can always be determined by
gravimetric analysis, and so long as the physical methods
settle which multiple of the simplest empirical formula is the

molecular weight, no great accuracy is necessary. Thus

elementary analysis shows alcohol to possess the formuh.

(C2
H

6O),,, and the vapour density methods prove that n = i

Similarly, for ethylene dibromide, analysis gives a formul;.

(CH2Br),( , and physical methods indicate that in this case

n = 2, the formula being C2
H

4
Br

2
.

A great point in favour of V. Meyer's apparatus is that b;

using
"
pear-shaped

"
tubes of porcelain (or of platinum o

silica), the densities of vapours may be measured with eas'

up to temperatures of about 2000 C.

2. Molecular weight in dilute solutions : the depression

of freezing-point method. We learnt in Part III., Chapter III.

that the osmotic pressure of dilute solutions was shown b
van't Hoff to be directly proportional to the number c:'

molecules present, and to obey the gas laws, and further

that the osmotic pressure can be measured either directly, o

else indirectly, from the lowering of vapour-pressure of th :

solvent, or the depression of freezing-point or elevation c f

boiling-point of the solvent (all of which are directly pro

portional to the osmotic pressure of the solute). In practic
the two last methods are almost invariably used, on accoun
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of the great experimental difficulties attending the other

measurements.
The theory of the methods has already been outlined

(pp. 102, 103), so that we need merely add practical details of

their execution and some examples of the calculation of

molecular weight therefrom.

The apparatus used for determination of molecular weight by depression
of freezing-point (the cryoscopic method) was designed by Beckmann. The
essential feature is a very sensitive thermometer, reading to

fractions of 0.01 C., of the type shown in fig. 50. The scale

of the instrument usually covers about 5 C.
,
and is graduated

in hundredths of a degree. In order to secure sensitiveness,
the bulb of mercury is very large, and by means of a small

reservoir (shown in fig. 49) the height of the mercury on the

scale is so arranged that at the freezing-point of the pure
solvent it rests somewhere in the top half of the scale. Since

the thread of mercury is exceedingly thin, its volume is almost

negligible by comparison with that of the bulb, and con-

sequently the same thermometer may be used for different

solvents melting over a range of 20-25. The adjustment is

made as follows : The bulb is warmed in a beaker of water at

a temperature 3 or 4 above the melting-point of the solvent,
so that the thread rises beyond the scale and begins to fill

the top of the reservoir. The instrument is then removed
and tapped sharply and carefully, so that globules of mercury
are shaken down to the bottom of the reservoir, whilst the FIG. 49
thermometer is not broken. It is then tested with the freezing

>
a anc* *)

solvent, in order to find whether the thread rests at a suitable point ; if

still too high, the process must be repeated, but it may happen that the

freezing-point is now too low on the scale. In the latter case, the thread
must be again expanded to the top, the whole inverted, and a globule of

mercury transferred to the thread from the reservoir by the tapping
process, and a trial freezing-point again carried out.

The actual experiment is then performed in the apparatus depicted in

fig. 50 ; this consists of a large tube fitted with a side arm, and closed

with a cork, through which pass the Beckmann thermometer and a metal
stirrer. The whole is surrounded by a concentric tube, immersed in a

liquid maintained a few degrees below the freezing-point of the solvent

(the usual jacketing liquids are : for benzene (M. P. 5), melting ice, and for

acetic acid (M.P. 18), cold tap-water). A known amount X of the solvent

(weighed to the nearest centigram) is placed in the inner tube, and matters
are so arranged that the bulb of the thermometer is completely submerged
in the liquid. It is placed in the jacket tube, allowed to supercool about

0.5 to i, and then vigorously stirred till solidification commences; the

temperature then rises to the freezing-point of the solvent (compare p. 25),
and the height of the mercury is read off from the scale with the aid of a
small lens. The solvent is remelted, and the process repeated two or

three times till accurate readings are obtained.

An accurately weighed amount x of the substance whose molecular

weight is being studied is then introduced through the side arm (usually
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in the form of a compressed pellet), and the freezing-point again deter-

mined. Then, if the difference in freezing-point is 8, we have seen

on p. 103 that

HT i i v*Molecular weight
= .

.Ao

where X/is the depression theoretically produced by a gram-molecule o''

any solute in 100 grams of the particular solvent.

FIG. 50.

For example, the following data were obtained with a substance whc ,e

empirical composition was known to be CjoHijOsSa ;

Solution in 10.83 Sms< benzene (^-=49).
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(Mean) Scale

readings.

10.83 gins, pure solvent .... 3.320

,, ,, +0.1429 substance . 3.186

,, ,, +0.3192 ,, . 3.026
Whence 0.1429 in 10.83 C6H 6 gave 5 --0.134 W

0.1763 in 10.83 C6
H

6
8= 0.160 . . (ii)

.-. Molecular weight
= **!g

9=&-S
... loox 49 x 0.1763 _

o. 160 x 10.83

But C10
H

15O3S2 requires molecular weight= 247.
Hence the formula is (C10H 15

O
3
S2 ) 2 , molecular weight -494.

3. Molecular weight in dilute solutions : the elevation

of boiling-point method. This method is in practice only

To Condenser

FIG. 51.

applied when reasons of solubility preclude the application
of the preceding plan. The apparatus employed in this case
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is also due to Beckmann, and is a countertype of that used

in cryoscopic determinations.

A tube A, to which a side-arm is fitted, is closed as before with a cork

through which passes the Beckmann thermometer ; in ebullioscopic
measurements no stirrer is necessary, but in order to assist even boiling a

piece of platinum wire is fused through the bottom of the tube, and ir

addition a few small garnets may be added to provide rough surfaces (al

which boiling takes place more readily). The tube is immersed (with ar

intervening air-jacket) in another vessel B containing more of the pure

solvent, and supplied with an outlet tube. These outlets in A and B an
each connected to small condensers. The whole apparatus is enclosed ir

an asbestos box and heated by an electric resistance heater R, or by r

number of small flames ; care must further be taken to screen the appa
ratus completely from external draughts. The procedure then resembles

that in the cryoscopic method, but it is much more difficult to obtaii

steady readings. A weighed quantity X of solvent is placed in A, and the

whole boiled till a series of sufficiently concordant temperatures arr

obtained ; a pellet (weight x~) of the studied solute is then introduced, and
the elevation A in boiling-point measured on the scale as before.

I lence molecular weight rrr
'

J\&

For example, in the case of naphthalene in benzene solution (.^ = 26.7),
- 2523 Sm - m I2-59 gm - C6H C gave A=o.386.

IOOXO.2C2T X 26.7
Whence molecular weight =

..
= n8.6.

12.59x0.386

Molecular weight of naphthalene, C10H8 =I28.

CHAPTER III

THE PERIODIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS

i. The evolution of the periodic system. About ten yea s

after Dalton elaborated the atomic theory, Prout observe i

that all the atomic weights then known were practically simp e

multiples of that of hydrogen, and concluded that all the otht r

elements consisted of "condensed" atoms of hydrogen. F< r

years now it has been the custom to speak rather lightly >f

Prout's hypothesis ; as a matter of fact there is nothing ve y
incomprehensible about it, but it must be allowed that tl e

few data, frequently erroneous, possessed by Prout were hop >
lessly incapable of forming a reliable basis for so sweeping a

generalization. Indirectly, however, Prout did much goc 3,
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for Berzelius, Dumas, Marignac, and Stas were moved to

repeat the determination of most of the atomic equivalents,
with the result that these important constants were in most
cases established within about 0.05 unit.

Again, as we saw in Chapter I., Dalton and his immediate

successors possessed no means of deciding which multiple of

an equivalent was the atomic weight, especially as Avogadro's
rule seems at first to have attracted more suspicion than belief.

Consequently, at one period (about 1840-1850), five or six

different atomic weight systems were widely adopted, and
confusion reigned supreme.

Nevertheless, Dobereiner noticed in 1829 that several

elements formed groups of three ("triads"), the atomic

weights of each three being either almost identical, or increas-

ing with nearly arithmetical regularity ; examples are iron,

cobalt, nickel; calcium, strontium, barium; or chlorine,

bromine, iodine. Dumas, on the other hand, believed that

all the elements belonged to one or more "homologous
atomic series," corresponding to the then newly-discovered

homologous carbon compounds.
In 1858 Cannizzaro showed that with the aid of what we

now call physical chemistry, and starting from Avogadro's

hypothesis, it was possible readily to select the multiple of

the chemical equivalent corresponding to the atomic weight

by using the methods discussed in the last chapter, namely,

(a) Vapour-density determination of compounds as well

as elements.

(b) Specific heat determinations | .., ,

, > with due reservation.
(c) Isomorphism J

Almost within a decade of this advance the periodic classi-

fication of the elements was accomplished. In its simplest
form this, which is the basis of all modern inorganic systematic

chemistry, was stated by Newlands in 1864; he showed that

by tabulating the known elements according to increasing
atomic weights

" each eighth element, starting from a given

one, was a sort of repetition of the first" (the "Law of

Octaves"). Little serious attention was paid to his discovery,

however, in England and the honour of evolving the complete
periodic system was divided five years later between Lothar

Meyer of Germany and Mendelejeff of Russia.

The former showed that physical properties (atomic
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volumes) and chemical properties (valency) varied periodi-

cally in each group of eight elements, and stated that the

properties of the chemical elements are periodic functions of

their atomic weights. The latter drew up a complete table

of all the elements known at the time, arranged according to

the "
periodic law," and attracted much notice by the con

fidence with which he used his newly-found
" law

"
to correct:

the atomic weights of some elements, and to predict in mar-

vellous detail the characteristics of three elements at thai:

time unknown.
In Mendelejeffs scheme the elements are arranged in

ascending order of atomic weight, somewhat as in the table

on the opposite page (fig. 52).
The table shown is a recent modification of the original,

and allows room for the new inert gases of the atmosphere,
whilst the numerous closely related "metals of the rare

earths
"
are grouped in one continuous series from barium to

tantalum.

It will be noticed that, after hydrogen, we have two periods
of eight elements each, the first of the second period repeating
the properties of the first in the former case, and so or.

After this the periods are longer, and embrace sixteen elements

each before a repetition in properties begins ; half-way throug i

the period, however, the elements begin to form a new set

of groups, somewhat resembling those of the short period; .

Hence the system embraces

(a) Two short and three or four long periods.

\V) Nine groups of closely-related elements, most of whic i

are divisible into two sub-groups^ A and B.

Whilst the usefulness and general correctness of the system have be( n

admitted on all hands, difficulties have from time to time appeared, ai d

some have not yet been removed. The chief obstacles which have be< a

encountered are :

(a) The groups pass from a strongly electro-positive element (e g. lithiui i)

through gradually decreasing basic elements, and finally reach a strong y

electro-negative element (fluorine), after which, without any gradv il

transition, the next element is again highly electro-positive.

(b) The analogous elements of approximately equal atomic weights (su h
as iron, cobalt, nickel) do not find any suitable place in the table.

(c) Some elements of widely varying chemical behaviour are broug it

into close juxtaposition ; such are the alkali metals, silver, copper, a id

gold.

(d )
Some closely related elements are separated in the table, such is

potassium and thallium.
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B
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(e) The position of argon and potassium and of tellurium and iodine,

according to their properties, is the opposite of that demanded by their

atomic weights.
These objections have been partly met as follows :

(a) The " new" non-valent gases of the atmosphere occupy, from their

atomic weights, positions intermediate between the extreme electro-positive
and negative elements, and Ramsay suggested that they form the transition

elements previously lacking. It will be noticed, incidentally, that the

original
" Law of Octaves" has become a " Law of Ninths."

(c) and (d) It is urged that the resemblances or dissimilarities, as the

case may be, of the various elements concerned are on the whole best

satisfied by their present positions in the table.

(e) Many are the redeterminations of the atomic weights of tellurium

and iodine which have been carried out in the hope of reversing their order.

But the consensus of the results tends to show that the accepted values are

correct, and that this, together with the argon-potassium anomaly, must
be left at present unexplained.

2. Physical properties and the periodic system. It

will be well here to give an account of the behaviour of

the elements in the various groups or periods with respect
to the physical properties discussed in Part I.

The following are the more important :

(i) Atomic mass. The periodic increments of atomic

weight are small and not very regular ;
in the

groups, however, it frequently happens that the

difference in the atomic weights of the grou
members are almost equal, i.e. the atomic weights
in many groups are in rough arithmetical pro

gression.

(ii)
Atomic volume (p. 6). Plotted against atomic

weights, the atomic volumes furnish an un

dulatory curve, on the waves of which chemical!}
similar elements occupy corresponding positions.

(iii) Atomic heat (p. 18). Dtilong and Petit provec
that for many elements the product atomic weigh
x specific heat = 6.4. Kopp proved this to be;

general rule, and showed that in organic com
pounds the atomic heats are additive.

(iv) Fusibility (p. 27). The more fusible elements lir

on ascending portions of the atomic volum*

curve, whilst the less fusible members are 01

the descending branches. The melting-points c ."

metallic group members usually fall progressive!
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with increasing atomic weight, whilst with non-

metallic members the reverse holds,

(v) Volatility (p. 27). The boiling-points of the ele-

ments rise to a maximum in the middle of each

period, thereafter declining somewhat.
In the groups, similar relations exist to those in

fusibility.

(vi) Crystalform (p. 34). In general, isomorphous com-

pounds of the same chemical type contain nearly-
related elements.

(vii) Atomic refraction (p. 39). In each period a maxi-

mum is reached towards the middle of the period,
the atomic refractions decreasing on either side

to the extreme ends.

In each group the refractivity rises steadily with

the atomic weight ;
for gaseous elements in a

group, the value of the expression n - i increases

in simple ratios from one member to the next, the

lateral members in a period having the same ratio

in each case.

3. Some examples of the application of the periodic

system.

(i) Correction of atomic weights of the elements. We may
quote four instances :

(a) Cicsium, atomic weight (Bunsen) = 123.4
Hence for the alkali group we have the following relations :

(Atomic weights . . Li 7 ;
Na 23 ; K 39; Kb 85.5; Cs 123.4

^Differences . . 16 16 46.5 37.9
It is more probable, therefore, that Cs- Rb = 46-5, with Cs 132. A

redetermination of the atomic weight of caesium gave Cs 132.8.

(&) Glucinum, atomic weight (Nilson and Petterson) 13.5 ; this was
based on the isomorphous oxides of glucinum and aluminium, corresponding
to a formula G12O3 .

The periodic table requires glucinum at the head of group III. with

atomic weight about 9-10. The vapour density of the chloride was found

to correspond to a molecular weight of about 8l ; G1C12 requires 80, and
G1C13) 120 (the equivalent of Gl being 4.5).

Hence atomic weight= 2 x 4. 5
= 9.0, the metal being bi- and not

ter-valent. In this case the atomic heat determination is not conclusive,

glucinum being one of the irregular elements.

(c) Indium, atomic weight (formerly) = 76, the equivalent being 38 and
the oxide InO. The periodic system requires indium to fall between
cadmium and tin in the second long period, and between gallium and
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thallium in sub-group III. B. In this position its oxide should be In2O3 ,

with atomic weight In =114. In this instance the atomic heat was
assumed at 6.4, and, the specific heat of indium being 0.057, the atomic

weight is 112.

(d) Radium, atomic weight (Runge and Precht) = 258. This value

would place radium in groups VII. or VIII., beyond uranium (240). Its

chemical behaviour resembles that of the barium group, and redetermina-
tion of the atomic weight gave a value 226.4, agreeing with this position in

the system.

(ii) Prediction of new elements. Mendelejeff found gaps
left in his table at various points, notably the two group
members following aluminium, and one following titanium

and silicon in group IV. He predicted in minute detail

in 1870 the characteristics of these elements (" eka-

boron" " eka-aluminium" and "
eka-silicon)" and his fore-

casts were completely justified a few years later, as the

table demonstrates .
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heated at about 450 C., complete combination takes place in

a few hours, the affinity, therefore, being apparently greater
than that of hydrogen or chlorine in the first example.

All this goes to prove that at least two factors are involved

besides the actual mutual affinity of the atoms themselves :

the influence of the acting mass of each substance, and the

influence of temperature. The latter effect belongs to the

class of external conditions, and we can accordingly leave it

for the present and confine our attention to the effect of the

amounts of reacting substances on their apparent "affinity"
for each other.

The development of opinion on the subject of affinity will

be made clearer by a few historical details. The German
alchemist, Albertus Magnus, seems to have first suggested
the name "affinity

"
to express the force which leads certain

chemical bodies to react with certain others. Ideas as to the

nature of the force were in those times prolific and fanciful ;

Glauber believed the different substances to
"
love

"
or

"hate" each other, others thought that combination was
effected by hooks or pointed prongs on the ultimate particles
of matter. Some thought that similar bodies, others that

dissimilar bodies, exerted most mutual attraction. The first

scientific treatment of the problem occurred when Geoffrey
in 1718 tried to construct "affinity-tables," consisting of lists

of substances (acids and bases) in order of increasing or

decreasing affinity with respect to a fixed base or acid.

In 1775 Bergmann practically stated that mass made no
difference at all, for he said that if, in the case of a substance

YZ, the part Y had more affinity for another part X than for

Z, then, if X be present, it would become entirely united to

Y at the expense of Z, by virtue of its greater affinity. On
the other hand, Wenzel in 1777 discovered the law of " mass-

action
"

(which did not reappear till nearly a century later),

by urging that the "amount of chemical action is proportional
to the concentration of the acting substance."

About 1 80 1 Count Berthollet declared that the pre-
dominant factor in chemical union was the relative masses of

the substances concerned and not their affinity ;
this was, of

course, the diametrical opposite of Bergmann's views, and
was based on his conception (and men like Buffon, Newton,
and other philosophers had held the same idea) that the

force determining chemical action was identical with gravity.
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He, therefore, supposed that this, like gravity, was dependent
on the masses of the reacting compounds, but pushed his

views too far by imagining that any (and not definitely

"equivalent") masses of two substances could unite to form
a third. In the ensuing six years Proust contested his view,
and proved by experimental work on the basic carbonates of

copper, the two oxides of tin, the two sulphides of iron, and
other compounds, that Berthollet was wrong, that combination

only took place in constant unvarying proportions, and that if

two elements united to form more than one compound, the

composition varied by leaps from one proportion to another,
and never gradually passed from one to the other. The
excellence of Proust's experimental work forced Berthollet to

admit he was mistaken, and to modify his theory accordingly.
In its modified form, of course, it was correct, for, as has

been increasingly recognized, the mass of the reacting sub-

stances present plays a very important part in determining
the course of a reaction.

During the first half of last century the results of numerous
researches tended to support the essential or modified part
of Berthollet's theory. For example, H. Rose made an
extended examination of the part played by water in various

actions where, given suitable conditions, it can displace rela-

tively strong acids (1842); he showed how in some cases

(iron, mercury, etc.) basic salts are formed in presence of

excess of water, while in others (alkaline sulphides) complete
hydrolysis may occur. Somewhat later he discussed the

influence of the varying proportions of the reacting com
pounds in cases of "double decomposition," and in 1855
Gladstone published important results dealing with the same
class of reactions.

Meanwhile, in 1850, Wilhelmy devised a formula tc

express the rate of ' inversion
"
or hydrolysis of cane sugai

which is essentially an enunciation of the "law of mas:

action." Further data towards this end were provided b\

the elaborate work of Berthelot and Jean de St Gilles fron-

1861 to 1863 on esterification they showed that, starting
with equi-molecular amounts of alcohol and acid, or of th(

corresponding ester and water, the same mixture of alcohol

acid, ester, and water will finally be reached, and that th<

final composition of this mixture can be altered according U

simple rules by increasing the acting mass of any of the con
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stituents. On the other hand, thermo-chemical evidence

which, again, helped to support the law of mass-action, was

given by Julius Thomsen at varying times from 1854 to

1868. The most complete statement of the matter is always
associated with the names of two Norwegian investigators,

Guldberg and Waage. Supported by the facts which have

just been summarized, and, basing their arguments on
Berthollet's proposition that "chemical equilibrium depends,
not only upon the affinity, but also essentially upon the

relative masses of the reacting substances
"
they affirmed that

in all chemical actions the amount of action is proportional to

the acting mass.

2. The law of mass-action. It must be made clear

that the emphasis which is laid at the present time upon the

active mass
(i.e.

the concentration) of reacting substances does

not touch the fundamental problem of why the affinity

between different substances is so widely different
;

it simply

provides a mathematical means for experimentally finding
out how the influence of mass alters the result of chemical

affinity in individual cases.

We shall now indicate the mathematical form by means of

which the law of mass-action can be tested. The equation
which will be obtained can, as a matter of fact, be rigidly

proved upon theoretical grounds ;
at present, however, it will

be necessary merely to show how very probable it is from

simple kinetic considerations that such an equation expresses
the facts.

Before embarking upon the study of this problem, we must
be careful to choose experimental examples which possess no

conflicting effects during the reaction. Thus it would be most
unsuitable to study a reaction such as

Na2SO.t aq. + BaCl 2 aq.
= BaSO4 + 2NaCl aq.,

because we must consider, not only the concentrations of the

reacting substances, but also the concentrations of the pro-
ducts of reaction, and, in the case cited, barium sulphate is

automatically removed from the solution owing to insolubility.
In other words, we must, for simplicity, only deal with a

system which remains homogeneous throughout. An example
is hydrogen and chlorine at 100, which unite completely to

hydrogen chloride
;

this is still not the most suited for our
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purpose, however, since it is much more convenient to choose

a case in which some of the reagents remain uncombined
an incomplete reaction, in which a state of equilibrium is

reached between the products of reaction and the reagents,
as much being finally decomposed in a given time as is

formed in the same time. Such a case is the reaction

between hydrogen and iodine vapour at 450 :

Now, let us regard this from the kinetic point of view. Suppose we
have a molecules of hydrogen and b of iodine initially present. The
amount of chemical action in a given time is therefore supposed propor-
tional to the concentration, i.e. to the number of molecules of each gas

present. Hence the initial rate of the reaction the amount of reaction

per unit time, or reaction velocity is given by
Initial Velocity k x ab,

k being a constant which sums up (i) the specific nature of the affinity
between hydrogen and iodine, and (ii) the effect of external conditions

such as temperature, etc.

Now after a certain time /, we must suppose that 2x molecules of HI
are formed, so that the number of molecules of H2 and I2 are reduced to

a - x and b - x respectively.
But the law of mass-action states that the reaction velocity is propor-

tional to the active masses present. Hence now

Velocity (when time t has elapsed) = k(a
-
x) (b-x).

Finally, we come to a point when no further change occurs, so that

velocity of reaction H 2 + I2=2HI is the same as velocity of reaction

2HI =H2 -f I2 , and equilibrium is reached.

Suppose that now there are 2c molecules of HI formed.

. '. Velocity of reaction H2 + I2=2HI is k (a-c) b-c)
2HI =H2 + I2 is

1(r)(r) =V
k(a-c)(b-c)=kl

c*

Or (a -c)(b- c) ^
~2 =

k
= K"

Now, from kinetic principles it may be assumed thai

chemical action only occurs when molecules collide, so that

the rate of chemical change will depend upon the numbei
of intermolecular collisions, and therefore (at all events in

dilute solutions) upon the concentrations of the reacting

substances.

Hence, in the above reaction,

Velocity of formation of 2HI from H2 + I2
= k x concentration o

H2
x concentration of I2 , and

Velocity of decomposition of 2HI into Ho + 12
=

k^ x concentration o

HI x concentration of HI
=j (concentration of HI)

8
.
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Hence at equilibrium,

k x concentration of Ha x concentration of liki (concentration of HI)
8

.

Or concentration of H2 x concentration of I2 k^ _ T--

(concentration of HI) 8
~
k

This has been experimentally tested by Bodenstein for the above
reaction (the value of K for which is 0.02 at 450) by calculating from
the equation :

the concentration of the hydriodic acid at equilibrium, when varying con-
centrations x of iodine were used to a concentration of 20 gram-molecules
of hydrogen :

x HI (found). HI (calculated).

5-22 IO.22 IO.I9
31.89 36.98 37.13
67.24 39.52 39.25

The excellent agreement in this and other cases studied

confirms this interpretation of the law of mass-action. We
shall now proceed to put this result in a more general form.

Let a number of substances R (in various molecular propor-

tions) react ID form another set of different products P :

and let the molecular concentrations be denoted by the

general symbols C R, C p.

The velocity of formation of the product P is therefore

proportional to the active masses of R
1?
R

2 , etc.

At first sight it may appear that the active mass of R
:

is

^CR; this, however, is not the case, for it is evident that,

as shown above, we have to consider each individual reacting
molecule.

Thus, for 2HI = H
2 + I

2 , we have to regard the change as

between HI + HI = H
2 -r-I2 ,

so that the velocity in this

direction is not 2^
1Cni but ^(Cni)

2
-

Similarly, considering each individual reacting proportion
of Rj, we see that the active mass is not proportional to

#*! times the concentration of R
1;

but to the product of

(CR, x CR, x CR, x . . . ) ml times, i.e. to C^
1
.

Hence the velocity of the reaction of formation of the

products P is :

*xCS;xCS; x ---- ; . . . (i)
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and that of the reaction of decomposition of the products P is

/^xC^xCpix . . .; . . . (ii)

At equilibrium these are equal and

i>r*mict"t z 7 /-ii/~i. (\\\\
*^R'^RI =/^

1CpJCp;

7, x-iWjpW/o
Or affinity coefficient K= -f

= f^^3
. . (iv)C

P;
C

P;

This is the most general expression of the law of mass-

action; we will now take some simple but very important
instances of its application.

3. Simple unimolecular reactions. If, in the above equa-
tions, we have to express the behaviour of a chemical change
which does not reach a point of equilibrium, but proceeds
until one of the original products is completely used up, it is

evident that we may calculate the velocity of the change at

any moment, since from equations (i) and (ii) we have :

Velocity of reaction = rate in one direction - rate in reverse

direction.

-^csics; . . . -^C?;CP; . (v)

And, if the products present no tendency to reunite (formin
the original reacting substances) this reduces to :

Velocity of reaction =k^ n̂
. . . (vi)

This result is proving of great importance, for with its help
chemists can often find out the number of molecules

taking part in a given reaction. We shall only consider the

outlines of the two simplest cases, namely, reactions of the

following types, in which either one or two molecules react

together :

A ->Y + Z, etc.

and A + B->Y + Z, etc.
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The first kind of reaction a unimolecular reaction includes

such cases as the decomposition of hydrogen dioxide into

water and oxygen, the spontaneous change of radio-active

elements or of radium emanation, such decompositions as that

of ammonium nitrite solutions on heating, the actinic decom-

position of hydrogen iodide, or the inversion of cane-sugar.
In examples like these the rate of chemical change at any

moment is proportional to the amount of decomposing sub-

stance, so that

Velocity of unimolecular reaction = /CA.

But in the second instance bimolecular reactions the case

is different :

Velocity of bimolecular reaction = kCfjC^.

If, therefore, we measure the rate of change at constant

temperature for a certain reaction, and then calculate values

of the constant k, first on the assumption that the change is

unimolecular, then that it is bi-, ter-, etc., -molecular, it is in

general readily found that only one of the assumptions gives
a really concordant set of

"
constants," from which the nature

of the reaction is at once divined.

We must next consider how the actual rate of change is

measured. This is usually done by means of some practically
instantaneous reaction which can be utilized for the analysis of

the reacting materials. For example, in the case of the de-

composition of phenyl diazonium chloride, C6
H

5N2C1, into

nitrogen gas and chlorobenzene, C6
H

6Q, the amount of the

former substance present at the commencement or at any sub-

sequent instant can be determined by measuring the volume
of nitrogen evolved on boiling the solution. A still better

method is to use some physical property as an indicator
;

thus when cane-sugar is allowed to stand in dilute solution in

presence of a mineral acid, the following change occurs :

C12H22OU (cane sugar) +H2O = C6
H

12O6 (glucose)
-I- C6H12O6 (fructose).

Cane-sugar is dextro-rotatory, but fructose is more laevo-

rotatory than glucose is dextro-rotatory ; consequently the

rotatory power steadily changes over as the reaction proceeds,
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and furnishes an indication of the amount of cane-sugar left

unchanged at any given time.

As a numerical example, we will take the case of radiiim emanation.
This substance, which is a gas, changes on standing into solid products, so

that we can measure the active mass of the emanation by observation of its

volume. In an experiment the following values were obtained :

Time. Volume.
o

7
II

H
16.5
20

25
36
45
64
75

O. IO2

O.O62

0.044

0.033
0.025
O.OIQ
0.016

0.007

0.003
0.002
o.ooo

A' 1
. A' 11

. A' 1". K.

0.0560 0.0697 0.0308
0.0332

0.0668 0.0725 0.0350
0.0370

0.0407 0.0708 0.0686 0.0365
0.0316 0.0583 0.0325
0.0511 0.0484 0.0323

0.0216 0.0635 0.0419 0.0340
0.0133 0.0266

0.0134

How are these data to be applied, in the next place, to the dete'-

mination of values for the constants? This can best be made cle.'ir

by taking for granted that the present reaction has been proved to le

unimolecular, so that

rate of change =
amount changed = /KX

time

Let the initial amount of substance be a (in the given case a = o. 102 c.c. ),

and after time / let an amount x have been decomposed, so that a- x
remains.

Or,

Rate at time Q ka
Rate at time/= - (a x).

Amount ofsubstance changed=k(a -
x) x t.

Let us apply this equation to the data, taking t at intervals of about 2 ).

At time 20 then,

Or, to /=
And to /=

fe= .I02-0.OI9
O. IO2 X 2O

= O.O2l6.
= 0.0133.

These values are inserted under fC l in the table, and are obviously i ot

at all constant ; in the next column, A" 11
, the values obtained by takin; t

at much shorter intervals (o to 7, 7 to 14, 14 to 20, 20 to 25, 25 to
. 6,

and 36 to 45, are recorded, and evidently approach no more nearly tc a

constant value.

In fact, the error in these calculations is owing to our omitting to t! ke
into account the continuous change in the active mass a - x ; plainly t lis

diminishes progressively from the first moment, whereas we have assun ed
it constant throughout each interval. Let us therefore take the act ve
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mass as the mean of those initially and finally present in each case ; the

values (column A' 111
) are more concordant. If, now, we denote by <f.i- the

quantity of emanation changed in an infinitely short time dl, \ve have

But we have no means of experimentally testing this equation, and so

the integral calculus is resorted to in order to present it in a more adapt-
able form. Transformed by this mathematical process, the equation
becomes

The values ofK obtained by the use of this form of the result

agree within the limits of experimental error, as shown in the

last column of the table.

4. Bimolecular reactions. In the case of reactions between
two molecules,

the velocity of reaction is given by

F=xCA x C
* B

Let the initial molecular concentrations of A and B be

respectively a and b. Then after a time / (x molecular pro-

portions having then reacted),

V
t

= k (a
-
x) (b

-
x),

and the amount dx changed in an infinitely short interval dt

is given by the equation

When this is integrated (as the mathematical process

employed is termed), it becomes :

K= b(a
-
x)

If equimolecular concentrations of the two reagents have
been used, the expression is somewhat simpler.
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e- i dx ,/ N 9Since a = b. = k(a xY,
dt

and this transforms into

t a(a x)

A familiar example of a bimolecular reaction is the saponi
fication of an organic ester by alkali :

R.COOR1 + NaOH^R.COONa +

In dilute solution the metallic compounds are more or less

completely ionized, and the real reaction is

R.COOR1 + OH
~

( + Na
+
)^R.COO

~
+ R^OH ( + Na

+
),

the sodium ions taking no active part. This reaction may
profitably be carried out by the student, the reaction-mixture

being kept in a thermostat, and equimolecular alcoholic

solutions of ethyl acetate and sodium hydroxide bein<;

employed.

A series of results for this reaction at 25 arc detailed in the accompany
ing table :

Time. Amounts reacted (x). K.

5 5-76 0.00697

15 9.87 0.00665
25 u.68 0.00672

35 I2-59 0.00659
55 '3- 69 0.00672

1 20 14.90 0.00697

Some other bi-molecular reactions which have been teste I

in this way include :

Hydrolysis of acid amides . R.CO.NH2 + H2O>R.COONII4 .

Action of silver nitrate on ethyl
iodide .... C2H 5 I + AgNO;r>AgI + C2H BNOj.

Oxidation of formaldehyde . H.CHO + OHtf.COOH.
Chlorine and carbon monoxide . C12 + CO-^-COCI 2 .

One point is rather important, namely, that if a large exce.' s

of one of the reacting materials is present, the concentratio i

of this compound does not appreciably change, and therefoi ^

we have
Reaction velocity

= k x CA x (CB = constant).
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Hence in such cases the reaction appears unimolecular.

For instance, the inversion of cane sugar is expressed by

C
12
H22O 11 + H2O~^"C6

H
12O6 + C6

H
12
O

0>

but as the reaction is always performed in aqueous solution,

the rate depends only upon the active mass of the cane-sugar,
that of the water remaining (approximately) constant through-
out. Similarly, if an ester is hydrolysed by a large excess of

alkali (or mineral acid), the number of H
2
O molecules is not

appreciably altered during the reaction, and the change pro-
ceeds as if it were unimolecular and not bimolecular.

5. The strength of acids and bases. The relative

strengths of different acids has been a subject of interest to

chemists for very many years ;
the usual test in former times

was the capacity of one acid to displace another from com-
bination. Thus sulphuric acid was regarded as about the

strongest of all acids, since it will expel even such acids as

hydrochloric or nitric from their salts
; and carbonic acid was

looked upon as a very weak acid indeed, the carbonates being

readily decomposed not only by sulphuric or hydrochloric,
but by acetic acid. Nevertheless, it not infrequently happens
in nature that a rock composed of the salt of a "strong" acid

is slowly decomposed by atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Anomalies of this kind were of course better understood

when the nature of the law of mass-action was realized ; and
at about the same time methods were devised which showed
that under ordinary conditions (i.e. in presence of water) the

strength of an acid is more or less proportional to its degree

of ionic dissociation.

This has been proved by several distinct methods, which

may be grouped as follows :

Methods of measuring the relative strengths of an acid.

I. By comparing the relative distribution of a base between the acid and
a chosen standard acid. This is achieved by means of physical properties
such as the heat of formation of the resulting salts, the change of volume
of the solution, or the change in refractivity. In either case the following
rules hold :

Let an equivalent of the base B and each of the two acids be mixed

(X = studied acid ; S = standard acid).

Let heat of formation, or change of volume, or refractivity of salt BX be

a, and the corresponding change for BS be b.

Let the observed effect be c.
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This will lie somewhere between a and b, and by the usual mixture rule

it follows that the amount of the studied acid X in union with B is

c b a c

proportional to -~;
; and of the standard S,

-
r-

Hence the relative strengths will be in the ratio

c - b : a - c.

II. By measuring the accelerating effect of the acid in a hydrolytic
reaction. For this purpose the velocity of a reaction such as the inversion
of cane sugar or the saponification of ethyl acetate is measured in presence
of equivalent amounts of the different acids.

III. By measuring the electrical condtictivity of the acid at infinite
dilution. According to the ionic hypothesis this furnishes a direct

comparison of the degree of ionic dissociation in each case.

The striking result of all the experiments carried out on
these lines is that the relative order of strength is found to be
the same, whichever method is employed. In the next table

some comparative numbers bear this out, the values for the

strongest acids (according to these results) being taken at ice

in each case.

I. II. III.

.,
. , ^r, 7-7 Hydrolysis of Inversion of ^ , ....

Acid. Therinochetnical. ,/., / . / ,-, c
J

Conductivity.
Methylacetale. Cane Sugar.

Hydrochloric 100 100.00 100.00 100.00
Nitric . loo 92.00 100.00 99.60
Sulphuric. 49 7397 73- 20 65.10
Oxalic . 17.60 18.60 I9-7O
Chloracetic 9 4.30 4.84 4.90
Formic . 1.31 1.53 1.68

Acetic . -35 0.40 0.42

Thus it is plain that, for example, the apparent superio

strength of sulphuric acid is only due to its greater nonvola

tility as compared with nitric or hydrochloric acids.

Similar researches on the relative strengths of bases hav<

led to similar results, as may be concluded from the followin;

numbers :

D /-. T . -, Hydrolysis ofBase. Conductivity. >, ,

>
. /

ethyl acetate.

KOH 100.00 loo.oo

NaOH 92. "54 101.24
LiOH 88.20 103.10
N(C2H 5 )4OH 79.60 81.36
N(C2H 5 ) 3 12.42 13.67
C2H5NH2 12.46 1 1. 80
NH 4OH 2.53 1.87

Since the acidity or basicity depends in this way on th ;

degree of ionization, it is natural to wonder whether the othe cor -
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centration of the ions exercises any influence in accordance
with the law of mass-action.

Take the case of an acid

Let there be i gram molecule of acid in v volumes of the solution, and
let a fraction a be ionized. Then the concentrations of the non-ionized

part (Cnx) is I - a, and that of each ion (Cu+ and Cx ~
) is .

v

Hence KCHx=CHCx

JT!^=
v
_

whence - -
:.

v(i-a)

This relation is known as OstwalcCs dilution laiv, if the

ionization is assumed equal to pv ^^ ,
we have

This law has been tested with numerous acids, bases, and
salts. We quote the results of three typical cases : Acetic

acid, ammonia, and silver nitrate.

v. K (acetic add). K (ammonia). K (silver nitrate).
16 0.0000179 0.000023 - 2S3
32 0.0000182 0.000023 0.191
64 0.0000179 0.000023 0.127
128 0.0000179 0.000023 o. 122

256 0.0000180 0.000023 0.124
512 0.0000180 0.000024 0.125

It will be noticed that the values for silver nitrate are not so constant ;

Ostwald's law, in fact, fails more or less completely in the cases of strong
acids and bases and their salts.

Nevertheless, for weak acids or bases it holds perfectly well, and affords

a very convenient means of comparing the strengths of electrolytes of this

type. For example :

Acids. A'xio- 10
. Bases. Jfxio- 10

.

Chloracetic . . 15,500,000 Ammonia . 230,000
Formic . . 2,140,000 Pyridine . 23
Acetic . . 180,000 Aniline . 5
Carbonic . . 3,040
Hydrogen sulphide . 570
Phenol . 13

6. The action of indicators in volumetric analysis. The

explanation of the action of the various colour indicators used
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in acid-alkali titrations involves the application of the law of

mass-action. All the indicators in use are acidic in nature,

and owe their adaptability to the fact that each indicator

itself is of quite different colour to that of its salts. From a

physical standpoint, then, the question resolves itself into one

of ionic dissociation :

HX (indicator)^H
+ + X~ (anion of indicator).

Now all indicators are weak organic acids, so that in

aqueous solution they are almost non-ionized. In other

words, we have from the last equation

Concn. of acid = k x concn. H+ x concn. X ~
.

Let us take phenolphthalein, H(C2oHi3O4), as a case in point. The
substance itself is colourless, and a very weak acid, but its alkaline

solutions are deep carmine-red.

In neutral solution there is practically no colour
;
in other words, the

concentration of the acid is much greater than that of its ions (i.e. it is

but little ionized). In acid solutions the concentration of H ions is

greater, and, therefore, so far as the phenolphthalein is concerned, the

small amount of that compound ionized in neutral solutions will be still

more decreased, in accordance with the mass-action equation. An acid

solution is therefore quite colourless.

In presence of alkali, however, a well-ionized alkaline salt will be

produced :

(C2oH13O4)Haq. + Na+aq. +OH aq. = (C2oHi3O4)-aq. + Na+aq. + HaO.

Hence a minute excess of alkali is indicated by the pink colour due to

(CaoHjsOJ- ions.

But, since phenolphthalein is an exceedingly feeble acid, its salts with
weak bases will be appreciably hydrolysed :

(C2oHi3O4)NH4 + H2O;|:NH4OH + (CajHi

Whence cone, of ammonium salt=^i x conc.NH4OH

Just as above, ionization of the phenolphthalein was retarded by excess
of one of the ions (H+), so now hydrolysis of the ammonium salt will only
be prevented in presence of excess of ammonium hydrate. In conse-

quence of this, a "sharp end-point" is not obtainable, and it is necessary
in this case to employ a strongly acidic indicator (e.g. /-nitrophenol or

methyl orange), whose salts with weak bases will not be so much
hydrolysed.

Similarly, a fairly strong acid indicator such as the two mentioned is

not suitable for use with a weak acid
;
for it will itself possess in solution

an appreciable concentration of H ions, so that a certain excess of a

weakly dissociated acid (such as acetic or succinic) must be present in

order to minimize the ionization of the indicator and present the colour of

its non-ionized molecule.
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It should be observed that when it is said that, for example,
the non-ionized phenolphthalein molecule is colourless, whilst

its ion is pink, we are only stating a fact. The fact has been

put forward as an explanation of the change of colour, but

this is hardly justifiable, since organic chemists have good
reason to suppose that the actual cause of the change lies in

a corresponding change of molecular structure in alkaline, to

that in acid, solutions.

The following tables illustrate the application of these

theoretical deductions to everyday laboratory practice :

Choice of Indicators.

Solutions titrated.
Indicator. Examples.Aad. Base.

Strong. Strong. Any. Any.
Strong. Weak. Strong acid. Methyl-orange, ^-nitrophenol.
Weak. Strong. Weak acid. Phenolphthalein, litmus.

Weak. Weak. None suitable.

Some Common Indicators.

Acid-

Alkaline. Especially suitablefor

Methyl-orange. Red. Yellow. Ammonia, carbonates, sulphides,
and mineral acids.

/-Nitrophenol. Colourless. Orange. Ammonia, carbonates, sulphides,
and mineral acids.

Phenolphthalein. ,, Carmine. Strong alkalies ; organic acids.

Litmus. Red. Blue. Alkalies and carbonates (boiling).

7. Hydrolysis of inorganic salts. As a final case of the

application of the law of mass-action, we will briefly consider

the subject of hydrolysis, which is frequently of great practical

importance.
Let us take the case of a salt BA formed from an acid H.A

and a base B.OH
;

if either the acid or the base is weak, it

is found that a solution of the salt in water is broken up to

some extent into the original acid and base
;
thus a salt of a

weak acid with a strong base (e.g. sodium carbonate) reacts

alkaline in consequence of the presence of free alkali, and vice

versa. Or, expressed according to the ionic theory, the salt

is partly resolved into the free base and the free acid ;
if it is

the acid which is weak, the latter will be little ionized, and
there will be an excess of alkali ions :

NaHCO + HO:NaOH + H2CO
and NaOH + H

2
CO3

= Na++OH- +(H2CO3) (non-

ionized).
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In the general case,

Or, B++A-+H2O^;H++A-+B++OH-.

If we assume that, when A and B are both feeble, the non-hydrolysed
salt is completely ionized, whilst the free acid and base are both not

appreciably dissociated (this is obviously not likely to be the case in reality),

then

B+ + A- + HoO^H.A + B.OH.
Hence CA ~

x CB + x CH2O = k x CH-A x CB.OH.

The concentration of water does not appreciably alter, so that

CHAX CB.OH.
Constant of hydrolysis = CA-XCH+.

_ (concentration of free acid) (concentration of free base),

(concentration of non-hydrolysed salt)
2

Thus the ratio of the amounts of free acid and free base to

that of non-hydrolysed salt is constant for any one tempera-

ture, so that the degree of hydrolysis of salts of weak bases with

weak acids is independent of the concentration of the solution.

This theoretical result has been approximately verified by

experiment in the case of salts such as urea acetate or aniline

acetate.

When either only the base or only the acid is weak, the

theory is somewhat different, and the degree of hydrolysis
varies according to the concentration of the (strong) ionized

acid or base, as the case may be.

The reader will frequently have encountered cases of hydrolysis of this

kind ;
for example, when sodium acetate is added to the boiling solution

of a ferric salt, ferric hydroxide is precipitated, the hydrolysis being

practically complete at that temperature ; in the cold,
" basic

"
acetates are

formed, owing to the fact that partial hydrolysis occurs. Similarly, mag-
nesium and copper form basic carbonates, mercury a basic sulphate, and

lead, or bismuth, etc., give rise to oxychlorides, whilst aluminium sulphide
and carbonate are completely hydrolysed in aqueous solution, even at the

ordinary temperature.
A somewhat similar example (although this does not depend upon

hydrolysis) is the addition of sodium acetate solution in gravimetric analysis
in order to

" diminish the acidity." Suppose, for instance, that a solution

contains excess of free hydrochloric acid
;
on adding sodium acetate, acetic

acid is formed in considerable quantity, and being a weak acid, is much
less dissociated than hydrochloric acid, so that the solution contains less

hydrions :
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CHAPTER V

HETEROGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM

i. Application of the law of mass action. We have seen

that it is only possible to make direct use of the law of mass-

action when all the substances taking part in a given reaction

are in the same physical condition and perfectly miscible in

all proportions otherwise expressed, the reagents and pro-
ducts are either all gaseous, are all miscible liquids, or are all

solutes in the same solvent.

Nevertheless, it has been found possible in some cases to

deduce the condition of equilibrium in reactions between

gases and solids (for example), by assuming that the active

mass of the solid was that part present in the state of gas, i.e.

was proportional to the vapour pressure of the solid. Later

this idea was extended to any case of reactions between sub-

stances in heterogeneous conditions, by assuming that the

active masses were always proportional to the individual

vapour pressure of each phase (solid, liquid, or gas).
This assumption, at first sight somewhat irrelevant, becomes

more natural when we remember that (a) solids, as such, take

little or no part in chemical changes (so that reactions between
solids must proceed either by means of a liquid or a vapour

phase), and that (/) many solids, such as ammonium chloride

or camphor, have appreciable vapour pressures at the ordinary

temperatures, so that there is every reason to believe that

this is a general property, and that even such non-volatile solids

as iron, platinum, or lime, possess definite, but of course

exceeding small, vapour pressures.

Now consider an equilibrium reaction of the type

where the reacting substances may be either gaseous, liquid or solid. If

the respective partial pressures of A, B, C, D are p ^ p^ pc /D the

preceding assumption leads us to the relation
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Perhaps the most tangible example is the successive dehydration of salts

containing water of crystallization. For instance, we may take the salts

Na-jSO.^ loH 2O ; Na2SO4 , 7H2O ; and Na2SO4 . Let the corresponding
vapour-pressures at a given temperature be /io, /?, and /o that of

water at the same temperature being pH 2U.

Then, Na-jSO.,, loH O = Na2SO4 ,

Na2SO4 , 7H O
So that fio ^i x /7></

3
H o

And >3H2O=^-=constant \
*5P

/ H o =//^2Ao= constant J

The vapour pressures due to each of the three solids will remain the

same so long as any of the solid in question is present, so that, as indicated,
the vapour pressure of the evolved water should remain constant, being
dependent on the ratio between the pressures of two phases, until the

whole of one hydrate is converted to the next lower, when it should

suddenly change, and so on.

This has been experimentally tested in various instances and found to be
the case ; thus blue copper sulphate passes through the following stages on
dehydration :

CuS04, 5H2O^CuSO4 , 3H20->CuS04 , H2O->CuSO4 .

The vapour pressures measured during complete dehydration were

CuSO4 , 5H2O^,CuSO4 , 3HoO ; 47 mm. (constant)
CuSO4 , 3H2O_^CuSO4 , H,O;30mm. ( ,, )

CuSO4, H 2O->CuSO4, 4 mm. ( )

2. The phase rule. There exists another important
method of considering heterogeneous equilibrium ;

this has

been used most extensively for the study of the relations

between the gas, liquid and solid states of a single substance,
or of the conditions of stability of closely related compounds,
such as double salt formation or the range of existence of

crystalline salt hydrates similar to those just mentioned.

We will illustrate the method by the best-known example : the system
ice-ivater-steam. We can measure, in the first place, the vapour pressures
of ice at different temperatures and plot these on a curve (as AO).
Secondly, we can measure those of water on upward ranges of tempera-
ture from O (as OB). Lastly, we may determine the effect of pressure on
the melting-point of ice, giving a curve OC.

Let us consider what these curves mean :

(i) OA. This gives the temperatures and corresponding vapour-pressur
at which ice and water vapour can co-exist.

(ii) OB, This gives the similar relation for water and water vapour.
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At the intersection O, therefore, ice, water, and water vapour are all

in equilibrium ; or, melting ice has the same vapour pressure as freezing
water. Hence the third curve,

(iii) OC must meet the others

in O, since it represents the con-

ditions for co-existence of solid ice

and liquid water.

Now it is plain that in this system
(a) There are three possible

phases ice, water, water vapour.
(6) There is only one component

(or molecular species) present
H20. -

(t) All three phases co-exist at

onepoint only, but neither tempera-
ture nor pressure can then be
altered without destroying one

phase there are no degrees of
freedom.

(d) Two phases canco-existalong
either curve OA, OB, or OC; hence
either temperature or pressure (but not both} may be changed without

destroying either phase : one degree offreedom.
(e) Only one phase exists in the areas between the curves ; here, within

limits (represented by the curves) both temperature and pressure may be
altered : two degrees offreedom.
We will recast this in tabular form :

Vapour

"Temoerature
FIG. 53.

Components. Phases.

(rf)

Degrees oj

freedom.
o
i

2

Evidently, therefore :

No. of components x 2 = No. of phases + No. of degrees of

freedom.

Or, No. of phases = No. of components - No. of degrees
of freedom + 2.

This relation was brought forward by Willard Gibbs in 1874
upon general theoretical grounds, and is known as the Phase
Rule. We will illustrate it by two further examples :

I. The case of sulphur. Here there are four possible phases : rhombic

sulphur, monodinic sulphur, liquid sulphur, and sulphur vapour.
There is, however, only one "component" sulphur.
Hence with o degrees offreedom we have :

No. of phases=1-0 + 2 = 3.
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But there are four possible phases.

These can be combined, three at a time, in = 4 ways, and accord-

ingly there are four points on the curve at which the phases co-exist

(ng. 54) :

(a) A ; Phases : rhombic, monoclinic, vapour.
(/;) B ; Phases : monoclinic, liquid, vapour.
(f) C ; Phases : rhombic, monoclinic, liquid.

(d)D; Phases: rhombic, liquid, vapour. (This point is
"
metastable^

and is the melting-point of rhombic sulphur, which, under normal con-

ditions, is transformed to the monoclinic form before it reaches its own

melting-point.)

Again, with I degree offreedom, No. of phases= 2.

The four possibilities can be combined, 2 at a time, in 6 ways.
These are represented by the following curves :

EA : rhombic and vapour. AC : rhombic and monoclinic.

AB : monoclinic and vapour. BC : monoclinic and liquid.
BF : liquid and vapour. CG: rhombic and liquid.

Lastly, with 2 degrees of freedom (both pressure and temperature
variable), there can only be one phase present ; the areas corresponding
to each phase are marked in the diagram (fig. 54)'

It should be noted that A represents the temperature at which rhombic
is transformed into monoclinic sulphur, and B the melting-point of

monoclinic sulphur ;
the curve EABF represents the changes in vapour-

pressure on heating sulphur in the usual way ; and, finally, the curves

AC and BC represent the variation with increasing pressure respectively
of the transition-point of rhombic to monoclinic sulphur, and of the

melting-point of monoclinic sulphur.
II. Systems of two components. The study of heterogeneous equilibrium

becomes more intricate as soon as more than one component is present,
because the relative proportions of each component in the mixture are of

course variable, and thus further "degrees of freedom" are involved. In

the case of systems of two components (which have yielded by far the

most interesting results), there are thus three possible degrees of freedom

temperature, pressure, and concentration. The complete vapour-

pressure diagram is therefore three-dimensional, and cannot be represented
on a plane ; however, by limiting the number of degrees of freedom

arbitrarily to two, a plane diagram is obtained which usually yields all the

information required. We will take a very common example, namely,
the existence of hydrates of a crystalline salt. Roozeboom, whose name
is intimately connected with the elaboration of the phase rule, made a

very detailed study of the hydrates of ferric chloride. Keeping the

pressure constant (atmospheric), he investigated the variation of tempera-
ture with concentration for mixtures of water and ferric chloride in all

proportions by means of the freezing-point curves (fig. 55). It will be

remembered that the addition of any solute to a solvent depresses its

freezing-point, so that when ice is mixed with a little ferric chloride, the

melting-point sinks ; with further additions of the salt, it sinks until the

transition or eutectic point B is reached, at which temperature and con-

centration ice, the salt FeCla, I2H2O, the solution, and vapour are in
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B

Vapour

Temperature
FIG. 54.
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equilibrium. The solid which separates at such a transition temperature
has been proved to be a mixture (not a compound) of the two phases (in

this case H 2O and FeCl
:i ,

I2H2O) present. The occur-

rence of this transition-point

(after which the ice phase dis-

appears entirely) in all cases of

solutions at temperatures below
the melting-point of pure ice,

is the explanation of "freezing
mixtures,'' which find such

great use in the laboratory.
On adding more ferric chlo-

ride, the ice phase disappears
(hence the term transition-

point}, and BCD represents the

solubility curve of the salt

FeCl3) I2H2O, and is thus the Q_
curve along which this salt

hydrate, the solution, and

vapour are in equilibrium.
The curve reaches a maximum
at C, at a concentration corre-

sponding precisely to

FeCl3,
I2H2O;

C is, therefore, the melting-point of this hydrate.
CD shows a further fall in temperature, and D is the transition-point

between FeCl3 , I2H 2O
and the next hydrate,
FeCl3 , 7H2O. After this

the process is repeated all

over again.

Now, we found on p. 156
that in cases of this type

only the two solid phases

actually involved are pre-
sent in the intervening

region (e.g. CuSO4 , 5H2O
completely dehydrates to

CuSO4 , 3H2O before any
of the monohydrate ap-

pears). Hence we need

only apply the phase rule

to the sections between
the successive hydrates.
We will take the section

CDE, between FeCl3 ,

I2H2O and FeCl3 , 7H26.
There are here :

2 components : FeCl3

and HaO.

"^Concentration
FIG. 55.
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4 phases: Solid FeCl3) I2H2O; solid FeCl3 , 7H 2O, the solution, and

vapour.
2 degrees offreedom considered: temperature and concentration.

Applying the equation P=C-F+ 2,

When F=o, ^=4,

All four phases can therefore be present at only one point ; this corre-

sponds to the transition point D.
When F=i, P = 3.

The four phases may be' combined three at a time, as above, in 4C3
= 4

ways ; the only ones which concern us at the moment are : solid FeCl3 ,

I2H2O, solution, and vapour; and solid FeCl3 , 7H2O, solution, and
vapour. To these combinations correspond respectively the curves CD
and DE.

It is evident that the points at which each hydrate is in equilibrium
with solution of its own composition (i.e. the melting-point of each pure
hydrate) must be maxima on the curves, since addition of more salt or
of more water must lower the freezing-point of each hydrate.

In this way Roozeboom demonstrated the existence of the following
hydrates (only the first of which was previously known) :

FeCl3 ,
I2H2O M.P. 37 FeCl3 , 5H2O M.P. 56

FeCl3 , 7H2O M.P. 32.5 FeCl 3, 4H 2O M.P. 74

3. The determination of transition points and of maxima
on the curves. The freezing-point curves have probably been
more used than any others in this connexion. They are avail-

able for numerous types of mixtures besides the hydrates of

metallic salts
;
for example, the nature of alloys of two or

more metals, or of "molecular compounds" such as those

formed by aniline and phenol, or naphthalene and picric acid,
can be thus conveniently studied.

In all cases the above rules hold
;
the disappearance of one

phase is marked by an abrupt change of direction or break in

the curve, whilst the appearance of a definite compound is

revealed by the presence of a maximum point in the curve.

Since various other properties besides melting-point show
similar discontinuities and maxima respectively at transition

points and at the appearance of a pure compound, these have
also been applied.

The chief properties hitherto employed are :

(i) Specific volume. This may either be followed by density determina-
tions or by means of the dilatometer, which is an apparatus for measuring
the actual change of volume suffered by a mixture under varying conditions
of temperature, etc.

(ii) Vapour pressures. These have already received attention (pp.

90-92) ; they are obviously most useful in the case of liquid mixtures.

(iii) Viscosity is also of use in this direction.
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A. OUTLINE OF PRACTICAL WORK

THE following suggestions may prove useful in selecting a series of

experiments for performance by students studying elementary physical

chemistry ;
where insufficient time or material is available for the whole

scheme, the experiments in italics may be most conveniently omitted :

Page. Experiment.

4 Densities by pycnometer

9 Surface tension by rise in capillary tubes .

12 Viscosity ......
24 Specific heat......
24 Heat of reaction .....

38 Refractive and dispersive power
53 Optical rotatory power

75 Ratio of Cp : Cvfor gases (Kundl) .

80 Dissociation of ammonium chloride

86 Absorption : coefficient ofgases

92 Solubility curves . .

94 Distribution ofa solute between two liquids

109 Electrical conductivity determinations

112 Measurement of'transport numbers .

125 Vapour density determination (Dumas) .

127 ,, ,, ,, (V. Meyer)
129 Mol. \vt. by depression of freezing-point .

131 Mol. wt. by elevation of boiling-point

II

Suitable substances.

Alcohol, chloroform,
and mixtures of these.

Water, alcohol.

Water, alcohol, and
mixtures of these.

Alcohol, copper.
Zinc in sulphuric acid;

equivalent solutions

of sodium hydroxide
andhydrochloricacid.

Alcohol, chloroform.

Tartaric acid or sugar
in -waterand alcohol ;

mentholin chloroform
and alcohol.

Ammonia, sulphur di-

oxide, ethane.

Hydrogen sulphide, sul-

phur dioxide, or am-
monia,

NaCl, and KNO3 , each
in water, and urea in

alcohol and in water.

Succinic acid bet-ween

ether and -water.

KC1, NaNO3 , benzoic

acid, and sodium ben-
zoate in water at dif-

ferent concentrations.

Ag+ and NO3~.

Carbon disulphide or

alcohol ;

Chloroform or benzene.

Naphthalene and ben-

zoic acid in benzene.

Anthracene in benzene.
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Page. Experiment.

145 Uuimolecular reaction : inversion ofcane sugar by acids (polarimeter}.

148 Bimolecular reaction : hydrolysis of ethyl acetate by equivalent
amount of caustic soda.

151 Ostwald's dilution law. Conductivity of succinic or benzoic acid.

B. SOME PRACTICAL DETAILS
1. Cleansing of physico-chemical apparatus. Cleanliness is nowhere

so imperative as in physical chemistry, and the following hints may prove
useful in practical work :

Greasy matter or organic compounds may readily be removed from
thin glass apparatus by rinsing with a few drops of methylated spirit, then

adding a few c.c. of strong acid and setting aside in a draught cupboard.
An intensely vigorous action will soon set in, initiated by the oxidation of

the alcohol ; much heat is developed, and the combined effects of boiling
nitric acid and alcohol usually do all that is necessary. Dust, or small

particles of organic matter (especially in capillary tubes) may be con-

veniently removed by repeat-

edly washing with hot chromic
acid solution, the liquid being
drawn through the apparatus

by suction at a water pump
where necessary.

In either case the apparatus
is then rinsed several times

with boiling water, then with

boiling alcohol, and then

placed in a hot air oven for

some minutes, after which a

current of dry dust-free air is

drawn through to remove
traces of alcohol vapour.

Again, glass vessels usually
contain a certain amount of

soluble mineral matter, which
renders them unsuitable for

holding highly purified liquids,

especially for electrical con-

ductivity measurements. It is

therefore wise before using such

apparatus to pass a current of

steam through it for some

hours, the apparatus being
inverted so that the condensed
steam trickles down to the

mouth and flows away with all

the soluble matter in solution.

2. Preparation of very pure water (conductivity water). This is readily

carried out in the apparatus shown in fig. 56. It is a large tin can in which

tap-water is boiled ; the steam passes down into the small flask, partly

filled with previously distilled water. By means of the air condenser

d
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above this flask, it is ensured that only pure steam passes over into the

collecting vessel. By suitable adjustment the water in the boiler is

maintained at constant level, and the whole process becomes automatic.

3. Maintenance of a water bath at constant temperature. This is

effected by means of a thernwregulator, which automatically reduces the

gas supply to a minimum when the desired temperature is reached.

A

FIG. 57.

The thermoregulator is of the pattern fA or B shown] in
fig. 57.

It is filled as shown, partly with oil, the remainder with mercury.
The mercury must be so arranged that at the required temperature the

expansion exactly blocks up the gas-entry tube a. By means of a side-tube

b, a very small current of gas is left on, which serves as a "
by-pass" for

the burner beneath. If the bath is to be maintained, for example, at

25 C., it must be first brought to this temperature in the usual way, the

temperature being measured by a delicate thermometer ; the amount of

mercury is then empirically adjusted until a constant temperature of 25 is

attained. It is, of course, necessary thoroughly to stir the water in the
bath to secure an even temperature ; this must be done by a glass or
metal stirrer connected to a water turbine, or, better, a small hot-air
lienrici motor. By using a Beckmann thermometer after the preliminary
adjustment is made, a constant temperature varying by only a few
hundredths of a degree may be obtained.
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C. GLOSSARY OF IMPORTANT PHYSICO-
CHEMICAL TERMS

Pmgt
Absolute zero of temperature.

-
273 C. , at which all gases would

theoretically cease to possess any volume as such . . 6 1

Adsorption. The condensation of a gas or liquid at the surface of a

solid ........ 95

Affinity', chemical. The term used to express the unknown influ-

ences which ultimately determine chemical reactivity . .138
Anomaly, magnetic, optical. The difference between the observed

molecular magnetic rotation and that calculated by means of

the series-constants ...... 46

Anomaly, polarimetric. The difference [D]o between the molecular

rotatory powers observed and that of the correspond ing normal

homologous series . . . . . .52
Anomaly, refractive. The difference between the observed mole-

cular refraction of a compound and that calculated additively
from the atomic refractivities . . . . .42

Association, molecular. Loose combination between two or more
molecules of the same substance ; chiefly found in compounds
possessing groups of marked residual affinity, OH, COOH,
NH 2 , etc. . , . . II, 56

Atom. The smallest quantity of an element which can enter into

chemical combination . . . . . .123
Boiling-point, B.P. jx mm. The temperature at which the vapour

pressure of a liquid becomes equal to that of the external

atmosphere ....... 26

Boiling-point, molecular elevation of, A~/,. The elevation of boiling-

point of 100 gms. of a solvent by a gram molecule of any
normal solute . . . . . . .103

j, _o.O2 x (absolute temperature)
2

latent heat of vaporization.

Cohesion, specific, a2
(of liquids). The height h to which a liquid

rises in a tube of unit radius. Thus az = rA; and molecular

cohesion Maz= Alrh (r being the actual radius) . . 8

Colloid. Solids 1
which, in contrast to the crystalloids, possess no

definite geometrical structure, but are either amorphous or

gelatinous . . . . . . .114
Concentration. The percentage amount of a constituent present

in a given system ......
Conductivities, ionic. The relative rates at which electricity is

conducted by different ions . . . . .112
Conductivity, specific, A". The inverse of specific resistance . 106

._ I _ length traversed by current

p resistance x area of cross section

1 It is very possible that colloids are, more strictly speaking, super-
cooled liquids.
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Page
Molecular conductivity n (conductivity of a solution dilu-

tion V) containing gram molecule between electrodes

i cm. apart. ...... 106
= Vx

Constant. A number which, independently of the variation of

certain defined external conditions, retains the same value, and
is characteristic for, a definite substance, a definite physical

property, or certain relations between definite physical pro-

perties........
Critical pressure of a gas. The pressure exerted by .1 gas at its

critical temperature and critical volume . . -75
Critical temperature of a gas. The temperature, characteristic for

each gas, above which liquefaction does not occur whatever
the pressure . . . . . . -75

Critical volume of a gas. The specific volume of a gas at its critical

temperature and pressure ..... 75

Critical solution temperature of a mixture of partly miscible liquids.
The temperature at which complete miscibility sets in for the

proportions of the given mixture . . . .87
Crystals, allotropic. Different crystalline forms of the same

chemical element . ... . . .34
Crystals, isomorphous. Crystals of different chemical species which

possess the same geometrical form, and are capable of crystal-

lizing together as a " mixed crystal" . . . 34, 95, 124

Crystals, liqiiid. A substance which retains its crystalline form
over a certain range of temperature after passing from the

solid to the liquid state is said to form "
liquid crystals" . 35

Crystals, mixed. Simultaneous crystallization in the same crystal
mass of distinct chemical individuals . . . . 35, 96

Crystals, polymorphic. Different crystalline forms of the same
chemical individual ...... 34

Density, relative (specific gravity d 25/4). The ratio of the mass
of a given volume of substance (solid or liquid) at 25 to that

of an equal volume of water at 4 . . . 3, 4

Density, vapour. The weight of a volume of gas compared with

that of an equal volume of (a) air, or (/>) hydrogen. If V. D.
of hydrogen is taken as I, since Mol. wt. of \\%=2, and

assuming Avogadro's rule, we have Mol. wt. ofgas=2 x vapour
density. . . . . . . 124, 125

gaseous. The gradual penetration of one gaseous species

through another . . . . 69, 80, 1 1 4

Dissociation, gaseous. The breaking up of a gas molecule (by-

increased temperature or diminished pressure) into two or more

simpler molecules, which reunite when the original conditions

are restored 8 1
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Page

Dispersion. Measured by the difference of the index of refraction

n for light of two different wave-lengths, e.g. tiy
-

a . . 37

i

Specific dispersion^- +2 :D

Molecular dispersion
= (

g 2~

Electrode. The substance which serves as a "quay" for the

departure or arrival of electricity in electrolytic conduction . 107
Anode. The positive electrode, towards which move nega-

tively charged ions (An/'ons).

Cathode. The negative electrode, towards which move posi-

tively charged ions (Cations).

Electrolyte. A substance which conducts electricity by means of

its own molecules or their parts . . . 106

Equilibrium, chemical. The state of affairs in a reaction when the

chemical change proceeds as fast in one direction as in the

reverse. Symbolically,

Equilibrium, heterogeneous. Chemical equilibrium in a system
whose members are not all in the same physical condition

gas, liquid, or solid . . . . . 155

Equilibrium, homogeneous. The state of chemical equilibrium in

a system whose components are all in the same physical
condition gaseous, liquid, or solid . . . 14

Equivalent, chemical. The amount of an element which can com-
bine with, or replace in combination, 1.008 parts by weight of

hydrogen or 8 parts by weight of oxygen . . .124
Equivalent, electro-chemical. The amount of an element deposited

from combination by one coulomb of electricity (
i ampere for I

second) ....... 107

Gas-equation, characteristic. For an ideal gas (volume V c.c.) at

pressure P dynes per sq. cm. and temperature T Abs. . 6 1

PV=RT where A" =1.99 gm. cals.

This is not rigidly true ; a more applicable form is

der Waals), .

where a and b are specific constants for each gas. The con-

stant R is the same for all gases, and also for a solute in dilute

solution (see Osmotic Pressure) ;
it represents the difference in

mechanical energy between the molecular heats of a gas at con-

stant pressure and at constant volume

Heat, latent, affusion. The amount of heat necessary to transform

one gram of a substance at its melting-point from the solid to

the liquid state ...... 20
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Page
Heat, latent, of vaporization. The amount of heat necessary to

transform one gram of a liquid at its boiling-point completely
to the state of gas ...... 20

Heal of combitstion (of organic compounds). The total amount of

heat liberated by the complete combustion of a gram-molecule
of a compound. ...... 23

Heat of formation. The amount of heat developed ( + ve) or

absorbed'(
-
ve) in the formation of a gram-molecule respectively

of exo- or endo-thermic compounds . . . .21
Heat of reaction. The total heat change involved in any reaction.

According to Hess' law of constant heat summation, this

can be calculated additively in any given case from the

individual heats offormation of the respective ingredients . 21

Heat of solution. The amount of heat developed ( + ve) or absorbed

(
-
ve) in the solution of a gram-molecule of a substance in a

large excess of solvent . . . . . .21
Heat, specific. The amount of heat required to raise unit mass

through 1 C. . . . . . . .16
Atomic heat Specific heat x atomic weight.
Molecular heat'= ,, ,, x molecular weight.

Hydrogel. The insoluble form of a colloid . . .115
Hydrolysis. The decomposition of a compound by the elements of

water, e.g. Bid + H2O = BiOCl + 2HC1.

In the case of organic esters

the process is often termed saponification . . 148, 153

Hydrosol. The soluble form of a colloid . . . .115
Hypothesis, Avogadro's. Equal volumes of gases at equal tempera-

tures and pressures contain equal numbers of molecules 69, 99, 124

Ion. The individual parts of a molecule which conduct the electric

current, anions transporting negative, and cations, positive,

electricity . . . . . . .107
Isobars. Curves expressing the relation between temperature and

volume of a gas at constant pressure . . . .76
Isochors. Cunes expressing the relation between pressure and

temperature of a gas at constant volume . . .76
Isotherms. Curves expressing the relations between pressure and

volume of a gas at constant temperature . . .76
homers, optically-active. In general, a compound containing an

asymmetric carbon atom may exist in three forms two active (of

equal rotatory power in opposing senses), dextro- and Icevo- ;

and one inactive, composed of an equimolecular mixture of the

first two, racemic. Where an even number of asymmetric
atoms are present, there is a possibility of a fourth form (in-

active) due to
"

internal compensation," a meso-form . . 48
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Pa.C

Mass. The quantity of matter in a substance 3

Mass action, law of. The amount of chemical action in a system
is proportional to the active masses present, i.e. to the con-

centrations of the reacting substances . . . 141, 149

Melting-point, M.P. The temperature at which the solid and

liquid phases of a substance are in equilibrium under the same

vapour-pressure . . . . . 25, 102

Melting-point, molecular depression of, K/ The depression of

freezing-point of 100 grams of a solvent by a gram-molecule of

any normal solute . . . . . .103
. _o.O2 x (absolute temperature)

2

latent heat of fusion

Membrane, semipermeable. A surface through which certain sub-

stances can pass freely, the passage of others being entirely
retarded ....... 97

Mixture rule. If the physical properties of a mixture of two

components are under no disturbing influence, the value x of

any one of them should be calculable (for any given proportions
p, loo-/, of the mixture) from the individual values x\, x-z for

each component, according to the formula : . .89
r-M (ioo-/)*8

100 IOO

Molecule. The smallest amount ofan element or compound capable
of individual existence..... 69, 99, 1 24

Occlusion. The condensation of a gas or liquid at the surface of a

solid ........ 95

Pressure, osmotic. The pressure exerted by the particles of a

solute in solution. In very dilute solutions, osmotic pressure

obeys the laws of gases with respect to the temperature and
concentration of the solution : . . . . 96, 117

/"^Concn. = RT.

Pressure, vapour. The pressure exerted by the vapour of a liquid
or solid in equilibrium with the liquid or solid at a given

temperature ...... 85, too

Properties, additive. The value for a given molecule can be cal-

culated by summation of the appropriate atomic constants . 3, 55

Properties, constitutive. The values are not susceptible to calcula-

tion as in the last case, but depend upon the chemical nature

and atomic arrangement of a given molecule . . 3> 55

Properties, colligative. The value of such a property is the same
for equal numbers of molecules of different substances . . 2, 96
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Reaction, velocity of. The rate at which a chemical change pro-

ceeds, according to the law of mass-action. Symbolically,

Velocity in one direction =
*iC^' C'j^C'^

. . .

Velocity in reverse direction =/-2Cp'Cp^Cp ...

Hence velocity of reaction = A
ICR\CR:^:-.

-
AaCpCp'jC

In cases where reaction is almost complete in one direction,

and A' is a constant for the reaction.

For uttimolecular reactions (^1-^. 1/
>
1 + ;;.2/

)

2+ ) 145, 14?

t a-x

For bimolecitlar reactions
(RI + AV^-WI /\ + 2A + )

1 4 5 ,
I 4 7

t(a-jc)
*'

a(b-x)

Refraction, index of. The ratio of the sines >f the angles of

incidence and refraction of light in passing fn m any medium
into air ....... 36

ti% i i

Specific refraction R =^- x - . . . -37
nz - i M

Molecular refraction MR -^-^- . 37

Resistance, specific p. The resistance of a piece of a substance I cm.

in length and I sq. cm. cross section .... 106

_ Resistance x Area
P~

length

Rotatory power, magnetic, specific, a. The rotation of a beam of

polarized light (travelling in the direction of the lines of force

of the magnetic field) produced in a field of unit intensity by a

layer of liquid of 100 mm. in length . . . .44
. ,

. a (substance)
Relative sp. mac. rota. ;=

;
----

a (water)

... , , r x Mol. wt. (substance)
Relative mol. mag. rotn. J/=- -~~ '

.

lo

Series constant S : In any homologous series, M=S+ 1.023 ;/,

where 5 is characteristic for the series, and n is the number
of carbon atoms present ..... 45
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Rotatory power, optical, specific [a]/p. The deflection of the plane
of polarization (for the sodium " D" line) produced by a mass
of liquid in a layer 10 cm. in length . . . .50

r -I OLD (observed angle)

length of tube x density of liquid

\O\D x Mol. wt.
Molecular rotatory poiver \M]D=

Series constant in optical activity. The members of active

normal homologous series attain an approximately constant

\_M\o after the first few members . . . 5 J

Solubility coefficient, /3, of a gas in a liquid. The volume of the gas
at N.T. P. dissolved by unit volume of the liquid . . 86

Solubility of a solid in a liquid. The weight of solid soluble in 100

parts by weight of the liquid at a given temperature . . 9::

Solution (general). A homogeneous mixture which cannot be

separated into its constituents by mechanical means, but the

proportions between the constituents are, within limits, variable 8,;

Solutions, hydrate theory of, attributes the phenomena of solution

(including electrolytic solutions) to the combination of the

solute with the solvent, forming molecular complexes . ll<>

Solutions, ionic theory of, attributes the phenomena of electrolysis
to the dissociation of the solute into ions, or electrically charged
particles . . . . . . . n<i

Solute (conventional). A constituent of a solution which forms a

relatively small proportion of the whole . . .8.
Solvent (conventional). The preponderating component of a

solution ....... 8.

(These two terms are interchangeable.)

Solvate. A molecular complex composed of solvent and solute (or
solute ion) . . . . . . 15, 1 1

Specific heats ofgases. At constant pressure, cf ; at constant volume
cv ; correspondingly, molecular heats are Cp and Cv

Cp
-

C,,=R ; and C/ : d.= y.

where y depends on the complexity of the molecule (for mon-
atomic gases, 7= 1.67) . . . . . -7'

Supersaturation. The presence in solution of more of the solute

than is necessary for equilibrium at a particular temperature . 9 ;

Temperature-coefficient. The rate of change of a given property
with temperature ; or, the shape of the curve between the

values of the property at different temperatures and those

temperatures . . . . . 10, 15, 17, eti ,
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PaSe
Tension, surface, y (of liquids). The force acting perpendicularly

to the surface of a liquid along unit length of its bounding
surface. If liquid rises to height h in capillary of radius r,

y= ivrhdg (d density of liquid)

Molecular surface fension = y (Mol. vol.
)
4 ... 9

Molecular surface energy y (Mol. vol.) 3 ... 9

Theory, kinetic. An attempt to explain the phenomena of the three

states of matter by assuming that the physical effects are due to

the vibration of the atoms and molecules concerned. For gases

(mean molecular velocity V, number of molecules ;/, weight of

each molecule ///) . . . . . .66
Pressure = J mn V 2

.

Viscosity, absolute, rj. The force required to keep unit area of liquid
in motion with unit velocity with respect to another area unit

distance apart. Measured by comparison with that of water : 13

Molecular viscosity= rj (Mol. vol.) f.

Molecular viscosity work= i\ (Mol. vol.).

Series constant in organic homologous series= ijx IO6/ Mol. vol. 16

Volume, specific, . The inverse of relative density, i.e. the ratio

of the volume occupied by I gm. of a substance at 25 to

that of I gm. of water at 4 (i c.c.) .... 5

Atomic volume = At. wt. -f d ; Molecular volume M-^ d.





INDEX
Absolute zero of temperature, 61, 164
Absorption in solids, 95, 164
Affinity, chemical, 138, 164
Alloys, 95
Amorphous state, 31
Anions, 107

relative velocities of, no, in
Anomaly, optical, 42
Apparatus, cleansing of, 162
Association in liquids, n, 164

and physical properties, 56
theory of solution, 118

Atomic theory (Dalton), 123, 164
Atomic weights, correction of, 137

revision of, 133
Avogadro's rale, 69, 99, 124, 167

BE.CKMANN thermometer, 129
Benzene, physical properties of, 58
Boiling point, elevation of, measure-
ment of, 101, 104, 131, 161

measurement of, 26, 164
molecular elevation of, 103, 164

CAPILLARY attraction, 7
Cations, 107

relative velocities of, no, 111

Chain branching and boiling point, 30
and melting point, 29

Chemical reaction, measurement of,

rate of, 138, 169
Chemical reactions, bimolecular, 145,

147, 169
unimolecular, 144, 149, 169

Cleansing of apparatus, 162

Cohesion, specific and molecular, 8,

164
Colloids, 114, 164

Conductivity, measurement of, 109,
161

molecular, 106, 108, 164, 165
water, preparation of, 162

Conjugated unsaturation and mag-
netic rotation, 46
and optical activity, 52
and refractivity, 42

Constant, physical, definition of, 165

Critical pressure of a gas, 75, 165
solution temperature, 87, 165
temperature of a gas, 75, 165
volume of a gas, 75, 165

Crystalline state, 31
Crystals, classification and measure-
ment of, 32

liquid, 35, 165
physical properties of, 33

DEHYDRATION of salts, 156
Density, relative, 3, 4, 165
Diffusion of gases, 69, 80, 114, 165
Dispersion, atomic, of various ele-

ments, 41
specific and molecular, 37, 38,

166

Dispersive power, 36
Dissociation of gases, 81, 165
Distillation, 88

in steam, 91
Distribution of a solute between two

solvents, 95, 161
" Double salts," ionisation of, 121
Dualistic theory (Berzelius), 119

EFFUSION of gases, 80
Electro-chemical definitions, 106, 166

theories (Davy, Berzelius, Grot-

thus, Clausius, Arrhenius,
Ramsay), 119-121

Electrolysis, laws of, 107
Electrolytes, optical rotatory power of,

5i
solutions of, 106, 166

viscosity of, 13
Elements, atomic and specific refrac-

tions of, 39, 40, 137
atomic volume of, 6, 136
atomic weights of, and physical

properties, 55
determination of equivalents, 35,

133, 166

periodic system of, 6, 132, 134,

136
prediction of, 138

specific heat of, 18, 136
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Equilibrium, heterogeneous, 155, 166

homogeneous, 141, 166

Eutectic mixture, 158

FERRIC chloride, hydrates of, 158
Freezing point, depression cf, mea-
surement of, 101, 104, 128, 161

molecular depression of, 103,

GAS-CONSTANT R, 62, 65, 72, 99
Gases, critical phenomena of, 75

critical phenomena of, and van
der VVaals' equation, 77

difference between molecular
heats of, at constant pressure
and at constant volume, 71

"equation of corresponding
states," 79

Gay-Lussac's law of volumes, 69,

124
Graham's law of diffusion of, 80,

81

kinetic theory of, 66, 81, 171
measurement of specific heats of,

73> 74. *6i

physical chemistry of, 60
ratio between molecular heats of,

at constant pressure and at

constant volume, 72, 74

specific heats of, 70, 170
van der Waals' equation of con-

dition of, 63, 65, 77, 166

Goniometer, 33
Gravity, specific, 3, 4

HEAT, atomic and molecular, 17, 124
latent, 20, 166, 167
of chemical reaction, 21, 167
of chemical reaction, measure-
ment of, 24, 161

of combustion, 23, 167
of combustion, measurement of,

25
ot lormation, 21, 167
of solution, 21, 93, 94, 167

specific, 16, 167
specific measurement of, 24, 161

Heterogeneous equilibrium, 155
Homogeneous equilibrium, 141

Homologous series, boiling point of,

29
magnetic rotation of, 45

melting point of, 27
molecular heat of, 19
molecular volume ol, 6

optical rotatory power, 52

Homologous series, refraction of,

4i
viscosity of, 16

Hydrate theory of solution, 118, 170

Hydrogels and hydrosols, 115, 167

Hydrolysis of esters, 148, 167
of inorganic salts, 153, 167

Hypothesis, Prout's, 132

INDICATORS, action and use of, 151

Inorganic compounds, melting and

boiling points of, 26

specific heat of, 19
Ionic theory of solution, 117, 170
lonisation, measurement of, 108

Ions, 107, 167

independent migration of (Kohl-
rausch), 113

migration, constants of, in
relative velocities of, no, in

Isobars, isochors, and isotherms, 76,

167
Isomerides, magnetic rotation of, 45

molecular heat of, 19
molecular refraction of, 40
molecular volume of, 6

Isomorphism, 34, 95, 124, 165

KINETICS, chemical, 142, 144, 169

LAW, Boyle's, 60
Charles' and Gay-Lussac's, 60

Dalton's, of partial pressures, 61,

85,91
Dulong and Petit's, 17, 124
Gay-Lussac's, of volumes of re-

acting gases, 69, 124
Graham's, of gaseous diffusion,

80, 8 1

Henry's, 86, 123
Mitscherlich's, of isomorphism,

34. 124
of constant heat summation, 22
of mass-action, 141, 149
Oslwald's dilution, 151, 162

MAGNETIC rotatory power, 43
calculation of, 44, 46, 164
specific and molecular, 44, 169

Mass, 3, 168

Mass-action, law of, 141, 149, 168

Melting point, measurement of, 23
Membrane, semipermeable, 97, 168

Mixture rule, 89, 168

Mixtures, liquid, density of, 89, 117

magnetic, rotation of, 89, 117

refractivity of, 38, 117
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Mixtures, vapour pressure of, 89, 91,

117

viscosity of, 14, 117
Molecular weights, abnormal, 104,

"3

OCCLUSION by solids, 95, 168

Optical activity, 47
constitutive nature of, 50
numerical measurement of, 50
rotatory power, Guye's theory of,

rotatory power, measurement of ,

53, 161, 170
rotatory power, specific and

molecular, 50, 164, 170
Organic compounds, boiling points

of, 29

dispersive power of, 40
magnetic rotation of, 45
melting points of, 27
molecular heat of, 19
molecular volume of, 6

refractivity of, 40
viscosity of, 15

Osmotic pressure, 96, 117, 168
and concentration, 98
and gas-equation, 99
and molecular weight, 99
and temperature, 98
and vapour pressure, 100
of electrolytes (abnormal), 104,

113- "7
Ost\\ aid's dilution law, 151

PHASE rule, 156
Physical properties, additive, 3, 55,
168

colligative, 2, 96, 168

constitutive, 3, 55, 168

mechanical, thermal, optical, 2

Polymorphism, 34, 165
Practical work, outline of, 161

Pressure and temperature of a gas,
62
and volume of a gas, 60, 64, 68

Prout's hypothesis, 132
Pycnometer, Sprengel, 4

KKI KACTION, 36
atomic, of various elements, 41

specific and molecular, 37, 169
Refractive index, 36, 169

experimental measurement of,

38, 161

Resistance, specific, 106, 169

Ring-formation and magnetic rota-

tory power, 46, 57
and optical activity, 52, 57

SERIES constant in magnetic rota-

tion, 45, 169
Solubility coefficient, Bunsen's, 86,

170
curves, 93
measurement of, 92, 161

Solution, theories of, 116, 170
Solutions, colloidal, 114

definition and classification of,

83, 84, 170
dilute, 96
in gases, 84
in solids, 95
of electrolytes, 106
of gases in liquids, 85
of liquids in liquids, 87, 96
of solids in liquids, 92, 96, 170

Solvation, 14, 122, 170
Statics, chemical, 142
Stere, 7

Strength of acids and bases, 149
relative measurement of, 149

Substitution and boiling point, 30
and melting point, 28

Sulphur, phase-rule treatment of,

157
Supersaturation, 93, 170
Surface energy, molecular, 9
Surface tension, 8, 171

measurement of, 9, 161

molecular, 9, 171

Symmetry and boiling point, 30, 57
and melting point, 29, 57
and optical activity, 53, 57
and viscosity, 57

TEMPERATURE, absolute zero of, 61,
68
and pressure of a gas, 62

Temperatures and specific heat, 17.
and surface tension, 10
and viscosity, 15
and volume of a gas, 60, 68

corresponding, n
Temperature-coefficient, 170
Thermometer, Beckmann, 129
Thermoregulators, 163
Transition points, 158

determination of, 160
"
Transport numbers," Hittorl's, in,
161

Trouton'b rule, 20
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UNSATURATION and boiling point,

3. 57
and magnetic rotation, 46. 57
and melting point, 28, 57
and molecular heat, 20, 57
and optical activity, 52, 57
and refractivity, 42, 57
and viscosity, 57

VAN'T HOFF constant i, 105

Vapour density, measurement of

(Dumas), 124, 125, 161

(Regnault), 124, 125

(Hofmann), 124, 126

(V. Meyer), 124, 127, 161

Vapour-pressure and osmotic pres-
sure, 100

curves, 85, 102, 168

Vapour-pressure, lowering of, mea-
surement of, 101, 104

Velocity, molecular, 68

Viscosity, 7, 12

measurement of, 12, 161
of gases, 68, 69
specific, absolute, and mole-

cular, 13, 171
Voltameter, 108
Volume and pressure of a gas, 60, 64,
68
and temperature of a gas, 60, 63
molecular solution, 5

specific, atomic, and molecular,

5, i?i.

WATER, phase rule treatment of, 157

TURNBULL AND SPEARS, PRINTERS,
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